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Executive Summary

1. Background

The purpose of  the assessment is to undertake an evaluation of  fi ve regional institutions based in South 
Africa working in the fi eld of  peace and security in Africa to inform Sida’s decision-making process 
regarding their continued support. The fi ve institutions are:

• The African Centre for the Constructive Resolution of  Disputes (ACCORD), based in Durban;

• The Centre for Confl ict Resolution (CCR), based in Cape Town;

• The Institute for Justice and Reconciliation (IJR), based in Cape Town

• The Institute for Security Studies (ISS), based in Pretoria.

• The South Africa Institute of  International Affairs (SAIIA), based in Johannesburg.

Sweden has provided core support to the fi ve institutions over a number of  years to enhance their 
institutional capacity and to support their work in promoting peace and security on the African conti-
nent. As the second support period is coming to an end in 2008, Sida commissioned a team from 
COWI A/S and Channel Research to evaluate the role and impact of  the institutions.

All fi ve of  the institutions supported by Sida are research and knowledge-based non-governmental 
organisations (NGOs). They have different but often overlapping areas of  operation; each of  them 
engages with government, academia and civil society in the countries where they are active. Each is 
supported by a number of  international donors, in addition to Sida. Four of  the organisations – 
ACCORD, CCR, ISS and SAIIA – focus on providing applied research in different aspects of  the wide 
fi eld of  African peace and security. ACCORD and CCR also draw upon a facilitation and training role 
in confl ict prevention and resolution processes – also supported by a research capacity. IJR works in 
similar territory but has more of  a focus on transitional justice and reconciliation issues. It is also 
relevant that the intellectual and political environment within which the institutions work in South 
Africa and in the continent as a whole is competitive and sometimes characterised by competition for 
donor funds.

As think-tanks and peace practitioners, the fi ve organisations act as service providers to regional organi-
sations, to governments and to the general public by offering expert knowledge and practice regarding 
issues of  utmost importance for stability, peace and human security. From the perspective of  govern-
ment, donors and other stakeholders, the independent knowledge and sparring they generate contrib-
utes to a deeper understanding of  the complex terrain of  confl ict prevention, human security and 
promotion of  peace. As such, ACCORD, CCR and ISS and to a lesser extent IJR are also contributing 
actively to broader continental and international processes, including through the UN system, the 
African Union and certain of  the African Regional Economic Communities.

2. Methodology

The methodology that we have used refl ects international best practice for evaluations by drawing from 
the OECD/DAC and Sida evaluation criteria (Effectiveness, Impact, Relevance, Sustainability, and 
Effi ciency). The evaluation has asked whether the organisations and their programmes are relevant 
with regard to Sida policy and to the overall context (either at the country level or from a pan-African 
perspective, as appropriate). We have also adapted elements from Sida’s evaluation manual “Looking 

Back, Moving Forward” where they are relevant for the evaluation purpose. We would especially like to 
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stress the participatory approach the team has applied right from the beginning of  the evaluation 
process, thereby following the idea of  partnership between the team and the organisations with mutual 
responsibilities and benefi ts.

The team undertook participatory SWOT analyses with each organisation to identify internal Strengths 
(S) and Weaknesses (W) and external Opportunities (O) and Threats (T). Depending on the size of  the 
group, the participants elaborated single or parallel SWOT matrixes, either integrating all level of  staff  
or segregating different organisational levels (e.g. fi nance & admin staff, programme staff). Data was 
collected from staff  of  the organisations and stakeholders using semi-structured direct interviews. They 
have been conducted as individual interviews (including by telephone) or group interviews. In addition, 
two forms of  questionnaire have been used: fi rstly an essentially quantitative questionnaire which was 
placed on each organisation’s website and secondly a more qualitative questionnaire which was sent to 
stakeholders nominated by the organisations themselves and also to individuals known to team mem-
bers.

3. Evaluation Findings

• The team identifi ed a generally well developed structure and capacity to deal with organisational and 
fi nancial issues in each of  the organisations.

• All fi ve organisations have, or are in the process of, improving their approaches to the monitoring and 

evaluation (M&E) of  their activities and services, in particular to enable them to generate statements 
on the outcomes and impact of  their work. The evaluation team is of  the view that some, if  not all, 
of  the organisations could benefi t from external sparring or assistance on M&E as they design and 
implement their new systems; 

• All of  the organisations were appreciative of  the manner in which the Swedish Embassy in Pretoria 
maintains its relationship with them. The geographical proximity – but also the personal involve-
ment of  Embassy staff  who are familiar with the organisations – enables this to be an informed and 
mutually benefi cial relationship. Co-operation amongst the fi ve organisations is taking place; nonethe-
less, the team would encourage the organisations to continue to seek opportunities for joint activities 
where these make sense.

• Each of  the fi ve organisations delivers high quality services and products within its fi eld – and each has a 
solid reputation upon which to build. While the record of  each of  the organisations here is generally 
good to very good, the team would encourage them to focus on their areas of  core competence.

• The evaluation fi nds that the relevance of  the outputs from the fi ve organisations to their own objec-
tives and to the objectives of  the Swedish Africa Policy is very strong. We assess that there is also a 
high degree of  relevance in the work of  organisations to the latter and that this is also increasing.

• All fi ve organisations have achieved a large number of  outcomes, ranging from the individual level to 
direct changes in political decision making. All fi ve organisations have mechanisms in place to assess 
outcomes through workshop evaluations, monitoring of  quality of  deliverables and evaluation of  
their activities through regular meetings and documentation.

• The impact of  the fi ve organisations varies in relation to the different products and services they 
provide. Impact has been achieved, for example, on the improvement of  the relationship between 
civil society and governments, on education and training curricula, on national legislation, on 
civilian components of  peacekeeping operations and on the reduction of  confl ict.

• All fi ve organisations use a participatory approach in their activities which enables them also to take 
advantage of  “windows of  opportunity” and creates potential for sustainable positive impacts. 
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Nonetheless, the infl uence of  the organisations is limited to a certain degree as external risks and threats 

can only partially be controlled.

• The team consider that the fi ve organisations as a whole make a signifi cant contribution to the broader 
discussion of  peace and security in Africa. This is appreciated by major stakeholders, such as the 
African Union and the African Regional Economic Communities. We consider that Sida gets value 
from this contribution and, although direct impact is diffi cult to attribute, by supporting these 
organisations, Sweden is contributing to improved peace and security in Africa.

African Centre for the Constructive Resolution of Disputes (ACCORD)
– ACCORD is a well established, accepted and recognized organisation for mediation, confl ict 

management and training. The high reputation and the rising demand for its services is a direct 
result of  its professional staff  capacity and the successful implementation of  a range of  activities 
related to the confl ict transformation and the role of  third party intervention.

– Over its 16 years of  experience, ACCORD has gained access to national, regional and pan-African 
level stakeholders. The organisation has delivered services to institutions and government adminis-
trations of  15 African countries and has extended its activities outside of  the African context on an 
international level.

– In terms of  sustainability, ACCORD has established suffi cient fi nancial and structural strength 
which has enabled the organisation to shift from a shorter-term project approach to a long-term 
programme focus. There is a clear and recognised need to diverse the donor portfolio and open new 
possibilities for funding, taking into consideration the risks of  engaging in the consultancy business 
which might affect the organisation’s perception and reputation.

– Critical points have been identifi ed in the weak M&E structures. ACCORD reported to the evalua-
tion team that an overall strategic plan which includes monitoring and evaluation is being fi nalised. 
Some projects fuel the risk of  changing the organisation’s profi le and negatively impact on its image 
as impartial broker – which could directly affect the organisation’s capacity to undertake confl ict 
management as a core area of  its work. 

The Centre for Conflict Resolution (CCR)
– CCR is a leading source of  training and knowledge on confl ict resolution in Africa and has estab-

lished itself  as a facilitator for policy dialogue on topical peace and security issues. CCR makes 
valuable and relevant contributions in both these aspects, although its principal comparative advan-
tages lie in the fi rst area.

– A lengthy re-alignment process has seen CCR move to a much more pan-African outlook. This has 
increased the Centre’s relevance, coverage and potential for positive impact. A potential threat is the 
lean staffi ng structure with a relatively high proportion of  administrative/support compared to 
programme functions.

– To maintain its position as a centre of  excellence in its fi eld, CCR will need to ensure suffi cient 
resident staff  capacity capable of  operating at a high level. CCR is encouraged to take further steps 
to address the relatively high level of  staff  turnover.

– CCR has its administrative and fi nancial functions fi rmly in place and is a reliable partner for Sida. 
It is taking steps to improve its fi nancial sustainability, inter alia by diversifying its sources of  funding. 
CCR is encouraged to enter into a dialogue with its principal donors to harmonise their funding 
arrangements to reduce transaction costs.
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The Institute for Justice and Reconciliation (IJR)
– IJR has established itself  as the leading African authority on issues of  transitional justice and 

reconciliation. It has a high profi le in South Africa and a good reputation. This is partly drawn from 
its origins as a follow-up to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC)

– IJR has successful examples of  impact at community level in the Western Cape and has helped build 
capacity in the Great Lakes region, Uganda and South Sudan. Its monitoring activities in South 
Africa – notably the Reconciliation Barometer and the Transformation Audit – are potential models 
for elsewhere in Africa.

– IJR has a very lean staffi ng structure which makes it vulnerable to the negative effects of  a staff  
turnover which has also been high. However, the evaluation team gained the view that the Institute 
now has a strong and harmonious core team – it is important that this is held together with pro-
active human resources support.

– The evaluation team note that IJR is in the process of  strengthening its strategic planning which 
needs to focus on results. There should also be a more structured dialogue with donors based upon 
this and the Institute should encourage its principal donors to harmonise their arrangements so as to 
reduce transaction costs.

The Institute for Security Studies (ISS)
– ISS is a key player in the fi eld of  peace and security in Africa. It’s high reputation and the quality of  

services and products has led to a wide demand for its services from stakeholders within the security 
sector, governments and supranational organizations in Africa and further afi eld.

– Varying degrees and types of  direct and indirect impact have been achieved, although it is diffi cult 
to attribute long-term change in politics or security to ISS interventions alone. Nonetheless, the 
Institute’s key outputs contribute towards a change in dynamics, procedures and structures of  
political decision-making.

– ISS has established a professional network of  contacts and co-operation with external stakeholders, 
but it is obvious that the expansion process and the continued success of  the Institute – both in 
attracting donor funding as well as in creating demand for its services – generates resistance from 
other NGOs in South Africa and elsewhere on the continent.

– One risk that was identifi ed in the broad scope of  activities and policy fi elds in which ISS is cur-
rently working concerns possible over-expansion (both geographically and thematically). With a 
growing demand for its services, ISS needs to consider where its core capacities lie.

The South African Institute of International Affairs (SAIIA)
– SAIIA has long experience, knowledge and capacity in the fi eld of  foreign policy and international 

relations within the South African, regional and continental context. Over the last 7–8 years, 
SAIIA’s focus of  research has expanded to Africa as a whole.

– Impact has been achieved through various policy consultations, the African Peer Review trainings 
and public forums. The team considered the large number of  media contacts and the rising demand 
of  requests as an indicator of  the relevance of  SAIIA’s work to strengthen a critical discussion on 
foreign policy issues.

– The Institute has an outstanding level of  access to policy makers on national, regional as well as on 
international level and has, due to its history, developed an impressive network of  contacts. A more 
critical aspect is the strong perception of  it as a South African institution. Some discussions on how 
to tackle this issue are ongoing at the organization.
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– The new strategy (still as draft) gives important guidelines for the further development of  the 
Institute and recognizes the need to diversify funding sources and extend strategic coordination with 
other institutions for a more global approach. Nonetheless, the strategy lacks some important issues, 
such as M&E, a more focused programmatic development and a lean, horizontal management 
model.

4. Recommendations

• Sida should continue its support to all fi ve organisations. Although some critical elements have been 
identifi ed, none of  these has the potential to constitute a severe risk for the continuity or perform-
ance of  any of  the fi ve partners.

• We recommend the continued provision of  core support as an instrument of  funding to the fi ve organisa-
tions. Sida’s core support has been proven a very important and relevant tool for supporting the 
organisations and their activities.

• Sida should continue using its position as a major donor to generate support for more harmonised 

approaches to support of  the fi ve organisations that will reduce transaction costs.

• The evaluation team strongly recommends a continued management of  the support from a Sida presence in 

South Africa to maintain the positive dynamics with the fi ve organisations and the support for peace 
and security in the country and the region.

• The organisations should identify ways to continuously improve their management structures and to apply a more 
decentralised management approach. As all fi ve organisations are dealing with a rising demand of  
their services, decentralized management structures will help support effi cient decision making.

• The organisations should ensure a careful balance between staff  capacity and deliverables. Most of  the organi-
sations have very extensive outputs and stresses can emerge amongst staff  who are continually 
pushed to deliver results in a complex and often politicised environment. An appropriate balance is 
also necessary between programme and support staff.

• The organisations should maintain a mixed, but focused portfolio of  products where practical fi eld experi-
ence feeds into research which in turn supports policy input.

• The use of  participatory partnerships with local organisations can be recommended, particularly when 
moving outside of  South Africa and targeting regional or pan-African level.
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background to the Evaluation

The purpose of  the assessment is to undertake an evaluation of  fi ve regional institutions based in South 
Africa working in the fi eld of  peace and security in Africa to inform Sida’s decision-making process 
regarding their continued support. The fi ve institutions are:

• The African Centre for the Constructive Resolution of  Disputes (ACCORD), based in Durban;

• The Centre for Confl ict Resolution (CCR), based in Cape Town;

• The Institute for Justice and Reconciliation (IJR), based in Cape Town

• The Institute for Security Studies (ISS), based in Pretoria.

• The South Africa Institute of  International Affairs (SAIIA), based in Johannesburg.

Each of  these organisations has different but often overlapping niches of  operation. Each of  them 
engages in advocacy in one form or another, engaging both government and civil society in the coun-
tries where they are active. Each is supported by a number of  international donors, in addition to Sida.

Sweden has provided core support to the fi ve institutions over a number of  years to enhance their 
institutional capacity and to support their work in promoting peace and security on the African conti-
nent. As the second support period is coming to an end in 2008, Sida commissioned a team from 
COWI A/S and Channel Research to evaluate the role and impact of  the organisations. The terms of  
reference for the assignment state that the framework for future Swedish support would be adjusted 
towards a more actor-driven co-operation with less direct Sida presence in South Africa. In the light of  
this, the evaluation is both timely and relevant.

The evaluation team would like to express its thanks to the large number of  people who generously 
gave their time and assistance during the course of  the evaluation, in particular: staff  at the Swedish 
Embassy in Pretoria and the management and staff  of  ACCORD, CCR, IJR, ISS and SAIIA. 
In addition, we would like to thank the large number of  other stakeholders and people with knowledge 
of  the fi ve organisations who agreed to be interviewed or who contributed in other ways to the evalua-
tion. While each of  the organisations has had an opportunity to comments on their sections of  the 
report, the report’s fi ndings and judgements are those of  the evaluation team alone. 

1.2 Structure of this Evaluation Report 

This report is structured in three parts: fi rstly, an Executive Summary providing the key fi ndings of  the 
evaluation; secondly, the main body of  the report, which provides essential background and which 
answers the main questions sought by Sida in the terms of  reference. This includes fi ve organisational 
assessments – one for each of  the organisations. And thirdly, a series of  annexes amongst which are 
more detailed versions of  the fi ve organisational assessments and the results of  the SWOT analyses.

1.3 Contextual Background

This section provides a brief  overview of  the role of  the fi ve institutions within the African peace and 
security environment and highlights some of  the most signifi cant interfaces with other actors, including 
regional organisations (particularly the AU and the African regional economic communities), the 
broader international community represented by the UN system, other multilateral and bilateral actors 
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and national governments. The section provides an initial starting point for the evaluation team’s 
understanding of  the institutions’ reach and relevance – which are two important aspects of  the evalua-
tion – and therefore underpins the subsequent analysis.

Clearly, peace and security issues in Africa cover a vast terrain – including at the local, national, region-
al and international levels – and require actors to make conscious choices regarding their comparative 

advantages, where they can contribute, who they are prepared and able to work with, when, how and with 
what. The extent to which the services of  the fi ve institutions are well targeted, meet established and 
emerging needs and are utilised, effi cient, effective and accountable have been key aspects considered 
by the evaluation.

The understanding of  peace and security issues in Africa is changing. This is partly a result of  the new 
geo-politics that emerged from the early 1990s and which has witnessed the resolution of  some of  the 
continent’s most long running violent confl icts (such as Sudan, Sierra Leone, Liberia), while others 
(notably in Somalia) continue and some have escalated (such as in Darfur). Still more are simmering 
(such as in DRC and Burundi). The emergence of  the African Union, NEPAD and developments 
amongst a number of  the Regional Economic Communities (RECs) has added impetus to a structure 
that is now termed the African Peace and Security Architecture (APSA). This works at various levels, 
including interfaces between the UN, AU and the RECs and involving member states and civil society. 
And it is leading to the development of  peacekeeping capabilities (the African Stand-by Force); a more 
focused role in post confl ict reconstruction and development; more active confl ict prevention and 
resolution; and the provision of  early warning. Framing these steps forward is a movement away from 
mainly state centred perspective on security to one based on human security which is closely linked to 
the human rights of  individual women, men, girls and boys. Most critically, there is a recognition and 
acceptance that development (in terms of  poverty reduction) is not possible without peace and stability, 
and vice verse. The importance of  the UN system in promoting these processes should not be under-
estimated but neither should the fact that African bodies such as the AU and the RECs and many 
African governments have also contributed their support. Equally relevant is the “space” that has 
opened up for NGOs and civil society to contribute; indeed, one could say that their role is to provide 
much of  the “glue” that cements the interfaces referred to above. To meet this responsibility, the NGO 
community as a whole needs to be able to respond with well-targeted inputs of  high quality across the 
range of  issues and levels that characterise the African peace and security environment. This is a 
tremendous challenge but it is the operating context in which the fi ve organisations supported by Sida 
should be seen.

All fi ve institutions are professional research and knowledge-based non-governmental organisations 
(NGOs). In other words, they represent an elite amongst the non-governmental and civil society sector. 
They have different but often overlapping areas of  operation; each of  them engages with government, 
academia and civil society in the countries where they are active. Their outreach also extends to 
ordinary citizens with an interest in peace and security, for example via public seminars, dialogue fora, 
and their web-based products. Each is supported by a number of  international donors, in addition to 
Sida. Four of  the organisations – ACCORD, CCR, ISS and SAIIA – focus on providing applied 
research in different aspects of  the wide fi eld of  African peace and security. ACCORD and CCR also 
draw upon a facilitation and training role in confl ict prevention and resolution processes – also sup-
ported by a research capacity. IJR works in similar territory but has more of  a focus on transitional 
justice and reconciliation issues.

As think-tanks and peace practitioners, the fi ve organisations act as service providers to regional organi-
sations, to governments and to the general public by offering expert knowledge and practice regarding 
issues of  utmost importance for stability, peace and human security. From the perspective of  govern-
ment, donors and other stakeholders, the independent knowledge and sparring they generate contrib-
utes to a deeper understanding of  the complex terrain of  confl ict prevention, human security and 
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promotion of  peace. As such, ACCORD, CCR, ISS, SAIIA and to a lesser extent IJR are also contrib-
uting actively to broader continental and international processes, including through the UN system, the 
African Union and certain of  the Regional Economic Communities. This pan-African element is an 
aspect that the evaluation has investigated as it relates to institutions’ capacity. For instance, we have 
asked whether the organisations’ strategies, staffi ng, management and funding are suffi cient to operate 
in such a broad format? And, conversely, we have been interested to explore the perceptions of  the 
wider African peace and security community on the role of  South African-based actors working at the 
continental level.

All of  the organisations also interact with the South African government, other South African based 
organisations, and with South African citizens. For example, ACCORD and ISS supported South 
Africa’s Presidency of  the UN Security Council in 2007 by organising seminars and making inputs for 
the UN Secretary-General’s Report on the relationship between the UN and regional organisations, 
particularly the AU on peace and security. CCR provides South African based stakeholders with inputs 
on confl ict resolution management and training. IJR is playing an important role in ensuring that 
reconciliation issues are kept on the political agenda. Like CCR, some of  its programmes also operate 
at the local (community) level. SAIIA provides high level policy analysis and research. All of  the institu-
tions have public outreach programmes involving training, workshops and seminars within their fi elds 
of  expertise. All also contribute through the local, national and international media, including web 
based media.

As independent non-governmental organisations, the fi ve institutions are accountable to promoting the 
public interest as expressed by the values and independence they espouse. The organisations act as 
service deliverers for strengthening the process of  establishing more effective inter-governmental, 
national and local structures for peace and security in Africa. This raises interesting accountability 
issues on a number of  levels – for example, in response to donors, governmental and civil society 
partners and citizens. The evaluation team have sought to capture the experiences of  these stakeholders 
through a combination of  direct interviews and questionnaires.

It is also relevant that the intellectual and political environment within which the institutions work in 
South Africa and in the continent as a whole is competitive and characterised by competition for donor 
funds. The fi ve institutions are important South African-based actors, but they represent part of  a much 
larger group that includes other think tanks and peace practitioners in South Africa and elsewhere on 
the continent.1

Related to this is a dimension regarding supply-driven and demand-driven service provision, which is 
relevant to the sustainability and strategic position of  the organisations. The team’s assessment is that 
all the institutions have contributed to ‘opening’ the intellectual space for the discussion of  security and 
undertaking security analysis in Africa and thus support directly and indirectly African governments, 
regional organisations and other African NGOs also engaged in peace and security analysis and 
practice. As was expressed to the team, there is without doubt a pressing need for quality, timely and 
relevant policy related and practical inputs at a variety of  levels. As well as asking about the internal 
coherency of  the organisations’ programmes, we have also been interested in exploring the overall 
coherency of  the services on offer. 

1.4 Swedish Policy

Since the mid-1990s, Sida has supported a number of  South African organisations working to promote 
peace and security. In 2004, it was decided to provide core support of  20 million SEK during 2005–2006 

1 Annex I provides a selective list of  African NGOs working in this area to help illustrate the wider context of  the contribution 
made by the five institutions at the continental and local levels.
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to ISS, ACCORD, CCR, SAIIA, and the Centre for Policy Studies (CPS). This support was extended 
to 2007–2008 with the exception of  the Centre for Policy Studies, which was replaced by the Institute 
for Justice and Reconciliation (IJR). The overall objective of  Sida’s support to these South African-
based NGOs is to strengthen their “institutional capacity in support of  peace and security in Africa”.

Sweden’s policy for Africa has recently been renewed.2 The new policy recognises peace and security as 
a priority condition for the realisation of  development and the overall objective of  poverty reduction. 
Its overall aims are threefold:

– To support African countries and citizens in their pursuit of  peace, democracy and respect for 
human rights, and of  economically, socially and environmentally sustainable development

– To help Africa play a full and active part in global political and economic co-operation on common 
challenges, and

– To broaden the contact interface between Sweden and Africa, and to promote Swedish and African 
interests.

The new policy contains two core perspectives: a rights perspective and the perspective of  poor people 
in development. In line with the Paris Declaration on Aid effectiveness (2005), the policy has a clear 
emphasis on African ownership of  policies and programmes. Relevant to this evaluation, is the decision 
to phase out long term development co-operation with certain countries and replace it with a more 
selective and actor-driven co-operation. The co-operation as a whole will take account of  three priori-
ties: 1) democracy and human rights, 2) the environment and climate, and 3) gender equality and the 
role of  women. It recognises the African Union (AU) and regional inter-governmental organisations as 
key building blocks and the importance of  strengthening the political will to solve confl icts. It also 
emphasises the importance of  adopting holistic and integrated approaches to peace and security – 
where, for example, peace support and peacekeeping measures are combined with strengthening of  
human rights, the judiciary, civil society, the role of  women, security sector reform, disarmament, 
demobilisation and reintegration. The policy highlights the relevance of  long term prevention (and 
predictable fi nancing) as part of  development co-operation and the need to work with other interna-
tional partners, such as the UN system and the EU. In the framework of  Sida’s Regional Strategy for 
Sub-Saharan Africa, which will end in December 2008, the support to the fi ve organisations forms an 
integrated part of  the implementation of  the Regional Strategy.

2 Evaluation Methodology

The methodology that we have used refl ects international best practice for evaluations by drawing from 
the OECD/DAC and Sida evaluation criteria (Effectiveness, Impact, Relevance, Sustainability, and 
Effi ciency). In order to do justice to the creative and active environment in which each of  the organisa-
tions works, we have also employed a number of  additional dimensions, including distinctions between 
competition and synergy, overlap and specialisation, demand- and supply-driven services, geographical 
base and expansion to the African continent and sustainability issues. The evaluation has asked whether 
the organisations and their programmes are relevant with regard to Sida policy and to the overall 
context (either at the country level or from a pan-African perspective, as appropriate). We also adapted 
elements from Sida’s evaluation manual “Looking Back, Moving Forward” where they are relevant for the 

2 Government Communication 2007/08:67 Sweden and Africa – a policy to address common challenges and opportunities, Swedish MFA, 6th 
March 2008.
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evaluation purpose. We would especially like to stress the participatory approach the team has applied 
right from the beginning of  the evaluation process, thereby following the idea of  partnership between 
the team and the organisations with mutual responsibilities and benefi ts.

A fi nal point to highlight is that the team has adopted the same methodology to each of  the organisa-
tional assessments – that is to say, we have studied each to a similar degree of  depth, within the same 
timeframe and using the same working methods and instruments (including a standardised interview 
guide and web-based questionnaire).

2.1 Terminology Used

The evaluation team has used terms and defi nitions based on the standard evaluation criteria elabo-
rated by the OECD/DAC:

Objectives: The intended results, stated in programme documents (i.e. for which there is material 
 evidence), as evidenced by verifi able changed conditions in the population.

Coherence: The absence of  contradiction between objectives in different fi elds

Coordination: Describes the balanced and effi cient interaction with outside agencies and stakeholders.

Relevance: The relation of  objectives to the needs of  the benefi ciaries of  target groups/systems. 
We will ask whether the outcomes achieved by the organisations targeted the priority issues in the 
given context.

Effectiveness: The ability to match objectives with results achieved (outputs or outcomes). The team will 
analyze how organisational and fi nancial management procedures and human resources were used 
to achieve the outputs and outcomes.

Effi ciency: The ability to achieve maximum results with given resources.

Results: Changes achieved through activities, outputs, outcomes or impact.

Outputs: The deliverables provided by an agency, usually measurable in quantitative terms. The output 
is based on activities and includes all physical and non-physical products, e.g. services, knowledge, 
capacities and hardware.

Outcomes: The use by the benefi ciaries of  the outputs. Outcomes can be defi ned as the observable direct 
changes related to behavioural, institutional or social settings. Intended outcomes are planned and 
can be directly related to the project or programme strategy.

Impact: The long-term changes which result in the condition of  the population from a series of  out-
comes. These changes can be intended or unintended, positive or negative. 

Sustainability: The continuation of  the outcomes after implementation has been completed. 

2.2 The Evaluation Focus

As stated in the TOR, the focus of  the evaluation has been on investigating the roles and impact of  the 
organisations within their scope of  work in the area of  peace and security. The team have examined 
these aspects in total – that is to say, we have not restricted ourselves to specifi c programmes. We have 
also taken account of  the specifi c environment and circumstances affecting each organisation on the 
basis that, while they all operate within the general fi eld of  peace and security in Africa, each of  them 
has a particular niche. We have identifi ed areas where these “niches” overlap, duplicate or complement 
each other.
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The TOR also asked the evaluation to answer a series of  questions which, in the inception report, we 
presented in a refi ned format as set out below. In practice, what this means is that we have re-framed 
the series of  evaluation questions posed by Sida in the TOR (see the centre column below) as shown in 
the left hand column in the table below. We have followed this structure in the main body of  this report 
and in the fi ve more detailed organisational assessments that are attached at annex.

Evaluation issues 
used by the team

Evaluation questions from ToR Methods and tools for data collection 
and analysis

Quality of activities 
and deliverables

Assess relevance, coverage, accessibility and 
reliability

Stakeholder interviews (external resource 
persons and institutions)

Spot check web sites

Document review: Results of peer reviews of 
reports and other outputs – secondary data 
analysis

Organisational 
performance

Impact & attainment of goals and objectives; role 
and importance in relation to each other and to 
AU, NEPAD and RECs; influence of being based in 
South Africa?

SWOT analysis

Stakeholder interview in South Africa

End user interview (questionnaire and network 
contacts)

Management performance Key stakeholder interview

Organisational 
aspects

Response to previous reviews (2004 compliance) Key informants’ interview

Management competence relative to finance and 
operational aspects

Key informants’ interview 

Organisational capabilities, competition, synergy SWOT analysis for each organisation

Financial sustainability Status of strategic development plan/business 
plan/income generating activities; effect of Sida 
funding

Key informants’ interview 

Technical 
sustainability

Measures and strategies to ensure continuous 
development of professional quality 

Key informants’ interview 

Cross-cutting issues Participation, human rights, gender equality, HIV/
AIDS and environment

Gender balance analysis for each organisation 
(internal and in outreach activities)

Key stakeholder interview

Document review of ongoing and planned 
programmes and projects 

2.3 The Approach Used

The evaluation was carried out in three steps:

A – Inception Phase: Relevant documentation was identifi ed and provided to the team by Sida and the fi ve 
organisations. This phase ended with the production and delivery of  an inception report on 21st April 
2008.

B – Implementation Phase started with a meeting of  all fi ve organisations, representatives from the Swedish 
Embassy and the evaluation team on 12th May 2008 at the Swedish Embassy in Pretoria. During this 
phase, key data collection and analysis took place for both South African and regional parts of  the 
evaluation. A list of  the main documents consulted is included at Annex H.

The evaluation team split into two groups; one working in Pretoria/ Johannesburg and Durban and the 
other team in Pretoria and Cape Town given the geographical location of  the organisations. The two 
teams used the same evaluation tools and framework and maintained regular contact in order to ensure 
consistency of  approach and synergies. All fi ve organisations were visited on site. In addition, the ISS 
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offi ces in Addis Ababa and Nairobi were visited in person in order to ensure that they could be con-
sulted directly. While in Addis Ababa, one team member also consulted with Addis-based donors and 
with the African Union Commission. More generally, the team have utilised its extensive range of  
global contacts in order to gain information. These stakeholders are included in the list of  individuals 
consulted at Annex G.

C – Reporting Phase during which the fi ndings of  the fi eldwork have been synthesised into a single report 
(this report). This includes a series of  more detailed fi ndings for each organisation at Annexes A to E. 
At the request of  the organisations, and with Sida’s agreement, the fi ve organisations have had an 
opportunity to comment on these assessments and the versions attached refl ect the comments received.

2.4 Evaluation Tools

2.4.1 SWOT Analysis
The team undertook participatory SWOT analyses with each organisation to identify internal Strengths 
(S) and Weaknesses (W) and external Opportunities (O) and Threats (T). Depending on the size of  the 
group, the participants elaborated single or parallel SWOT matrixes, either integrating all level of  staff  
or segregating different organisational levels (e.g. fi nance & admin staff, decision makers). As the output 
of  a SWOT is a highly subjective assessment of  data in a logical order, the results have been compared 
and jointly discussed in a plenary to identify possible contradictions and relevant key issues. The team 
also used the SWOT sessions as sparring with each organisation to contribute to their own planning – a 
contribution that the team felt was appreciated by the organisations. The aim was to identify ways to 
overcome weaknesses through opportunities and use strengths to cope with the external threats. The 
results of  each SWOT analysis are attached to the organisational assessments at Annex A to E.

2.4.2 Interviews and Questionnaires
Data was collected from staff  of  the organisations and stakeholders using semi-structured direct inter-
views. They have been conducted as one-in-one personal interviews (including by telephone) or group 
interviews. We have triangulated the information obtained by using data and information from different 
sources – external as well as internal. Key informants’ direct interviews have been used in sessions and 
for locations which the team have been able to visit in person. 

In addition, two forms of  questionnaire have been used: fi rstly an essentially quantitative questionnaire 
which was placed on each organisation’s website and secondly a more qualitative questionnaire which 
was sent to stakeholders nominated by the organisations themselves and also to individuals known to 
team members. A total of  55 external stakeholders were contacted directly, 86 responded to one or 
other of  the questionnaires, and 95 staff  members were interviewed.

2.5 Assessment of Gender and other Cross Cutting Issues

All fi ve organisations were assessed for their gender policy and practice in their organisational set-up 
and in their programme and project activities. In addition, the evaluation has examined the approach 
taken to HIV/AIDS, human rights, and, to a lesser extent, environment. Our fi ndings in these areas are 
included in each of  the organisational assessment sections of  the main report and in the detailed 
annexes.

2.6 Evaluation Challenges – Impact

The team would like to highlight the issue of  impact – it being both extremely topical in the technical 
discourse on peace and security interventions going on in other fora as well as a specifi c feature of  the 
evaluation TOR. In addition, it is an issue that all the organisations are conscious concerns them deeply 
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(“what change are we making through our work?”) as it addresses their raison d’être. The team was impressed 
with the sincerity with which the organisations (and also some of  their stakeholders) were interested in 
exploring this issue with the team.

Attribution of  direct impact, however, is notoriously diffi cult to determine in the area of  social and 
political sciences where change is often the product of  a combination of  factors. Bearing this in mind, 
we have assessed whether stated outputs have been achieved, based on deliveries from the organisations 
and we have attempted to expand the evaluation to the outcome level using success criteria and indicators 
where these are available. 

What is understood as outcome is the manner in which an organisation’s outputs have been used, or not 
used, by the various stakeholders having access to them. We understand “intended outcomes” as the 
objectives of  the organisations’ work. Clearly outcomes vary from one organisation to the next, depend-
ing upon the nature of  its outputs. As the results of  the evaluation show, it is possible to identify areas of  
impact for each of  the organisations. Understandably, the impact is often greatest in cases where there 
is substantial ownership by benefi ciaries of  the processes involved – which highlights the importance of  
demand-based services. As indicated above, however, the practical challenge faced by the team has been 
to identify distinct change that has resulted from the organisations’ outputs in a fi eld where such change 
is often the result of  various factors, elements and stakeholders all infl uencing a situation or a context. 
In other words, the organisations’ outputs generally form part of  a wider process in which they identify 
where their contributions can have a most relevant infl uence to generate sustainable and long-term 
change. This would then be the identifi able impact. The team has therefore consulted external stake-
holders and benefi ciaries of  the fi ve organisations to assess the measures and verify the statements on 
impact made by the fi ve organisations in their documentation and during interviews with their staff.

2.7 Limitations

The team would like to draw attention to the following constraints or limitations and the mitigating 
actions that have been taken to ensure a sound result from the evaluation:

– Time constraints. The evaluation is relatively ambitious in terms of  its TOR and the time available 
to the evaluation team has been quite limited. In particular, the time available for fi eldwork has been 
limited (to about four–fi ve person days on site per institution). In practice, this did not cause particu-
lar problems. But the time available for external stakeholder consultation was constrained (see 
below).

– Programmatic focus. Each of  the institutions has an impressive range of  programmes and activities 
and there has inevitably been a need for the team to focus. We have done this by targeting the major 
strategic level issues and looked more closely at a representative sample of  programmes. 

– External stakeholder consultation has been limited. While some 141 individuals have been consulted 
in addition to 95 direct employees of  the organisations, we have needed to be selective in our choice 
of  contacts, while trying to maintain a balance between the different categories of  stakeholder 
(i.e. governments, international organisations, the academic and research community, other NGOs 
and community-based organisations). We have utilised direct interviews, focus group discussions, 
telephone, e-mail and questionnaires. Direct consultations were held in Addis Ababa, Cape Town, 
Durban, Pretoria, Johannesburg, Nairobi, Accra, Berlin, London and New York and a number of  
other contacts elsewhere were interviewed via telephone. 
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3 Evaluation Findings

This section provides the overall fi ndings of  the evaluation and presents details for each of  the organisa-
tions using the assessment methodology set out in the Inception Report and refl ecting the TOR. 
The section begins with a discussion of  fi ndings which have a general relevance for all fi ve organisations 
and for Sida.

3.1 General Findings

Our summary of  general fi ndings set out below highlights key issues concerning organisational aspects, 
the outputs achieved, the relevance of  the organisations’ activity, and its outcome and impact. 
Finally, we include some observations concerning relations between the organisations and their donors.

Organisational aspects

The evaluation looked at various aspects of  the performance, fi nancial and technical sustainability of  
the organisations. 

• Although there is potential for improvement (see our recommendations), the team identifi ed a 
generally well developed structure and capacity to deal with organisational and fi nancial issues in 
each of  the organisations. They have sound and comprehensive procedures in place to ensure that 
key management issues are handled appropriately. Each of  the organisations combines internal and 
external oversight functions in a sensible way – for example, using management or executive com-
mittees (internal) and governing bodies or boards (external). In some cases, these still require terms 
of  reference.

• All fi ve organisations have, or are in the process of  improving, approaches to monitoring and 
evaluation (M&E) of  their activities and services, in particular to enable them to generate statements 
on the outcomes and impact of  their work. The organisations themselves recognise that they have a 
vested interest in this as it will help them to manage their programmes and deliver quality services. 
They also recognise that M&E is time consuming – it must be based upon assumptions made at the 
start of  a programme and then followed through. They understand that donors will focus on it. The 
evaluation team is of  the view that some, if  not all, of  the organisations could benefi t from external 
sparring or assistance on M&E as they design and implement their new systems; 

• Co-operation amongst the fi ve organisations is taking place, for example through participation in 
each others’ events as resource persons and through contributions to publications. Each organisation 
has an understanding of  the “space” in which it – and its counterparts – operates. There is clearly 
some overlap, particularly in the research fi eld. But the team’s view is that this contributes to a 
dynamic analytical environment that is really needed in Africa and is therefore not a problem where 
the quality of  outputs is generally high. Nonetheless, the team would encourage the organisations to 
continue to seek opportunities for joint activities where these make sense.

• It is a fact of  life that the NGO sector is competitive in terms of  its access to donor funds – although 
the team note an encouraging trend amongst the fi ve organisations towards income diversifi cation in 
this area. Not only is each of  them supported by a large and varied number of  traditional bilateral 
donors but they have also had success in attracting funding from non-governmental funds and, to a 
lesser extent, from the private sector. The organisations are encouraged to maintain this effort. 

• The team note that the fi ve organisations are also competitive in terms of  their access to quality 
staff  (which is their other critical resource alongside funding) – and here they compete not only 
amongst themselves but also with government, international organisations and other NGOs in 
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South Africa and further afi eld. There is also a certain amount of  staff  fl ow between the organisa-
tions (although this is not even). The organisations were all concerned to a greater or lesser degree 
about relatively high rates of  staff  turnover and the implications of  this on their ability to perform. 
They had procedures in place to monitor staff  turnover and the reasons for it – and the team 
encourages them to undertake regular analysis so that issues of  concern can be addressed.

Outputs

• Each of  the fi ve organisations delivers high quality services and products within its fi eld – and each 
has a solid reputation upon which to build. Most of  the outputs appear to be demand-driven (which 
has positive implications for impact), although the team note that demand is also stimulated through 
active marketing. Some of  the organisations are extremely professional in this respect. Success in 
stimulating demand is also a product of  a good reputation for delivering services that are needed 
and are of  good quality. While the record of  each of  the organisations here is generally good to very 
good, the team would encourage them to focus on their areas of  core competence and to ensure a 
satisfactory balance between staff  capacity and deliverables to avoid over-stretch. 

• The range and format of  outputs from each of  the organisations is impressive. It includes training, 
methodology development, facilitation, capacity building, seminars and workshops, and policy 
related research and commentary (which fl ow into a large number of  publications). Publications are 
increasingly being peer reviewed which is strengthening their stature.

• The team note that the very extensive range of  publications offered is partly a result of  the nature of  
the peace and security fi eld (there is a lot to write about) and partly a consequence of  funders’ wish 
to see a tangible product emerging from their support. However, it can lead to a situation of  over-
supply where stakeholders need to navigate through a large quantity of  similar material. A signifi -
cant number of  policy stakeholders consulted by the team said that they did not have time to read 
lengthy reports. The team see that greater selectivity in terms of  published outputs could be useful 
and that further attention should be given to the format of  reports so that they target the needs of  
stakeholders. 

Relevance

• The evaluation fi nds that the relevance of  the outputs from the fi ve organisations to their own 
objectives and to the objectives of  the Swedish Africa Policy is very strong. This is not a surprising 
fi nding as each organisation is very committed to its work and is essentially demand driven in the 
sense that it responds to needs that are perceived (by the organisations) and expressed (by stakehold-
ers) concerning African peace and security. We assess that there is also a high degree of  relevance in 
the work of  organisations to the latter and that this is also increasing.

• Each organisation is characterized by its particular area of  core competence and activity. The 
benefi ciaries of  this are often intermediary organisations (e.g. the African Union) that can have a 
direct infl uence on particular topics of  the peace and security agenda. Additionally, the relevance of  
the fi ve organisations is also based on their indirect infl uence through other stakeholders and their 
contribution to a specifi c situation or topic through direct intervention. In the following diagram, we 
position the fi ve organisations and their core activity areas within the overall African peace and 
security architecture which illustrates their relevance:
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• The relevance of  the fi ve organisations also relates to their conscious decision to move beyond a South 
Africa and Southern African focus to more of  a pan-African perspective. This is translating into a 
physical presence in some cases (most notably with ISS which now has offi ces in two other African 
countries and is about to open in a third). But, perhaps equally importantly, it also means the inclusion 
of  programmes whose focal point is elsewhere than South Africa and the employment of  staff  on 
these programmes who come from other African countries. The team would encourage this trend.

Outcome and Impact

• Based on the stakeholder interviews conducted and from an analysis of  media and other documen-
tation, the team consider that the fi ve organisations as a whole make a signifi cant contribution to the 
broader discussion of  peace and security in Africa. This is appreciated by major stakeholders, such 
as the African Union and the Regional Economic Communities.

• Outcome is defi ned as the direct change in behaviour or institutional setting that result from activities, 
services and products. Thus, outcome refers closely to the project or programme frame of  the 
organisations. All fi ve organisations have mechanisms in place to assess outcomes through workshop 
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evaluations, monitoring of  quality of  deliverables and evaluation of  their activities through regular 
meetings and documentation. All fi ve organisations have achieved a large number of  outcomes, 
ranging from the individual level to direct changes in political decision making.

• Individual and direct change of  behaviour and perceptions is related to the implementation of  
trainings, workshops and information activities (including publication of  research). Training has 
been provided to a wide range of  people – including personnel from the security sector (police, 
military and correctional services), media, and civil society and has extended both their knowledge 
and their practical competences. Support to dialogue processes and mediation has changed commu-
nication between and within the civil society sector and governments. Examples are provided by the 
work of  CCR and IJR in relation to community based confl ict resolution and reconciliation. Inputs 
in relation to the African Peer Review Mechanism (APRM) and in support of  Truth and Reconcilia-
tion Commissions are further examples. In each case, the organisation(s) involved have helped create 
and support a positive dynamic amongst the stakeholders. The policy level is targeted mainly 
through research and advisory activities, partly on request of  government entities. Outcome here is 
illustrated through direct and short-term changes in state legislation and applied policy design, based 
on recommendations provided by the fi ve organisations.

• The impact of  the fi ve organisations – here defi ned as long-term changes on the meso and macro 
level of  society – varies in relation to the different products and services they provide. As impact goes 
beyond the individual level, it is closely related to processes and dynamics amongst larger entities. 
The infl uence of  the organisations is thus limited to a certain degree as external factors can also be 
involved which can only partially be controlled. Related to a long term change, achievement of  
impact often goes beyond the programme or project timeline.

• All fi ve organisations use a participatory approach in their activities which enables them also to take 
advantage of  “windows of  opportunity” that may emerge and supports ownership by the benefi ciaries, 
either on the individual as the institutional level, and creates potential for sustainable positive impacts.

• Examples of  impact achieved by the fi ve organisations include: 
– The revision of  curricula of  peacekeeping training centres which leads to a long term change in 

the education and capacity building for benefi ciaries of  these institutions; 
– Awareness raising and research on civilian components and contributions (police force, NGOs, 

people’s organizations, …) and their role in peacekeeping operations has let to a change in the 
perception by the military of  civilian actors, indirectly infl uencing fi nancial allocations to these 
components (e.g. through EU’s African Peace Facility); 

– Support by one organisation to the revision of  South Africa’s education curricula is contributing 
to national stabilization;

– Confl ict resolution training and direct mediation has helped stabilize and resolve local confl icts 
(e.g. taxi and housing disputes, school confl ict) and contributes to positive dynamics on a wider 
level (in Lesotho, Swaziland and Zimbabwe).

– Advice on legislative topics on security and terrorism has infl uenced national legislation leading 
to a long-term change in the way the way governments, judicial systems and fi nancial institutions 
operate;

– Inputs related to the APRM have contributed to a larger discussion on the relationship between 
civil society and governments and contributed to enforce a discussion on democratic participa-
tion and good governance. 

• To generate verifi able statements on the impact, follow up analysis and evaluation of  sustainability 
of  the measures needs to be undertaken by the organisations. The team notes that a constraint in 
this regard is often the shortage of  funding for post-programme or project assessment activities. 
Financial support is generally bound to the implementation phase of  programmes and seldom takes 
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into account the need for subsequent evaluation. The team see that Sida’s core support can in this 
context play an important role in enabling the organisations to undertake respective post-project 
impact evaluations on their own. It is also relevant that most of  the organisations are already 
developing better approaches to M&E; in this regard, the team recommend that a way is found to 
integrate impact monitoring directly into programme design and implementation processes.

Relations with donors and with Sida

• All the organisations are highly dependent on donor funding – a fact that is not specifi c to these fi ve 
NGOs, but relevant for the majority of  NGOs and CSOs around the world. We have discussed 
during our assessment how far this might have an infl uence on programmatic issues and focus. 
Although all organisations stressed the importance of  their independence in decision making on 
their fi elds of  activity, the team sees that they also react to donor paradigms to attract funding. 
On the other hand, we also saw the capacity of  the fi ve organisations to approach donors and – up 
to a certain degree – infl uence their decisions on funding and support. What is important is that this 
process is based on dialogue and partnership – as indeed appears to be the case.

• Each of  the organisations has a regular and constructive relation with its main donors, including 
Sida. There is a running dialogue between the organisations and Sida and fi nancial and narrative 
reporting is provided in accordance with the specifi c agreements. All of  the organisations were 
appreciative of  the manner in which the Swedish Embassy in Pretoria maintains the relationship. 
The geographical proximity – but also the personal involvement of  Embassy staff  who are familiar 
with the organisations – enables this to be an informed and mutually benefi cial relationship. 
The organisations appreciate the programming fl exibility that Sida’s core funding provides.3 
In return, the Swedish Embassy and other Swedish stakeholders are able to draw upon the expertise 
of  the organisations in their work.

• Sida is, however, but one of  a quite large number of  donors and other funders and the evaluation 
team is conscious that managing such relations can impose high transaction costs for recipients and 
donors alike. Such costs include the need to hold regular consultations and keep donors informed of  
programme progress, the need to respond to donors’ particular funding constraints, and the wish to 
be able to respond to donor wishes regarding particular activities. While none of  the organisations 
raised this as an issue, the team would nonetheless encourage donors and the organisations to 
explore the possibilities for joint or pooled funding arrangements, joint reporting, and for co-
planning of  events, such as mid-term reviews and evaluations. This would be in line with general 
trends towards greater aid effectiveness and the Paris Declaration.

• Regarding the level and form of  funding provided by Sida, it is obvious that Sida is facilitating 
important parts of  the organisations’ work. We consider that Sida gets value from this contribution 
and, although direct impact is diffi cult to attribute, by supporting these organisations, Sweden is 
contributing to improved peace and security in Africa. If  this funding was withdrawn or severely 
reduced, there would be an impact on the organisations’ deliverables. 

3.2 African Centre for the Constructive Resolution of Disputes (ACCORD)

3.2.1 Key points
– ACCORD is a well established and recognized organisation for mediation, confl ict management 

and training. Its reputation and the rising demand for its services are direct results of  the organisa-
tion’s staff  capacities and its success in the implementation of  a range of  activities related to confl ict 
transformation, as well as its intervention accomplishments as a third party.

3 With the possible exception of  ISS which also saw value in programme funding as a way of  linking a donor directly with a 
specific work stream.
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– Over its 16 years of  experience, ACCORD has gained access to the national, regional and pan-
African level and stakeholders. The organisation has delivered services to institutions and govern-
ment administrations of  15 African countries and has extended its activities outside the African 
context at international level.

– In terms of  sustainability, ACCORD has established suffi cient fi nancial and structural strength to 
enable it to shift from a short-term project approach to a long-term programme focus. There has 
emerged a clear and recognised need to diversify the donor portfolio and open new possibilities for 
funding, taking into consideration the risks of  engaging in the consultancy business which might 
affect the perception of  the organisation and its reputation.

– Critical points have been identifi ed as the weak M&E structures and the lack of  a consistent strategic 
document which would defi ne targets, measures, outcomes and the expected impact of  activities. 
ACCORD has reported to the evaluation team that an overall strategic plan, which includes moni-
toring and evaluation, is being fi nalised and is scheduled to be submitted to ACCORD’s Board of  
Trustees for endorsement. Moreover, certain of  the organisation’s projects fuel the risk of  changing 
its profi le, negatively impacting on its image as an impartial broker, which may directly affect its 
capacity to undertake confl ict management as a core area of  its work.

3.2.2 Background
ACCORD was established in 1992 in consultation with senior political leaders in South Africa, which 
included, among others, President Thabo Mbeki (the then Head of  ANC’s Department of  Internation-
al Affairs) and Deputy Minister Aziz Pahad (the then Deputy Head of  the ANC’s Department of  
International Affairs). The organisation was mandated to provide confl ict management mechanisms in 
relation to the political negotiations and the transitional phase in South Africa. Working primarily on 
the shift from protest politics to negotiation politics, the organisation has constantly developed its 
structure and programmatic focus. At present, it aims at linking confl ict management to effective 
governance by strengthening existing confl ict transformation approaches and developing new and 
innovative ways to respond to confl ict. The organisation is based in Durban, but since 2003 it has had a 
satellite offi ce in Burundi (its fi rst in-country offi ce outside South Africa). ACCORD is registered as a 
non-profi t organisation under the name of  “ACCORD Education Trust” in South Africa, in accord-
ance with national legislation.

3.2.3 Quality of activities & its derivatives
Since ACCORD’s foundation, its geographical approach has been broadened from an originally national 
focus to a pan-African and international level. Through common actions with the AU’s Peace Support 
Operations Division and the RECs, as well as by establishing network structures with UN-DPKO, the 
organisation has contributed to the implementation of  the African Peace and Security Architecture. 
Additionally, the process of  collaboration with the Department of  Peace and Confl ict Research of  
Uppsala University and the Nordic Africa Institute for trainings, research and staff  exchange is essen-
tially contributing to the growth of  ACCORD’s international outreach. In 1993 the organisation 
established the Africa Peace Award (APA), in recognition of  individuals’ and institutions’ contribution 
to peace, good governance and the protection of  human rights in Africa. The APA, regarded as a 
fl agship project, is awarded every two years with high media and stakeholders’ impact.

ACCORD’s comparative advantage lies in the fi eld of  confl ict transformation and peace building. 
It stands out for its capacity to deliver professional trainings and research related to the main elements 
of  the confl ict cycle, especially through its approach of  intervention and strategy design for confl ict 
management. ACCORD works from a value-based perspective and has earned credibility and reputa-
tion because of  its commitment to its main principle of  non-partisanship. Rooted in the struggle against 
apartheid, the organisation boasts wide contacts with today’s political decision makers, the civil society 
and the business community both in the local, national and in the regional context. These contacts help 
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the organisation to deliver its services to a wide range of  stakeholders. These include, among others, the 
Swedish Defence College, the Folke Bernadotte Academy, the Swedish Ministry of  Foreign Affairs, 
various peacekeeping training centres in Africa, and the South African government, as well as other 
government institutions from various countries all over Africa.

An important part of  ACCORD’s output is publications, the most signifi cant ones being the Confl ict 
Trends magazine, the Occasional Papers Series for stakeholders in confl ict resolution and the African 
Journal on Confl ict Resolution, an accredited academic journal providing in-depth scientifi c analyses. 
The editorial quality is examined by an international editorial team, comprising academic researchers. 
All publications (with the exception of  some former book issues) are available on-line and can be 
downloaded free of  charge or requested from the publications department.

The continuous and rising demand for ACCORD’s services provides an indicator for a high level of  
qualitative output that the organisation is able to provide. The reliability of  its activities is closely related 
to its experienced staff. However, an external risk for the organisation has been identifi ed in the diffi -
culty of  fi nding well-qualifi ed personnel that have the capacity to deal simultaneously with research 
issues and practical capacities for confl ict management.

3.2.4 Organisational performance
ACCORD considers itself  as an intervention organisation with a strong focus on implementation rather 
than on research. Its impact has been substantial on various levels. The individual level is tackled by the 
trainings in confl ict management, aimed at changing the participants’ perceptions and behaviour, as 
well as at professionalising their capacities to deal with confl ict. As for the structural impact, a good 
example has been the African Civil Military Relations Programme, which has resulted in the establish-
ment of  CIMIC training curricula, used for in-mission CIMIC policy development. Rising demand can 
be regarded as an indirect indicator of  impact, as refl ected by the new intervention launched by 
ACCORD to train the military personnel at the South African Defence Forces Training Centre. 
The services provided to the Foreign Service Training Centre enable the organisation to be in direct 
contact with the diplomatic staff  of  South Africa and other African countries.

In particular, the cooperation with SAWID (South African Women in Dialogue), run by South Africa’s fi rst 
lady, has been determined as a strategic relationship, at the same time strengthening ACCORD’s 
gender portfolio. The Legal Aid programme in Burundi has generated tangible impact through the 
facilitation of  measures to mitigate land disputes and has positively infl uenced processes of  reconcilia-
tion and reintegration of  returnees into communities, as stated by UNOCHA in Burundi. 

In general, the strength of  ACCORD is working on confl ict through a pro-active approach, which 
enables the organisation both to tackle the causes of  confl ict and to keep in direct touch with the 
affected population and benefi ciaries. The resulting improvement of  living conditions is also due to the 
facilitation of  confi dence building as a precondition for communication, as well as owing to dialogue, in 
particular in war- or violence-affected countries and communities.

ACCORD maintains certain regular contacts with the media, even if  this is not its main objective and 
if  media coverage is not particularly demanded. The political sensitivity of  some of  the issues in 
question require that the organisation keeps a low profi le, thus the media are not the main strategic 
partner of  ACCORD. Nonetheless, the role of  the media in confl ict mitigation is acknowledged by 
analyses such as the 2006 report “Media Graduation from Potential to Actual Power in Africa’s Confl ict Resolu-

tion”. Regarding ACCORD’s website, statistics are kept on its frequentation, showing a steady growth 
of  users: the number of  visitors has almost tripled since 2006 (there has been an increase of  34% for 
the period of  April 2007–2008).
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3.2.5 Organisational aspects 
ACCORD’s organisational structure is headed by the Board of  Trustees, which constitutes the highest 
management and decision-making body. The day-to-day management is run by the general manage-
ment, sub-divided into three units and responsible for: (I) Corporate Affairs, (II) Operations and 
Business Development and (III) Finance & Administration. The organisation’s vision is established for a 
fi ve-year term and constitutes the strategic orientation for the respective period. In 2007, the organisa-
tion established the Vision 2012 “Encouraging and Consolidating Dialogue towards the Prevention, Management 

and Transformation of  Confl ict”.

Despite the organisation’s long experience and management capacities, its strategy is not explicitly 
based on a detailed plan or in process guidelines for the transformation of  future intervention areas into 
practice. As understood by the evaluation team, ACCORD has undertaken a restructuring process for 
the last 18 months. But the lack of  an institutionalised M&E system makes it diffi cult for ACCORD to 
analyse its outcomes and impact. However, ACCORD informed the evaluation team that an overall 
strategic plan, which includes monitoring and evaluation, is being fi nalised and is scheduled to be 
submitted to ACCORD’s Board of  Trustees for endorsement. Plans with measurable output exist for all 
donor-funded programmes as required by funders.

In terms of  transparency, the organisation has placed its working plan on its website, but this remains as 
the only document on the organizational dynamics which is available on-line. As the SWOT analysis 
has proved, ACCORD has a participatory and self-critical approach, which should also be refl ected in 
the organisation’s external communication and could defi nitely support its already good reputation. 

In the framework of  developing new sources of  income and funding diversifi cation, a partnership has 
been implemented with Development Alternatives Inc. (DAI) in Washington as part of  a tendering 
process of  undertaking contracted actions. ACCORD also aims to diversify its donor basis and look for 
alternative sources of  income, hence business development has been integrated into the management 
structures.

ACCORD learnt a lesson from the diffi cult experience of  rapid organisational growth in the late 1990s 
and it has now adopted a more sensitive approach of  a controlled organisational development. 
The organisation tackles with caution the multiple requests that it receives. The rising demand for 
services, however, poses the risk of  overstretching the institution’s capacities and losing professionalism 
due to excessive workload for the staff  involved. The implementation of  the Peace Centre project in 
Durban forms an important part of  ACCORD’s vision. ACCORD is currently searching for funding 
and ways to sustain the Centre’s high maintenance costs. If  a management partnership is formed with a 
private company, this could result in ACCORD becoming subject to profi tability rates and return 
pressures, which has a potential for changing the profi le and perception of  the organisation. 

The evaluation has team identifi ed a critical aspect in the fact that ACCORD is dealing with the idea 
of  increasing its income through consultancies and commissioned work. Although this approach has 
been successful so far, it could lead to weakening its image as an impartial broker in the sensitive fi eld of  
confl ict management.

Sida’s core funding support has contributed to covering the institutional costs of  trainings, e.g. for the 
Foreign Service Trainings Institute and for confl ict management trainings at leadership level for the 
Government of  Burundi. It has signifi cantly supported the organisation’s capacity to respond to exter-
nal demands rapidly and effectively.

3.2.6 Financial sustainability
ACCORD’s fi nancial strategy is managed by the Executive Committee according to a business model. 
The core funding is based on programme funding, where 15% is allocated to administration fees (which 
is the maximum proportion allowed by donors), and 10% to management fees. This is integrated into 
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various programmes and provides fi nancing for the overhead costs of  the three organisation depart-
ments. Financial procedures seem well in place and are described in the Standard Operations Proce-
dures Manuals. All the budget, fi nancial offers, and invoices are controlled by the Finance Department. 
A change in the South African auditing regulations in 2005 meant that ACCORD, along with all 
organisations in South Africa, had to make changes in their auditing systems so as to comply with the 
new regulations. The increase of  yearly revenue has been impressive, from ZAR 20 m in 2005 to 
estimated ZAR 40 m as described in the 2008 forecast.

Financial reports for the Sida support for 2005 and 2006 mention the fact that in 2005 only 30% of  the 
resources available for the programme were spent, whereas in 2006 the whole budget was spent. 
Allocation to different activities evolved a lot with, for instance, Confl ict Trends, fi nanced with ZAR 
7.300 in 2005, but ZAR 289.000 in 2006. The Burundi offi ce was also fi nanced with ZAR 1,664 
million in 2005. The core funding allocated by Sida was important due to its fl exibility, however, the 
team identifi ed a certain lack of  absorption capacity in the past.4

As far as the sources of  income are concerned, ACCORD’s projection for 2007/2008 appears sustain-
able as multi-year grants account for to 32% of  the total income, while tender income and fees for 
services represent 17% of  the general income. Graphs prepared by ACCORD for the budget 
2007/2008 highlight a strong representation of  the Nordic donor community, where Sida provides 8% 
of  the overall funding. The operational budget for 2008 reveals that Sida represents 17% of  the total 
revenue, about 50% of  the Sida funds being used for programme expenditures.

1.1.6 Technical sustainability 
ACCORD has a proven capacity to attract and acquire donor funding to support demand generating 
dynamics and to deliver the requested services in a timely and adequate manner. This has contributed 
to the professional standing of  the organisation and has attracted the interest of  other African govern-
ments that demand services. The organisation regularly meets technical reporting requirements and has 
received positive feedback from other donors on its technical capacities and procedures. Networking is 
an important factor in generating synergies and avoiding competition with stakeholders with a similar 
activity portfolio. ACCORD collaborates with business companies, government agencies, academic 
institutions, UN agencies and organisations from the African and European civil society.

In addition to a mid-year review meeting, ACCORD also holds an annual end-of-year review meeting, 
where the work undertaken during the year by each programme is analysed. Into this review meeting 
there are incorporated team building activities in order to enhance the team spirit of  the organisation. 
Generally, the working atmosphere is transparent and self-critical. Team spirit is well developed, which 
is evidenced both by the SWOT analysis and by the open discussion of  critical points mentioned by the 
staff  during the exercise. Although the management model is rather vertical, participation in decision 
making is supported by regular strategic meetings of  the Heads of  Departments, General Managers 
and Managers. A code of  conduct has been elaborated in 2008 to establish guidelines for professional 
performance of  staff.

A serious critical factor has been mentioned in relation to security concerns of  staff  and the psycho-
social effects of  working in confl ict-affected areas and with the affected population including direct 
victims of  violence. The management has agreed the implementation of  specifi c measures to protect 
respective staff  members from the negative effects of  working in these environments.

4 According to the organisation, the lack of  absorption capacities was a result of  the fact that the funds were used for the 
setting up of  the Research Unit, including the recruitment process of  Staff  for the Unit (which took time), and as such it did 
not allow the full absorption of  the funds.
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3.2.7 Cross-cutting issues 
There are no policy documents referring to the cross-cutting issues, although they are taken into 
account in the organisation and the programmes and form part of  the mission statement. There is a 
generally good gender balance at the programme level and in the organisation. In 2006, ACCORD 
received the Timbuktu Award for its work on gender mainstreaming on the continent from Femme 
Africe Solidarité (FAS). Within the context, gender is recognized as a crucial element and research has 
been carried out into approaches to combating gender-based violence.

Human rights are closely linked with the objectives of  confl ict mitigation and democratisation. Human 
rights organisations are regularly involved in the ACCORD programme, notably in Angola, where 
ACCORD strengthens civil society organisations for confl ict transformation.

Environmental issues cover, for instance, land disputes or shared water resources. In 2005, a staff  
member of  ACCORD was invited by the SADC Parliamentary Forum to a Roundtable for Parliamen-
tarians from Angola, Namibia and Zambia to present a paper on collaborative processes of  managing 
trans-boundary confl icts in the SADC region, relating to shared water resources, land border disputes, 
forced migration and HIV/AIDS. In partnership with the UN University (UNU), a study on the 
relation of  peacekeeping operations and HIV/AIDS (“The Unintended Consequences of  Peacekeep-
ing”) was published in 2007.

3.3 The Centre for Conflict Resolution (CCR)

3.3.1 Key points
– CCR is a leading source of  training and knowledge on confl ict resolution in Africa and has estab-

lished itself  as a facilitator for policy dialogue on topical peace and security issues. CCR makes 
valuable and relevant contributions in both these aspects, although its principal comparative advan-
tages lie in the fi rst area.

– CCR is seen as playing a positive role in all its programmes and particularly in it work on confl ict 
resolution and training where it remains a market leader.

– A lengthy re-alignment process has seen CCR move to a much more pan-African outlook. This has 
increased the Centre’s relevance, coverage and potential for positive impact. A potential threat is the 
lean staffi ng structure with a relatively high proportion of  administrative compared to programme 
functions and few senior staff  in the latter.

– To maintain its position as a centre of  excellence in its fi eld, CCR will need to ensure suffi cient 
resident staff  capacity capable of  operating at a high level. CCR is encouraged to take further steps 
to address the relatively high level of  staff  turnover.

– CCR has its administrative and fi nancial functions fi rmly in place and is a reliable partner. It is 
taking steps to improve its fi nancial sustainability, inter alia by diversifying its sources of  funding. 
CCR is encouraged to enter into a dialogue with its principal donors to harmonise their funding 
arrangements to reduce transaction costs.

3.3.2 Background
The Centre for Confl ict Resolution (CCR) was established by the University of  Cape Town in 1968 as 
an independent non-profi t organisation. The current Executive Director (Dr Adekeye Adebajo) arrived 
in 2003, by which point CCR had already established a strong reputation thanks to its ability to com-
bine training, confl ict resolution, and policy research and its reach stretched from the local community 
in the Western Cape to the wider Southern African region. With the new leadership, CCR extended its 
programmes to cover the broader pan-Africa peace and security agenda. The Centre’s immediate 
objective is described as “to strengthen the capacity of  African institutions and actors to manage 
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confl ict in their own region”.5 CCR also seeks to “infl uence positively and critically policy and academ-
ic debates on African security and governance issues” by providing a neutral platform for policy dis-
course.6

CCR currently has 30 staff  and in 2006 had an expenditure of  ZAR 22,5 million. The current contri-
bution from Sida is for SEK 4.0 million divided into two annual tranches provided as core budget 
support.7 Other major donors are: Denmark, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, Norway and 
Switzerland.

3.3.3 Quality of activities & deliverables 
CCR has undergone a quite radical shift in its focus over the last fi ve years to one with a broader pan-
African outlook. CCR’s objectives refl ect this perspective – as do its programmes and expenditure (the 
Africa Programme is now around fi ve times the size of  the National Programme and its activities are 
largely implemented outside of  South Africa). The effect of  this approach has been to increase the 
relevance of  CCR’s outputs to Africa’s peace and security priorities. CCR’s outputs are also relevant to 
the organisation’s own goals and objectives – and to Sida’s. 

In the National Programme, support is provided in the areas of  restorative justice in collaboration with 
the correctional services but also with youth (over 1900 youths have received instruction by CCR-
trained peer educators) as part of  a Peace Education Programme.8 There is continuing local demand 
for these training and process-orientated services. As evidence of  this, CCR informed the team that 
they have recently won a tender to provide confl ict resolution services to the South African National 
Department of  Housing. 

However, the bulk of  CCR’s activity has now moved towards a pan-African focus and contributes to the 
agendas of  the AU and RECs – particularly ECOWAS, SADC, ECCAS and IGAD – and also govern-
ments and other stakeholders on the continent and beyond. For example, CCR’s expertise in mediation 
was sought in the development of  the Mediation Support Unit under the UN Department for Political 
Affairs (DPA). Also, CCR’s work on HIV/AIDS, African Militaries and Peacekeeping has also been 
widely praised. And, training workshops under the Africa Programme have provided confl ict transfor-
mation, resolution and mediation skills and practical mediation interventions in South Africa, the sub-
region, as well as elsewhere in Africa. The evaluation team view these activities as fully consistent with 
CCR’s core area of  comparative advantage and are relevant to Sida’s objectives and to African needs in 
this fi eld.

In the policy area – which has become a key point of  focus for CCR in recent years – seminars and 
“advisory group” meetings are held on issues as diverse as “Africa’s Responsibility to Protect”, “Truth 
and Reconciliation Commissions and War Crimes Tribunals”, and “Africa’s Evolving Human Rights 
Architecture”. The general approach used is that of  a moderated discussion. The results – which 
include a series of  policy recommendations – are subsequently published in report form available in 
both printed copy and on CCR’s website. The Policy Development and Research (PDR) programme 
has also resulted in several edited books – most recently South Africa in Africa: The Post Apartheid Era. 

In response to suggestions from donors for shorter, more concise reports that are available quickly – 
CCR has also begun to produce what it calls “policy briefs”; the fi rst covered “Africa and Europe” in 
November 2007. CCR also frequently hosts public dialogue seminars on topical issues of  governance, 
peace and security. In 2007, 23 such ninety minute seminars were hosted. These appear to be a popular 
and relatively low cost way of  inputting to local knowledge dissemination and dialogue. Such policy 

5 CCR Annual Report 2003–04, Page 6.
6 CCR Africa Programme Proposal – July 2005–June 2008. May 2005.
7 CCR Progress Report to Sida (January to December 2007), December 2007.
8 CCR Annual Report 2005–06.
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related activities are relevant to CCR’s objectives, respond to the priorities included in Swedish devel-
opment policy, and are also relevant to current needs in relation to Africa’s peace and security develop-
ment. As a member of  the AU Commission commented to the evaluation team, “there is a continuing 
need for these types of  inputs to broaden the level of  knowledge and debate in Africa and amongst AU 
member states”.9

In the view of  the evaluation team, CCR offers recognised and relevant services across a range of  
topical peace and security areas. Its reach has increased to include more of  Africa and its coverage has 
also expanded. The team would, however, like to raise the question of  the overall coherency of  CCR’s 
programmes in relation to its areas of  comparative advantage and its capacity. It is noticeable that 
throughout the period 2005–2008, the organisation has maintained the linkage between its initial core 
expertise (in confl ict resolution and training) and its wider pan-African activities. This is most obvious in 
the National Programme and in important parts of  the Africa Programme (mainly the Confl ict Inter-
vention and Peacebuilding Support (CIPS) project) which have much in common thematically. 
This linkage, however, appears weaker in relation to CCR’s broader policy related work which covers a 
wide range of  topics. As an option to consider, the evaluation team suggest that a stronger linkage could 
be made between CCR’s broad confl ict resolution services and the needs of  the day – for example, by 
facilitating further policy seminars and related research that can help promote pro-active agenda setting 
at the political level.10

3.3.4 Organisational performance 
CCR is aware of  the need to assess the impact of  its activities – and that this is diffi cult to measure. 
The evaluation team would wish therefore to highlight that, although CCR does not yet have a system-
atic monitoring and evaluation (M&E) system, it does have a number of  management process through 
which implementation is monitored and it is in the process of  developing a more systematic mechanism 
for the 2008–2012 Africa Programme.11 The team view this as very positive and suggest that its applica-
tion should itself  be monitored so that relevant lessons can be captured and potentially disseminated 
further.

One indicator of  impact highlighted by CCR was the continued demand for the Centre’s services. In 
some cases, there is direct impact – for example, the support to the Tanzanian Human Rights Commis-
sion led to the inclusion of  confl ict management approaches in the Commission’s work. This was also 
said to be the case with the Ugandan Human Rights Commission. CCR staff  also commented that 
these institutions can be seen to pass on the approach in their contacts with other organisations. Other 
examples include CCR’s work on taxi-related violence in South Africa (which reduced levels of  vio-
lence), with corrective services, for the Department of  Foreign Affairs (confl ict resolution training), and 
on school based violence (using peer educators). 

Impact attribution is more diffi cult with regard to the policy seminars and research publications. Again, 
this is not a problem faced by CCR alone. The evaluation team has the impression that the policy 
dialogue fora are well supported and contribute to enriching the standard of  knowledge and debate. 
Nor is impact of  the resulting publications obvious – although they are well written and presented. 
Amongst the policy community and donors, the evaluation team found that few people had the time to 
read publications of  the length of  the seminar reports. This was even more so in relation to the research 
books. This fi nding underlines the point that published outputs – if  indeed they are to have infl uence – 
are selected, timed and presented in ways that take account of  the target audience’s needs.12 

9 Interview in Addis Ababa, 2nd May 2008.
10 CCR’s work on HIV/AIDS with SADC and AU are examples.
11 Monitoring and Evaluation Plan for the Centre for Conflict Resolution’s Africa Programme (2008–2012).
12 However, the team would also like to reflect that the policy community are not the only relevant beneficiaries of  CCR’s 

outputs and that the same time constraints do not necessarily apply to other stakeholders.
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3.3.5 Organisational aspects 
Out of  a total of  32 posts in May 2008, there are currently 2 vacancies. 19 of  the 32 posts are related 
to the support clusters and 13 are being related to the programme clusters. The implications of  this are 
discussed further in the section on technical sustainability below. The organisation has three support 
clusters (fi nance, human resources and communications) and three programme clusters (research, 
regional training and national training).

Corporate governance and fi nancial oversight of  CCR is provided by a 16 member Board of  Gover-
nors which meets several times a year. The Board provides strategic advice on programme activities 
and, since 2005, has hosted a sub-committee on audit. The Board is currently considering a charter 
that will set out the responsibilities of  Board members. A draft was tabled on 10th December 2007.

CCR’s policy manual includes sections on core values, ethics and conduct; fi nance and fi nancial 
controls and approvals; appointments and terminations; staff  benefi ts; performance management (and 
discipline and grievances); HIV/AIDS; interns, associates, resource panellists; and travel. The policy 
manual appears to be a thorough and easy to read document. Since 2003, a system of  six monthly 
planning and evaluation workshops has been maintained with all staff  as a means to spread internal 
learning and interfaces. The evaluation team believe this practice helps strengthen corporate linkages 
between the different work clusters in CCR which, during the SWOT analysis, was identifi ed by some 
staff  as a weakness.

Financial management is provided by CCR’s fi nancial manager and his staff  (of  4) and is based upon 
annual costed activity plans provided by programme staff  and derived from the four-year programme 
documents that have been discussed with donors and against which funding has been pledged. CCR 
operates according to a principle of  balanced budgets which requires monthly fi nancial monitoring and 
forecasting of  outturn. The accuracy of  this depends upon rapid book keeping to ensure that expendi-
ture and commitments are up to date.

3.3.6 Financial sustainability
In 2005 & 2006, CCR had a total of  15 foreign donors and four South African national funds and 
partners. The majority of  donors contribute to specifi c programmes – and Sida is currently the only 
donor providing core funding. Donors disburse funds at different rates, in some cases (as with Sida) on a 
multiyear basis. CCR thus receives funding at irregular intervals which complicates annual budget 
reconciliations. A further complication is that programmes can have different completion dates. The 
evaluation team encourages CCR and its donors to begin a dialogue on how they can move towards 
more harmonised forms of  support that will reduce transaction costs for both sides.

CCR is conscious of  the importance of  improving its fi nancial sustainability. On the one hand, it sees 
that it can achieve this by continuing to deliver relevant and quality services. On the other, it is seeking 
to reduce its operating costs. In March 2007, the Centre purchased a historic property in Cape Town 
which reduces the monthly outgoings on offi ce accommodation. CCR is also able to earn income from 
certain of  its activities. In March 2008, it won a tender for support to the National Department for 
Housing worth ZAR 0.5 million for three months input.

3.3.7 Technical sustainability 
A system of  internal quality control is in place to ensure that deadlines and schedules are met and that 
internally generated knowledge and publications are subjected to quality control in terms of  their 
content and analysis. For works published by the CCR, a peer review process secures uniform quality 
for books, monographs and other publications. There is a cyclical pattern of  research fi ndings inform-
ing the development of  training manuals and then the policy development process. The evaluation 
team consider that it would be benefi cial to spread the burden of  published outputs by encouraging less 
senior researchers to contribute. 
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CCR’s technical sustainability depends also upon the quality and capacity of  its staff, including perma-
nent members and external resources who can be “hired in” when required. CCR has relatively few 
programme related positions for an organisation with such an ambitious agenda. While using external 
consultants provides CCR with useful fl exibility to match staffi ng with funding availability and pro-
gramme requirements, it may limit the organisation’s ability to act as an independent actor using its in-
house capacity. This places pressure on CCR to ensure that it has the reputation and management and 
technical capacity in place to attract additional short term staff  and monitor their performance. In the 
opinion of  the evaluation team, a careful balance needs to be maintained between having core in-house 
staff  capacity and being able to draw from outside resources on a short term contract basis. Further-
more, the in-house capacity also needs to be balanced between senior staff  and more junior staff. 

Although the previously high rates of  staff  turnover appear to have slowed, it was also raised as a 
concern by some members of  staff  during the SWOT exercise. The evaluation team recommend that 
results of  the staff  exit interviews should be collated and used by management (including the Board) to 
determine whether remedial action is required and, if  so, what steps should be taken.13 

3.3.8 Cross-cutting issues 
CCR treats cross-cutting issues seriously and has integrated them into both its organisation and its 
programmes. The organisation’s confl ict resolution and training activities can be described as utilising a 
rights-based approach (which underpins perspectives on human security, for example) and are gender 
sensitive. 

The CIPS project includes gender and peacebuilding as one of  its fi ve theme areas – in 2006 the 
project published “A Peacebuilding Training Manual for African Women in Decision-Making” written by two 
CCR staff  members.14 Prior to this, CCR hosted a number of  training workshops and seminars, 
including on UN Security Council Resolution 1325. CIPS also includes a thematic area on human 
rights and the PDR project has hosted a policy seminar in June 2007 on Africa’s evolving human rights 
architecture. 

HIV/AIDS is one of  four focus areas for the PDR project and CCR’s work here is innovative, cutting 
edge and timely. As part of  the PDR project, fi ve policy seminars have been held within the last three 
years, each resulting in a published seminar report. More importantly, this work has contributed to 
encouraging African militaries to think through how they treat and deal with those with HIV/AIDS. 

3.4 The Institute for Justice & Reconciliation (IJR)

3.4.1 Key points
– IJR has established itself  as the leading African authority on issues of  transitional justice and 

reconciliation. It has a high profi le in South Africa and a good reputation. This is partly drawn from 
its origins as a follow-up to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) – the outcomes of  
which IJR continues to pursue.

– IJR provides strong links between practical grassroots reconciliation and policy advocacy. It is 
successfully extending this experience from South Africa to other parts of  the continent while being 
careful not to over-extend itself. Nonetheless, with demand exceeding supply, this remains a risk. 

– IJR has successful examples of  impact at community level in the Western Cape and has helped build 
capacity in the Great Lakes region, Uganda and South Sudan. Its monitoring activities in South 
Africa – notably the Reconciliation Barometer and the Transformation Audit – are potential models 
for elsewhere in Africa.

13 The evaluation team has been informed that such action is now in hand. ibid.
14 Peacebuilding Training Manual for African Women in Decision-Making, Thelma Ekiyor and Yaliwe Clarke, CCR, 2006.
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– IJR has a very lean staffi ng structure which makes it vulnerable to the negative effects of  a staff  
turnover which has also been high. However, the evaluation team gained the view that the Institute 
now has a strong and harmonious core team – it is important that this is held together with pro-
active human resources support.

– The evaluation team note that IJR is in the process of  strengthening its strategic planning which 
needs to focus on results. There should also be a more structured dialogue with donors based upon 
this and the Institute should encourage its principal donors to harmonise their arrangements so as to 
reduce transaction costs.

3.4.2 Background
The Institute for Justice and Reconciliation (IJR) was established in Cape Town in May 2000 as a 
follow-up to the South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC). Its vision is the “building 
of  fair, democratic and inclusive societies in African countries during political transition”.15 IJR cur-
rently has a core staff  of  16 and in 2007 had an expenditure of  just under ZAR 9 million.16 The 
current agreement with Sida provides core funding to IJR for 2007–2008 amounting to SEK 4 million 
in two annual tranches – which makes it the largest single contributor. Other donors and private funds 
include the Netherlands, Denmark, the South African Department of  Arts and Culture, the Ford 
Foundation, and the Kellogg Foundation. 

3.4.3 Quality of activities & deliverables
IJR is seen as having a comparative advantage in the area of  transitional justice thanks to the depth of  
its activities in this area following the TRC in South Africa and based on the experience and quality of  
its staff. Evidence of  its solid reputation is provided by the award, in May 2008, of  UNESCO’s Prize 
for Peace Education in recognition of  “its outstanding efforts in building sustainable reconciliation 
through education and in addressing systemic injustice in Africa”.17

IJR sees its role as “becoming Africa’s leading provider of  policy advice, training and research on 
transitional justice”.18 The evaluation team assess that the relevance of  IRJ’s programmes to this 
objective is high. The relevance to Sida’s objectives is also good, growing stronger with IJR’s increasing 
focus on transitional justice and reconciliation issues in other parts of  Africa. The team recognise that 
one of  IJR’s particular strengths is its ability to draw from its base of  South African experience and it is 
therefore positive that the Institute remains very active amongst local communities in the Western Cape 
and in South Africa more generally. The level of  demand for services from a variety of  stakeholders, 
including government, also points to the relevance of  its work to local and regional needs.

IJR has created niche areas both in South Africa and on the continent as a whole and is also one of  the 
leading institutes globally in its fi eld. Its approach to work is a practical, experience-based application 
of  what can cement progress during processes of  transition from confl ict. In spite of  this unique 
position, IJR has made a conscious and, in the view of  the team, commendable decision not to ‘exploit’ 
this unique niche for the sake of  expansion but rather to tie its domestic and international engagements 
to its ability to deliver cutting edge support and service. This we feel is an admirable position and stance 
that needs mentioning.

IJR’s three geographical focus areas – South Africa, the Great Lakes (mainly DRC, Burundi and 
Rwanda) and Greater Horn Regions (principally South Sudan and Uganda) – are technically demand-
ing from a transitional justice perspective. In addition, the Institute’s Zimbabwe Desk works to address 
the transitional challenges posed in that country, at national and regional levels. The core pillars of  

15 IJR Strategy 2008.
16 IJR Audit for year ended December 2007, KPMG.
17 UNESCO Press Release 2008-35.
18 IJR Priorities, Objectives and outputs 2008–2010.
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IJR’s coverage are: (a) research and analysis, (b) facilitating dialogue and (c) training interventions. 
All three pillars are premised on working collaboratively with local institutions and partners, and always 
as an invited partner.

IJRs activities in South Africa contribute broadly to promoting peace and stability. The Reconciliation 
and Reconstruction Programme’s work with youth, community leaders, politicians, educators, trade 
unionists provides a holistic and innovative approach to discourses on peace and security by engaging a 
cross section of  society. By promoting the improvement of  social capital, it builds reconciliatory leader-
ship able to deal with diffi culties within communities. In other words, IJR’s work creates opportunities 
for sustained dialogue.

The sharing of  the South African experiences, training of  partners and the extension of  knowledge 
contributes to building institutional capacities in its partner organisations to deepen peace education. 
IJR’s collaboration with other South Africa based institutions with expert knowledge and experience in 
other fi elds contributes to improving and making more effi cient the Institute’s own interventions. 
The evaluation team learnt, for example, that one project that IJR is keen to pursue following requests 
from partners is the compilation of  a Facilitator’s Handbook on Transitional Justice in Africa based upon IJR 
interventions and experience. The team see that this would be a good way of  cementing the knowledge 
and learning that IJR has developed and making it available to a wider audience.

3.4.4 Organisational performance
While impact is often diffi cult to attribute, IJR’s specialist outputs have potential impacts that range 
from the local community level (perceptions, behaviour) to the national level (decision-makers – e.g. via 
the Reconciliation Barometer and the Transformation Audit) and international level (through its 
contributions to taking the new fi eld of  transitional justice forward) where the work in the Africa 
Programme and the Fellowship Programme are relevant. The team’s overall view is that the Institute is 
successful in achieving its objectives; however, these would benefi t from greater clarity (i.e. a focus on 
results) and the team is pleased to see that a process to achieve this is now in hand.

An indicator of  impact is the continuing demand for IJR’s services and its access to decision-makers. 
An example from Rwanda illustrates this – where the Institute has contributed to resource and curricu-
lum development in the South African education system (e.g. through the publication of  the Turning 

Points in History textbook series), Rwanda’s National Unity and Reconciliation Commission has asked 
IJR to facilitate a similar process in Rwandan schools. IJR also sees opportunities for similar history-
related activities in other post confl ict and crisis countries (for example in Zimbabwe).19 

Evidence of  IJR’s profi le and relevance to current issues in its domestic market South Africa is provided 
by extensive media coverage of  IJR activities and commentary surrounding its major annual publica-
tions – the Reconciliation Barometer and the Transformation Audit. While it is diffi cult to attribute 
changes in policy to these publications, the depth of  media coverage is a clear indicator of  their rel-
evance to political debate. The SA Reconciliation Barometer Newsletter, which is published quarterly, is 
also helpful in this context. It contains short essays and commentary on topical socio-political issues that 
are generally of  a high standard. 

In most of  its work, the Institute is treading carefully in what are inherently sensitive areas. The Recon-
ciliation Barometer tests assumptions about human security, political culture, historical confrontations 
and focuses on longitudinal studies, misconceptions can easily arise. This is also related to the annual 
Transformation Audit that tracks issues of  social justice, labour market dynamics, poverty and inequali-
ties which are issues that can also generate political tensions. The suggestion that these political analysis 
models could be used elsewhere in Africa has attractions (it could complement the APRM – African 

19 Growth and Development prospects: A Strategic Overview, IJR, 2006.
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Peer Review Mechanism, for instance) but it would also bring IJR into potentially rough waters that 
would be demanding, not least in terms of  the capacity required to manage such a task and its political 
sensitivity. The Institute could mitigate such potential risks through its participatory and demand-driven 
approach that builds on existing knowledge and programmes in requesting countries. 

3.4.5 Organisational aspects
IJR is headed by an Executive Director (Dr Fanie du Toit). The Institute has a core administrative staff  
of  three plus the Executive Director and each of  the three programmes also has a programme adminis-
trator. There are currently three interns who are employed as programme staff. All 17 members of  staff  
apart from one permanent staff  member (and two interns) are South African. Given IJR’s pan-African 
programme focus, the Institute may wish to consider broadening the representativity of  its staff. 

Day to day management and fi nancial oversight of  the Institute is provided by the Executive Director 
and an Executive Committee (ExComm) of  seven members which meets four times a year. Aside from 
the Executive Director, there is no staff  representation on the ExComm – this is an aspect that the Insti-
tute may wish to consider amending in order to increase internal participatory processes. 

The ultimate authority for IJR’s policy and management rests with a 16 person Board of  Directors. 
The Board comprises eminent individuals (the majority are senior academics) – all are based in the 
Cape Town area. As with its staff, the Institute may wish to consider broadening the representativeness 
of  its Board membership to include persons from other African countries in the future. The evaluation 
team recommend that both management committees should have terms of  reference to guide their 
activities.

IJR has a detailed set of  policies and procedures including on staff-related issues such as discipline and 
grievances, employment equity and affi rmative action, environmental awareness, anti-corruption, 
health and safety, HIV/AIDS, performance management etc. These seem adequate for an organisation 
of  IJR’s size and shape – although the management is encouraged to monitor their effectiveness. 

The team see that IJR’s location in Cape Town has both advantages and disadvantages: it offers scope 
for concrete reconciliation work in the Western Cape but it is also somewhat distant from the political 
hub of  South Africa which is Pretoria and Johannesburg.

3.4.6 Financial sustainability
IJR operates as a non profi t organisation. According to the 2007 Audit report from KPMG, its total 
income was just under ZAR 11 million and expenditure was ZAR 9.2 million. The main donors/
contributors are Sida, Kellogg Foundation, the Netherlands Embassy, SA Department of  Arts and 
Culture, and the Ford Foundation. Sida and the Mott Foundation are the only IJR funders to contribute 
core funding – all others are programme or project based (in which case they include a contribution to 
common overheads, in most cases of  around 10%). 

The team note that donor dependency was raised during the SWOT analysis – implying that there is a 
concern amongst staff  about the fi nancial sustainability of  the organisation. To help secure this, the 
Institute has decided to establish a “sustainability fund” with a working capital suffi cient to cover 50% 
of  its annual operating cost. The team support this initiative and fi nd the range of  traditional donors, 
funds, SA Government, and corporate supporters is positive and should be maintained. The team 
would encourage the Institute to develop a written policy regarding the contributions to the fund and its 
possible utilisation.

Fundraising, which has previously been pursued in a rather ad-hoc fashion, is now beginning to be 
more formalised. The evaluation team support this and were pleased to see that a more systematic 
strategic planning process is now being used which can be expected to also enhance the Institute’s 
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dialogue with its donors and other supporters.20 The team also recommend that IJR initiate a discussion 
with its major donors to see what steps can be taken to increase donor harmonisation and alignment. 
This could include common reporting and pooled funding. The aim would be to reduce transaction 
costs to both IJR and the donors.

3.4.7 Technical sustainability
We note that transitional justice is a relatively new fi eld and there is competition for qualifi ed and 
experienced practitioners. IJR provided the evaluation team with the details of  its staff  turnover for the 
last three years which as already noted appears high for a small organisation – although the trend 
appears to be improving. As the net effect depends upon the reasons for the staff  turnover, it is recom-
mended that IJR monitor the situation and ensure that appropriate analysis of  the results is undertaken. 
The use of  “exit interviews” when staff  leave provides a valuable mechanism for this.

The Institute is obviously leanly staffed but makes use of  external consultants to augment its capacity. 
During the SWOT exercise, some staff  raised the limited staff  capacity as an issue – implying that 
existing staff  are thinly spread which poses risks of  overload and burn-out. This underlines the impor-
tance of  management ensuring an appropriate balance workload/capacity balance. A suggestion made 
during the SWOT was that debriefi ng meetings be held following interventions in the fi eld. This can 
help staff  off-load stress and can also be useful from a mutual learning perspective. 

A related point was made that certain of  IJR’s activities can place an emotional burden on staff  (as 
events involving trauma are explored) and that they may have need for specialised supervision. As the 
extent of  this possible need is not currently known, the team recommend that IJR look into the issue 
more closely. 

The technical sustainability of  the IJR’s work is also based on its ability as an institution to learn from 
its activities through effective monitoring and evaluation. The evaluation team note that the Institute is 
starting to utilise a more systematic approach to M&E; including, an annual strategic planning work-
shop moderated by an external facilitator; regular situation analysis (using SWOT and PEST) feeding 
into LFAs for each programme; a strategic evaluation meeting towards the end of  each year; and 
regular performance management (including quarterly progress reports). The evaluation team support 
these initiatives.

Meanwhile, the technical quality of  IJR’s published outputs is controlled through internal and external 
quality assurance (QA) processes. Major publications such as the Transformation Audit are subject to 
external QA – in most other cases a practice of  internal peer review is used. The evaluation team note 
the increasing focus on effective external review mechanisms; the most obvious cases for it within IJR’s 
portfolio are the Reconciliation Barometer, the Transformation Audit, and the various books that are 
published. The team recommend that the Institute formulate a written policy that can be applied in 
these cases.

3.4.8 Cross-cutting issues
IJR takes cross-cutting issues seriously both within its own organisation and in its programmes. In terms 
of  gender, two thirds of  the Institute’s staff  are women (including all administrative staff). Two of  the 
three programme heads are women. The Institute’s employment equity policy includes very clear 
statements about the need to avoid discrimination on the basis of  race, gender, ethnic and social origin, 
HIV status etc. Its affi rmative action policy also promotes the appointment of  women. 

As a rights-based organisation, IJR also pursues gender-balanced approaches and human rights in its 
programmes; for example, in Zimbabwe, IJR has worked on mainstreaming gender other women’s 
organisations and activities in reconciliation processes. More broadly, the whole aspect of  the pro-

20 IJR Strategy Plan, 2008.
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gramme on reconciliation and social justice can be described as premised on reversing historical 
injustices and human rights abuses especially in the Western Cape.

Interestingly, IJR’s high profi le Reconciliation Barometer does not present gender disaggregated data 
but concentrates instead on differences according to race. This is a point that the Institute has said that 
it will consider addressing in its future work.

3.5 The Institute for Security Studies (ISS)

3.5.1 Key points
– ISS is a key player in the fi eld of  peace and security in Africa. It’s high reputation and the quality of  

services and products has led to a wide demand for its services from stakeholders from the security 
sector, governments and supranational organizations in Africa and further afi eld. ISS is perceived as 
a leading think tank on peace and security issues.

– Varying degrees and types of  direct and indirect impact have been achieved, although it is diffi cult 
to attribute long-term change in politics or security to ISS interventions alone. Nonetheless, the 
Institute’s key outputs contribute towards a change in dynamics, procedures and structures of  
political decision-making.

– ISS has established a professional network of  contacts and co-operation with external stakeholders, 
but it is obvious that the expansion process and the continued success of  the Institute – both in 
attracting donor funding as well as in creating demand for its services – generates resistance from 
other NGOs in South Africa and elsewhere on the continent.

– One risk that was identifi ed in the broad scope of  activities and policy fi elds in which ISS is currently 
working is currently occupying concerns possible over-expansion (both geographically and themati-
cally). With a growing demand for its services, ISS needs to consider where its core capacities lie.

3.5.2 Background
The ISS was established in 1991 by the current Executive Director Jakkie Cilliers and P.B. Mertz as the 
Institute for Defence Policy, being renamed in 1996 as the Institute for Security Studies. The Institute is 
registered as a trust fund and non-profi t organization in South Africa. Its mission is to “conceptualise, 
inform and enhance the debate on human security in Africa in order to support policy formulation and 
decision-making at every level towards the enhancement of  human security for all in Africa”. After 
moving offi ces to Pretoria (1996) and establishing an offi ce in Cape Town (1997), the Institute expanded 
its operations through branches in Addis Ababa (2005) and Nairobi (2006) which are registered as 
subsidiary entities in accordance with the prevailing national laws21, under the ISS Trust that is regis-
tered in South Africa. ISS has recently undertaken a strategic planning process, culminating in a 
strategic plan for the period 2008–2011.22 With Human Security as a working paradigm, the Institute 
focuses its activities on research, capacity building, policy formulation and implementation as well as 
networking on national, regional and international level.

3.5.3 Quality of activities & deliverables
ISS sees itself  as undertaking applied policy research and design in the fi eld of  security in Africa. 
Its outputs include a wide range of  publications – including the fl agship African Security Review (ASR), 
a variety of  monographs, reports, and books to which both ISS staff  members and external contribu-
tors provide input. Increasingly, these publications are subject to external peer review. All are subject to 
internal quality control processes. Other outputs are regular seminars and workshops, policy dialogue, 
capacity building, and implementation services. ISS staff  frequently appear in South African and 

21 The office in Nairobi is registered as Company limited by Guarantee with no Share Capital.
22 ISS, Strategic Plan 2008–2011, The ISS of  the Future, 24. May 2008.
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African media and also participate in international briefi ng and study tours (e.g. to the Scandinavian 
countries). All ISS offi ces contribute to these outputs.

The comparative advantage of  the Institute lies in the long-time experience in the fi eld of  peace and 
security in Africa and the capacity to deliver high qualitative services and products related to this policy 
fi eld. In South Africa, ISS has delivered services to the South African Department of  Foreign Affairs, 
the South African National Defence Force, the South African Police Service, the Department of  
Correctional Services, the National Prosecuting Authority and the Department of  Home Affairs. 
Stakeholders on a regional level include the African Union, the Southern African Regional Police 
Chiefs Co-operation Organisation (SARPCCO) and its East African counterpart (EAPCCO), IGAD, 
EASBRICOM and the Regional Centre for Small Arms. Cooperation and networking with govern-
ment and civil society structures cover a pan-African level and include the African Human Security 
Initiative AHSI, the African Research Network on Terrorism ARCNET, various Financial Intelligence 
Units (FIUs) and the African Peace Support Trainers Association (APSTA).23 In the Great Lakes 
Region, capacity building support has been provided to civil society organisations to monitor the 
implementation of  the SADC fi rearms protocol.

ISS has extended its outreach from a national to a pan-African and international level, as for example 
the collaboration for counter traffi cking with the IOM reveals, where ISS has been approached to 
undertake the monitoring and trends analysis for fi ve Southern African countries. Actually, of  all the 
ISS programmes, it is only the Crime, Justice and Politics Programme (CJPP) that has a specifi c South 
African focus. All other programmes – about 80% of  ISS’ activities – refer to a regional context or a 
pan-African level.

The two core programmes of  the ISS Cape Town offi ce on corruption and organised crime have 
delivered services to policymakers, especially parliamentarians, government committees and interna-
tional associations. An impact on the legislative level has been achieved through the support for drafting 
the legislation on transnational criminal groups, where the ISS Cape Town chaired the drafting com-
mittee. The support to the Namibian FIU, created further demand to follow up the process and a 
request to contribute to the Namibian Anti Terror Bill. The acceptance of  ISS as a key player in the 
fi eld of  peace and security is also related to the mixture of  staff  competences it can provide; including 
experienced academics, independent researchers and former practitioners from the security sector. 
Although expansion is related to a growing demand for its services, the inclusion of  further thematic 
fi elds could raise the risk of  diluting the established profi le of  the Institute as a centre of  expertise for 
peace and security issues. A possible limitation to the Institute’s geographic reach was seen in the fact 
that it is mostly providing services to the Anglophone countries of  Africa. In response to this, the 
Institute has recently embarked upon a concerted programme to include French contributions in its 
website and all published work in English will, in future, contain an executive summary in French or 
Portuguese.

Linked to both of  the above issues, is the risk that ISS’ very success in extending its coverage and reach 
on the pan-African level could have negative implications in terms of  the perceptions of  potential 
partners, donors, and other stakeholders. While there can obviously be an element of  jealousy in such 
judgements, the perception is one of  which the ISS is aware and which it recognises it needs to guard 
against.

3.5.4 Organisational performance 
The variety of  outputs and services enables the Institute to cover a wide range of  benefi ciaries and end-
users for their deliverables and products. Whereas the large number of  peer reviewed publications, 
including in-depth academic analysis as well as shorter policy reports, can be identifi ed as an indicator 

23 ISS serves as secretariat for the APSTA.
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for the Institute’s professional research capacity, it confronts users with the problem of  sometimes 
excessive and very detailed information. The evaluation team recommend that ISS consider how they 
target their various audiences with appropriate levels of  information and formats to maximise the 
accessibility and usage of  their outputs. 

Donor and government stakeholders consulted by the evaluation team commented that, while ISS 
publications were often not used by them due to their length, seminars and workshops on topical issues 
were appreciated. This suggests the importance of  good timing and being able to provide inputs that 
target stakeholder needs. ISS’ relationship with the media is generally strong; cooperation with media 
representatives and agencies through interview or articles with the aim to promote its analysis and to 
develop public awareness about security issues on the continent. The website administrator is in charge 
of  collecting information, which is done by automatic research tools and alerts, subscription to around 
15 relevant online newsletters and through press agency reports which compile relevant articles, radio 
interviews and television appearances.

ISS’ (internal) policy and security briefi ngs by the African Security Analysis Programme ASAP are also 
provided for media professionals, international diplomatic missions and donor organizations and the 
team see this as one way through which the Institute can infl uence decision making. The rising demand 
for information briefi ngs (including from AU PSC members on a case by case basis) shows the relevance 
of  ISS’ analytical services and the confi dence of  external stakeholders. A structural impact has been 
achieved in the relationship with SARPCCO where the provision of  training for SARPCCO is contrib-
uting to an institutional transformation process in terms of  improving governance structures. In the 
trainings provided for EASBRICOM by the ISS’ Nairobi offi ce, a substantial impact has been achieved 
through improving the awareness of  the role of  civilian components in peacekeeping operations. 

The website plays an important role in strengthening ISS’ leading role as a provider of  information on 
African peace and security issues. Internal statistics show a frequentation rate of  around 4 million hits a 
month with around 1,8 million pages accessed. The institute actually hosts eight different websites, most 
of  them for specifi c programmes or other organisations, thus creating a shared added value.

3.5.5 Organisational aspects 
The overall view of  the evaluation team is that the Institute has effective procedures for internal govern-
ance in place and that suffi cient checks and balances exist. ISS utilises a relatively decentralised manage-
ment structure based upon its programmes. Each offi ce has a management function that is also support-
ed by staff  from the Head Offi ce in Pretoria. In addition, offi ce heads meet regularly as a Management 
Committee, the Institute as a whole hosts an annual “Indaba” in which all staff  participate as well as an 
annual strategic planning retreat for senior management. Senior management includes the management 
committee members as well as all programme heads. Given the expense of  these latter events, the 
evaluation team recommend that ISS ensure that they continue to emphasise their participatory nature.

Overall strategic direction and management is provided by the Management Committee. In addition, 
an Executive Committee meets every week in Pretoria and is responsible for day-to-day operations 
management. ISS has developed a detailed policy manual – including personnel and fi nancial issues, a 
Code of  Ethics, a Code of  Conduct, complaint and grievance procedures, and anti-corruption policy – 
which is accessible to all staff  on the Intranet. The SWOT analysis conducted as part of  this evaluation 
showed a high level of  participation and transparency, critical points were discussed openly and without 
any constraints. This refl ects a dynamic and self-critical organizational culture.

All staff  are appointed under time limited contracts (capable of  renewal) that are linked to job descrip-
tions with performance targets that form the basis for appraisal and payment of  bonuses. The staff  
members are subject to mid-year and annual personnel appraisals through an open and participatory 
system. ISS had undergone a rigorous grading of  posts and salary structure during 2006 in order to 
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provide benchmarking with other comparable organisations. While staff  were generally satisfi ed with 
ISS recruitment processes (which are based on open competition), the team heard of  one case where 
the appointment had not resulted in immediate issue of  a contract (at the time of  interview, the person 
had been in post without contract for four weeks). The Institute is recommended to ensure that proce-
dures are in place that ensure issue of  contract before relocation. Although there are good feedback and 
reporting mechanisms in place, the team note that aside from the ombudsman roles and the annual 
“Indaba”, there is no mid and junior level staff  representation in ISS decision-making bodies (pro-
gramme and offi ce heads take this role). The team would suggest that such representation could further 
assist management-staff  communication and inclusiveness.

3.5.6 Financial sustainability
ISS utilises a mix of  core and project funding and a total of  25 government and corporate fi nancing 
agencies are listed in the 2007 Annual Report. The total income for the year ended December 2007 
was just over ZAR 97 million (US$ 12.9 million), of  which ZAR 12 million (US$1.6 million) is de-
scribed as “other income”. Total expenditures in 2007 were ZAR 87 million. The main donors in 2007 
were the Nordic countries with Sweden contributing the amount of  SEK 7.0 m. The Swedish funding 
was directed to the Arms Management Programme (30%), African Security Analysis Programme 
(35%), Crime and Justice Programme (3%), International Crime & Africa Programme (3%), Southern 
Africa Human Security Programme (8%) and Core Funding (21%). ISS remains heavily dependent 
upon external donors for funding. To decrease the level of  fi nancial dependency, steps to strengthen 
longer term fi nancial sustainability and independence are being taken. There is a perception amongst 
staff  at ISS that this dependence is diffi cult in view of  the changing nature of  donor funding and their 
strategies towards South Africa. ISS informed the team that it is intended to reduce the extent of  single 
donor programmes in order to reduce fi nancial dependency.

ISS offi ces are self-sustaining in terms of  being funded from project/programmes – the exception being 
the Head Offi ce in Pretoria which now has its running costs supplied by a 10% overhead levied on all 
programmes. This 10% is deducted in total from incoming funds into the regional offi ces as soon as 
they have been received onto ISS’ books. This practice does not appear to have been uniform in the 
past (some donors have contributed to overheads at different rates) and this has caused confusion 
amongst certain donors in Addis Ababa. While the issue appears to have now been resolved, its occur-
rence has not contributed to donor confi dence.24 On the other hand, fi nancial management has im-
proved, the number of  audit comments has reduced markedly in recent years – which provides an 
indicators that instruments and procedures for fi nancial control have improved. The evaluation team 
recommend that ISS ensure maximum transparency and consistency of  fi nancial reporting with 
appropriate clarifi cations where necessary to ease understanding.

3.5.7 Technical sustainability 
ISS has a proven capacity in responding to new requests and includes market orientated dialogue with 
potential partners, thus generating demand and improving the network with stakeholders; examples are 
the support provided to EASBRICOM and to IGAD (ICPAT). The evaluation team note that demand 
for services does not necessarily equate with funding from the same source. In most cases, a form of  
partnership between the Institute and the benefi ciary results in a project proposal which is then pre-
sented to possible donors for fund raising purposes. In this way, the Institute can be seen to be both 
responding to demand and helping to create that demand.

Internal monitoring and evaluation of  programmes and activities is undertaken within programmes as 
a compliance review of  achievements and outputs, but ISS does not yet have a dedicated M&E unit to 
implement or mainstream defi ned procedures to assess the outcome or impact of  its activities. 

24 At its most recent meeting with its Nordic donors in Pretoria the Institute proposed greater standardization in the proposal 
budgets as well as a reduction in management and administration costs for head office from 10% to 7%.
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The Institute is aware of  this lack and has decided to institutionalize the process as part of  the revised 
strategy. ISS is expanding rapidly as a result of  growing demand. The fact that the Institute is providing 
its services on a broader African range and plans to establish liaison offi ces in Brussels and New York 
requires a substantial administrative backing. A critical element is the staff  available for administration 
and technical support in ISS’ Pretoria offi ce. In the view of  the evaluation team, the expansion should 
be accompanied by structural strengthening where necessary to support staff  and services.

During the SWOT analysis, there was considerable discussion about staff  turnover/retention and the 
extent to which the turnover of  academic staff  was a weakness (threat) or a sign of  strength. Moreover, 
movement of  staff  between research institutions working in the same fi eld can be seen as a positive way 
of  maintaining energy and creativity; but if  no knowledge management system is in place, it can also 
become a risk for the organization. It was also noted that staff  have a tendency to leave for government 
and international employment – and that this is also a two-way traffi c. It was generally felt that this fl ow 
to the ISS refl ected the Institute’s reputation as a professional organisation and its ability as a capacity 
builder. Some, however, also mentioned the lack of  pension, health and other benefi ts in ISS as a factor 
in staff  leaving the Institute.

Technical sustainability also concerns the Institute’s ability to continue to deliver high quality products 
that meet the demands of  its clients and stakeholders in terms of  content, format, and mode of  deliv-
ery. The team assess that ISS has an enviable institutional capacity in this regard. Considerable efforts 
were made to restructure and reform management and administrative processes in 2005–06 – and that 
many of  the positive current developments can be attributed to initiatives started in this period.

3.5.8 Cross-cutting issues 
HIV/AIDS is treated comprehensively in the policy manual and is recognized as a major concern for 
working in Africa. Due to the confi dentiality of  the issue, the team has not examined the extent to 
which this policy is applied within the structure of  the organization.

Human rights is stated as “at the heart of  the promotion of  peace and security in Africa” by ISS, and is 
of  special concern to the human security agenda it promotes. The role of  this aspect within ISS re-
search, and the link of  ISS with these NGOs, funds its legitimacy as it promotes international rights.

Environmental issues have been targeted in the Corruption and Governance Programme of  the Cape 
Town offi ce, the German Foreign Ministry provides funding for the ISS Nairobi offi ce to implement the 
programme “Enhancing Regional Law Enforcement against Environmental Crime in Eastern Africa” which is 
undertaken in partnership with EAPCCO.

3.6 The South African Institute of International Affairs (SAIIA)

3.6.1 Key points
– SAIIA has long experience, knowledge and capacity in the fi eld of  foreign policy and international 

relations within the South African, regional and continental context. After several years of  decline in 
the early 1990s, the Institute has regained its profi le and reputation and is providing professional 
policy input, research and publications. Over the last 7–8 years, SAIIA’s focus has shifted substan-
tially to research and policy outreach to the continent.

– Impact has been achieved through various policy consultations, the African Peer Review trainings 
and public forums. Whereas the changes achieved through direct consultations with political stake-
holders of  government institutions are more visible, there are nearly no means to measure the 
impact on the public opinion in South Africa. The team considered the large number of  media 
contacts and the rising demand of  requests as an indicator for the relevance of  SAIIA’s work to 
strengthen a critical discussion on foreign policy issues and matters related to Africa more broadly.
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– The Institute has outstanding access to policy makers on national, regional and international levels 
and has, due to its history, developed an impressive network of  contacts. A more critical aspect is the 
strong perception of  SAIIA as a South African institution. Some discussions on how to tackle this 
issue are ongoing at the Institute. The process of  modernizing the Institute, its image and structures 
can further improve the position of  the organization as a centre for global dialogue and strengthen 
its competitive capacities.

– The new strategy (still as draft) gives important guidelines for the further development of  the Institute 
and recognizes the need to diversify funding sources and extend strategic coordination with other 
institutions for a more global approach. Nonetheless, the strategy lacks some important issues as 
M&E, a more focused programmatic development and a lean, horizontal management model.

3.6.2 Background
The South African Institute of  International Affairs has a long standing history as independent policy 
and research institution in South Africa. SAIIA was founded in May 1934 in Cape Town, with the 
global and domestic political changes of  the 1990s, SAIIA concentrated on research and political 
analysis. During its history, SAIIA has been independent in terms of  funding and income generation. 
Originally fi nanced through a membership model with corporate and individual contributions, the 
Institute has shifted to a project fund approach, which constitutes about 75% of  its overall fi nancial 
resources – although the Institute is exploring further diversifi cation of  its revenue stream, including 
pursuing more core support. The Institute is based in Johannesburg with several branches in South 
Africa which are run by individual members. In 2008 it opened an offi ce in Cape Town, which houses 
its Governance of  Africa’s Resources Programme. Sida’s contribution is designed as core funding with a 
maximum amount of  6 m. SEK for the period 2007/2008, divided into two annual contributions. 
The use of  the fi nancial support should be focused on the “ … regional programme in Africa, espe-
cially related to South Africa’s role in Africa, regional trade and integration, global geopolitical shifts 
and how it impacts on Africa, and to the building of  African research capacities.”25 As such, the Sida 
grant supports SAIIA’s trade project, emerging powers in Africa (specifi cally its China in Africa and a 
small contribution to its India in Africa work), SA foreign policy, and security and terrorism. It has also 
allowed the Institute to strengthen key elements of  its institutional capacity.

3.6.3 Quality of activities & deliverables
SAIIA identifi es its role as that of  a professional think tank and policy research institute that aims to 
infl uence the actual political debate on Africa and political decision making in the fi eld of  foreign policy 
and related areas. Its key objectives are to make constructive input into policy-making; stimulate 
informed public debate; and build leadership and research excellence. The Institute produces regular 
outputs in the form of  publications, policy reports and books as well as trainings, workshops and public 
forums. In terms of  its increasing outreach into Africa, some of  its publications have been translated 
into French and/or Portuguese and distributed to relevant countries. Quality management is under-
taken in the respective research or programme units in the form of  regular meetings and defi ned 
standards for work procedures that shall guarantee a sustainable quality of  the products.26 The publica-
tions are a core element of  SAIIA’s objective to infl uence the public debate and opinion. SAIIA’s 
Journal is accredited by the Department of  Education. Since 2008 it is being published commercially 
by Taylor & Francis, part of  Routledge.

SAIIA’s comparative advantage is primarily identifi ed in the outstanding expertise on South Africa’s 
foreign relations, trade and governance and the ability to deliver high quality outputs, including scien-

25 Agreement between Sida and the South African Institute of  International Affairs (SAIIA) on Core Support in 2007 ad 2008, 
Sida Contribution No 5000306.

26 The publications are internally peer reviewed and most are also externally reviewed before being published.
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tifi c research and guidelines for practitioners.27 The most important stakeholders on the national level 
are the South African Department of  Foreign Affairs (DFA) and the DFA’s Policy Research and Analysis 
Unit (PRAU). Other stakeholders include the National Intelligence Committee NICOC (as part of  the 
Social Economy of  Organised Crime Project), the United Nations Commission for Africa (UNECA), 
the Overseas Development Institute (as part of  a research consortium on Power, Politics and the State 
funded by DFID over fi ve years), the National treasury, the Department of  Trade and Industry, as well 
as the South African Presidency, the Nepad and APRM Secretariats, the Southern African Customs 
Union and the Southern African Development Community.

The Security and Terrorism Programme was partly funded through Sida’s core support, the activities 
took place to some extent in collaboration with ISS’ offi ce in Pretoria. The mutual approach has been 
valued positively by both sides, thus underlining the fact that – despite a certain competition – collabo-
ration can generate synergetic effects. Apart from consultations with key stakeholders of  the South 
African security sector and the AU Centre for Study and Research on Terrorism, the programme was 
able to provide policy input to the Pentagon on the establishment of  the Africa Command (AFRI-
COM). In the context of  the institute’s membership in the Europe Africa Research Network (EARN) 
comprising African and European research institutions working on EU-Africa relations, SAIIA is 
representing the African Co-Chair of  the Steering Committee.

3.6.4 Organisational performance 
Considerable impact has been achieved through training and capacity building in the context of  the 
African Peer Review Mechanism. SAIIA has conducted activities with participants from 15 African 
countries and integrated stakeholders from civil society, the business sector and political leaders. 
A critical factor has been identifi ed in the weak operational and implementation capacities of  the 
APRM Secretariat and the turnover of  leadership, which affected the positive dynamics of  the APRM 
process in general. This aspect shows also the limitations of  SAIIA’s input into policy areas. Even 
though a successful process generated positive outcomes on the level of  civil society and political 
stakeholders, the impact can be hampered if  ineffi cient paramount structures and the struggle for politi-
cal power constitute critical factors.

SAIIA’s professional standing and its international reputation is related to the long tradition and 
experience of  the Institute in the core area of  foreign policy. As a result, SAIIA could widen its interna-
tional approach as the Institute was requested to deliver services to the German Chancellery for the 
Africa-EU summit and to a joint research project of  the University of  Bradford and the Finnish 
Institute for International Affairs. Apart from these activities, the Institute has provided input to the 
British, US and Nordic countries’ policy design towards Africa. SAIIA’s Development through Trade 
Programme focuses on a regional level, analyzing South Africa’s role as a key economic player for 
regional integration and the future of  SADC and SACU. 

In addition, SAIIA is a member of  the newly established North-South training, research and policy Network on 

trade and development along with the universities of  Addis Ababa; Dar Es Salaam, Mauritius, Nairobi, 
Pretoria, the African Trade Policy Centre, LSE, the ECDPM, and the Centre for International Co-
operation and Development (CICOPS). The purpose of  the network is to contribute to creating in ACP 
countries a cadre of  professionals able to provide South policy advice on trade and development 
matters, through the strengthening of  linkages and interaction between the ACP and European train-
ing, research and policy communities in the area of  development and trade.

The services provided for the South African Ministry of  Trade and Industry have generated impact on 
policy makers and decisions in the Ministry, in particular through the analysis and recommendations 

27 See for example “The African Peer Review Mechanism – Lessons from the Pioneers” by Ross Herbert and Steven Gruzd, 
published by SAIIA in 2008.
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published in the Trade Policy Reports.28 Additionally, the South African Ministry of  Foreign Affairs has 
requested research input from SAIIA to support policy design and briefi ngs on South Africa’s interna-
tional relations. An innovative event was the hosting of  the Global Classrooms Model United Nations, 
that provides a simulation of  the UN system to schools and educational institutions and has been 
running since 1994.

SAIIA targets media with the aim to make contributions to the public debate by providing strategic 
analysis and using a proactive approach. A media plan is currently being developed. Individual events 
will have to apply their own media strategy and thus contribute to a larger impact on the public opin-
ion. The Institute has very good coverage in South Africa, and SAIIA experts are often called by 
international journalists to provide them with information and input. The Development through Trade 
Programme has some regular columns in the newspaper Business Day. An additional strong partnership 
exists with the website www.allafrica.com, where SAIIA researchers regularly publish articles. 

The Institute’s website has an average number of  between 5 to 6 thousand visitors a month. Unfortu-
nately, some very innovative publications, such as the Parliaments of  the South e-Newsletter and the 
Electronic Journal of  Governance and Innovation, have only been published for a limited period of  
time, linked to the project’s duration. SAIIA is currently working on refi ning its publications strategy, in 
which the newly redesigned website will have an important role.

3.6.5 Organisational aspects 
The foreign policy, trade and governance fi elds are clearly the strongest area of  expertise of  the Insti-
tute and are where it has a visible comparative advantage. However, because of  growing interests of  
donors in SAIIA’s activities, a tendency to integrate diverse thematic areas into the programme portfo-
lio contains the risk of  losing the strategic focus. While the management is aware of  this risk, the fact 
that the Institute strongly depends on donor funding (and hence has to adapt its activities to donor 
interests) makes it diffi cult for the organization to always integrate topics considered as important. 
An example is the China and Africa Programme, which attracted a lot of  donor interest, whereas 
intended research on the Indian-African relations (within the context of  SAIIA’s work on Emerging 
Powers) has not yet been supplied with external fi nancial contributions. Sida’s core funding was there-
fore appraised by the management as a fl exible support which strengthens the institute’s independent 
decisions on programmes and research portfolio.

Exchange of  information and collaboration amongst the different research programmes take place 
through meetings between the researchers once a week and at senior/programme head level in a joint 
meeting once a month. In addition, SAIIA undertakes an annual strategic review meeting at the end of  
each year and planning meetings at the beginning of  each year. Although there is a very good collegial 
cooperation, a structured approach to create research synergies is not in place, joint activities are based 
on individual arrangements, time constraints also limit the possibilities for closer cooperation between 
the clusters.

SAIIA’s highest decision-making body is the National Council, which is made up of  people from 
business, academia, and diplomacy. The Executive Committee meets quarterly and the Senior Manage-
ment reports to it. Its subcommittees are the Finance and Remuneration Committees, who are drawn 
from the fi nance and business sector. The senior management meets in a monthly term. All offi ce 
bearers (except the National Director) are volunteers. The evaluation team identifi ed potential for 
improvement in the management area, where decisions are highly centralized and a horizontal man-
agement structure is prevalent. Although the Institute is not confronted with an uncontrolled expanding 

28 Especially Trade Policy Reports No. 13 from May 2006 “The Aerospace Industry: Prospects for Strategic Cooperation 
among the IBSA Countries”, No. 15 from February 2007 “SACU, Regional Integration, and the Overlap Issue in Southern 
Africa: From Spaghetti to Cannelloni?” and No. 17·from June 2007 “Southern and Eastern Africa, the Doha Agenda and 
Aid for Trade” influenced decision making in the Ministry.
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process, a more vertical decision making structure and delegation of  responsibilities particularly for 
administrative issues could improve staff  satisfaction and the effi ciency of  work.

3.6.6 Financial sustainability
SAIIA has developed a comprehensive and detailed fi nancial management framework, including 
fi nancial and accountability policies, fi nancial management processes, audit regulations and procedures 
in case of  fraud and irregularities. Additionally, policies and procedures for the internal fi nancial 
control have been defi ned to guarantee standardized mechanisms for fi nancial transfers and reimburse-
ment.29 Specifi c measures have been implemented to avoid fraud and money laundering in the institu-
tion, with a detailed timetable for reporting in the case of  suspected fraud or suspicious activities. 
The human resource policy includes a clear statement on attempted or accepted bribes to or by staff  
members. The overall impression of  the fi nancial standards and procedures is the clear aim for trans-
parency and a comprehensible accountability, integrating necessary measures to avoid the mismanage-
ment of  funds.

SAIIA’s business model has evolved a lot in recent years, in accordance with the fast development of  the 
organisation. Whereas the previous model was focusing more on corporate membership as a source of  
income, donor funding has now become a more crucial funding source. The membership model 
distinguishes SAIIA from the other four organisations assessed during the evaluation. In terms of  
sustainability, some efforts are made to diversify the funding sources. Some consultancies generated 
independent fi nancial income – these are integrated in the budget of  each programme. The evaluation 
team could not identify general fi gures from the auditing report for these activities.

This diversity of  donors generates different requirements in terms of  reporting, which the fi nancial 
department seeks to address also on a technical level with the development of  a new accounting 
software in order to harmonize the procedures for the various donor reporting templates.

The 2007 balance sheet mentions a surplus of  accumulated funds of  more than ZAR 5,5 m, which 
resulted in slight delays between planning and disbursement of  the funds, an indicator for some diffi cul-
ties to absorb all the funds received, but is also related to the different fi nancial terms of  donors and 
SAIIA, as the organisation’s fi nancial year ends in June. Some efforts are undertaken to ensure sustain-
ability of  the institute, the strong fi nancial situation of  SAIIA is based on an investment reserve of  ZAR 
4,7 m. There has been a signifi cant rise of  45% in salary expenditures between 2006 and 2007, due to 
the fact of  newly recruited staff.

Despite a big dependence towards donors, which make SAIIA’s programme and research issues diffi cult 
to plan on a long term, it seems that the institute has a pretty good fi nancial basis and developed its 
sustainability well.

3.6.7 Technical sustainability
Monitoring and evaluation of  outcome and impact of  the different activities is partly undertaken in 
regular staff  meetings. However, a structural institution-wide approach has however not been imple-
mented. Workshop and trainings results are monitored through individual questionnaires to the partici-
pants. In the view of  the evaluation team, there is a necessity to strengthen self-evaluation structures 
and integrate an institutionalized M&E system with a particular focus on the impact of  measures and 
activities. Although there are regular contacts to stakeholders and political institutions, efforts for a 
structural and systematic needs analysis of  the market and its potential are still weak. Needs are identi-
fi ed in a dialogue model with customers of  the services or benefi ciaries to analyze whether they agree to 
the research and policy areas of  SAIIA. Actually, the Institute undertakes scoping workshops with 
external stakeholders to strengthen the demand analysis.

29 SAIIA: Financial Management Framework; Financial Internal Control Policies and Procedures.
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The Institute has developed a detailed human resource policy and procedures, including all technical 
aspects related to recruitment, salaries, performance appraisal and a Training Policy.30 Research staff  is 
provided with limited contracts for the time of  the project or programme, whereas administrative staff  
is provided with fi xed contracts.

SAIIA’s main offi ce is located on the campus of  the University of  the Witwatersrand, a strategic 
location close to the academic community. Despite its strategic location and certain joint activities, the 
evaluation team also identifi ed the need for a more structural approach to enhance a closer cooperation 
between the University and the Institute.

Staff  turnover affects the Institute on a modest level. There were no reports of  relevant drop-out rates 
from running projects or programmes. Because of  the temporary character of  contracts, the problem 
of  institutional knowledge drain seems to be more signifi cant. As there is no systematic knowledge 
management in place, the organization is in danger of  losing strategic information and network con-
tacts that have been developed by researchers and programme heads. The Institute is aware of  this risk 
and is actually analyzing ways to act on the issue. SAIIA is facing some problems on identifying experts 
in South Africa with outstanding abilities to cope with the high demands.

3.6.8 Cross-cutting issues 
SAIIA is well balanced in terms of  gender, especially as two out of  four top managers are female. 
The management team is aware that the ethnicity balance could be improved, as only one black person 
is assigned as deputy head of  programme.

There is no dedicated research focusing on gender but this regularly arises in some studies. A study was 
conducted with the United Nations International Research and Training Institute for the Advancement 
of  Women (UN-INSTRAW) and the South African Institute of  International Affairs (SAIIA).

HIV/AIDS is a big concern in the organization; the staff  is informed about the issue, some HIV/AIDS 
support programmes were put into place and undertaken by the researchers on a volunteer basis. 
The staff  is also involved in public awareness campaigns of  the university.

Environment is becoming a major issue for the Development through Trade Programme, and of  the 
regional network. The specifi c programme funded by the Ministry of  Foreign Affairs of  Norway and 
concentrating on the Governance of  Natural Resources in Africa is focusing on sustainability, climate 
change, energy security and confl icts around Africa’s resources.

The question of  human rights is recurrent in some programmes, like in the China in Africa Programme 
and in the research undertaken on the issues of  good governance and democracy.

30 SAIIA Policy and Procedure Manual: Human Resource Issues.
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4 Recommendations

The team has elaborated a set of  recommendations to the fi ve organisations as well as to Sida, based on 
the fi ndings, discussions and interviews undertaken during the assessment. These are set out below. 
In addition, each of  the organisational assessments included at Annexes A-E includes more detailed 
recommendations from the team to the individual organisations.

4.1 Recommendations to Sida

• Sida should continue its support to all fi ve organisations, although some critical elements have been 
identifi ed, none of  these has the potential to constitute a severe risk for the continuity or perform-
ance of  any of  the fi ve partners.

• We recommend the continued provision of  core support as an instrument of  funding to the fi ve 
organisations. Sida’s core support has been proven a very important and relevant tool for supporting 
the organisations and their activities. Core support has enabled them to strengthen their programme 
areas, keep their structures capable to deal with the rising demand for services, and strengthened the 
organisations’ fl exibility to react on request and be needs-based.

• Sida should use its position as a major donor to generate support for more harmonised approaches 
to support of  the fi ve organisations that will reduce transaction costs. In collaboration with other 
donors, ways to harmonize fi nancial reporting structures should be identifi ed to reduce the time and 
operating expenses for the organisations, as they have to cope with the different reporting require-
ments established by the donor agencies.

• Apart from the core support as a valuable instrument, Sida should identify ways on how to strength-
en the organisations’ structures, revision of  management systems and the implementation of  institu-
tionalized monitoring systems, in particular for impact monitoring. This could be done through 
support for external consultancies on these specifi c topics or support for capacity building measures 
of  the staff  to enhance the development of  respective structures and systems.

• The evaluation team strongly recommends a continued management by Sida in South Africa to 
continue the established positive dynamics with the fi ve organisations and the support for peace and 
security in the country and the region. Sida’s presence has allowed both sides to establish a relation-
ship based on equality, mutual trust and transparency and which also takes advantage of  the par-
ticular relationship between Sweden and South Africa. Not least, the good relationship has also 
generated valuable insights into the national, regional and pan-African political dynamics for the 
donor.

4.2 Recommendations to the Five Organisations

• The organisations should identify ways to continuously improve their management structures and 
apply a more vertical management approach. As all fi ve organisations are dealing with a rising 
demand of  their services, decentralized management structures that support effi cient decision 
making processes need to be implemented, otherwise the organisations risk losing their ability to 
react on request and cope with the extraordinary administrative backing that is needed when 
extending services.

• The organisations should carefully consider their target audience regarding publications. A consist-
ent message from policy stakeholders is that the organisations’ reports are too lengthy to be of  use to 
them. Short, timely, focused, policy briefs are preferred. 
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• Ensure a careful balance between staff  capacity and deliverables. Most of  the organisations have 
very extensive outputs and stresses can emerge amongst staff  who are continually pushed to deliver. 
A balance is also necessary between programme and support staff, especially human resources 
departments.

• Maintain a mixed portfolio of  products where practical fi eld experience feeds into research which in 
turn supports policy input. Also, the most robust products in terms of  quality can be seen in areas of  
comparative advantage – a point that would perhaps underline the importance of  depth over 
breadth. This is relevant in the cases where organisations are planning further expansion.

• The use of  participatory partnerships with local organisations can be recommended, particularly 
when moving outside of  South Africa. However, the increasingly “corporate” style of  some of  the 
organisations evaluated suggests that such partnerships need to be based upon a careful assessment 
of  relative strengths and interests by both parties.
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Annex A – Assessment of ACCORD

1. Key Points

– ACCORD is a well established and recognized organisation for mediation, confl ict management 
and training. Its reputation and the rising demand for its services are direct results of  the organisa-
tion’s staff  capacities and its success in the implementation of  a range of  activities related to the 
transformation of  confl icts, as well as its intervention accomplishments as a third party in facilitating 
confi dence building, dialogue and reconciliation processes in confl ict and post-confl ict situations.

– Over its 16 years of  experience, ACCORD has gained access to the national, regional and pan-
African level and stakeholders. The organisation has delivered services to institutions and govern-
ment administrations of  15 African countries and has extended its activities outside the African 
context at international level. The organisation is aware of  the risks of  an uncontrolled expansion 
process and has opted for a measured and appropriate way of  extending its activities.

– In terms of  sustainability, ACCORD has established suffi cient fi nancial and structural strength so as 
to have shifted from a short-term project approach to a long-term programme focus. There has 
emerged a clear and recognised need to diversify the donor portfolio and open new possibilities for 
funding, taking into consideration the risks of  engaging in the consultancy business which might 
affect the organisation’s perception and reputation.

– Critical points have been identifi ed as the weak M&E structures and the lack of  a consistent strategic 
document which would defi ne targets, measures, outcomes and the expected impact of  activities. 
ACCORD has reported to the evaluation team that an overall strategic plan, which includes moni-
toring and evaluation, is being fi nalised and is scheduled to be submitted to ACCORD’s Board of  
Trustees for endorsement. Moreover, certain of  the organisation’s projects poses the risk of  changing 
its profi le, negatively impact on its image as an impartial broker, which may directly affect its capac-
ity to implement measures in its core areas of  work.

2. Background

ACCORD was established in 1992 in consultation with senior political leaders in South Africa, which 
included, among others, President Thabo Mbeki (the then Head of  ANC’s Department of  Internation-
al Affairs) and Deputy Minister Aziz Pahad (the then Deputy Head of  the ANC’s Department of  
International Affairs). The organisation was mandated to provide confl ict management mechanisms in 
relation to the political negotiations and the transitional phase in South Africa. Working primarily on 
the shift from protest politics to negotiation politics, the organisation has constantly developed its 
structure and programmatic focus. At present, it aims at linking confl ict management to effective 
governance by strengthening the existing confl ict transformation approaches and developing new and 
innovative ways to respond to confl ict. ACCORD describes its mission as aimed to “(…) encourage and 

promote the constructive resolution of  disputes by the Peoples of  Africa and so assist in achieving political stability, 

economic recovery and peaceful co-existence (…)” and aspires to work under the principles of  transparency and 
non-partisanship as an impartial broker. The organisation is based in Durban, but since 2003 it has had 
a satellite offi ce in Burundi as its fi rst in-country offi ce outside South Africa. ACCORD is registered as 
a non-profi t organisation under the name of  “ACCORD Education Trust” in South Africa, in accord-
ance with the national legislation.

ACCORD works with a strategic focus on confl ict transformation in Africa through intervention, 
training and research in the six thematic areas:
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– African leadership for peace, reconciliation and development;

– Democratic transitions;

– Self-determination;

– Peace agreements and post-confl ict peacebuilding;

– Civilian aspects of  peace support operations;

– HIV/AIDS, gender and human rights in African peace support operations;

ACCORD’s activities are carried out under the responsibility of  the Operations Division, sub-divided 
into three departments:

1. Programmes Department
• Within the Training for Peace in Africa Project, ACCORD provides training in confl ict management. It is 

a central element of  all ACCORD’s programmes, as evidenced by purposefully designed courses of  
mediation and negotiation, covering all sectors of  society. For the last thirteen years, the project in 
question has been funded by the Royal Norwegian Ministry of  Foreign Affairs. Under the same 
programme name, the Training for Peace Programme (TfP) concentrates on capacity building measures 
for peacekeeping operations on a practical and conceptual level. It mostly focuses on strengthening 
the civilian aspects of  such operations, but also targets personnel of  the security sector and govern-
ment administration, so as to enhance the Civil-Military cooperation.

• The African Peacebuilding Coordination Programme (APCP) started in July 2007 as a research-oriented 
action analysing coordination mechanisms of  peacebuilding activities in confl ict-affected areas. 
The programme develops an adapted training course curriculum based on the fi ndings of  the 
research. It is fi nanced with the support of  the Finnish Ministry of  Foreign Affairs.

• The International Trade Negotiation Project is run by the special projects section and it is implemented in 
cooperation with the International Senior Lawyers Project (ISLP) in the United States. The objec-
tives are to support public debate through the publication of  case studies on trade issues, and to 
provide training on negotiation theory and practice.

2. Interventions Department
• The Burundi Programme is dedicated to training and facilitating interaction between key stakeholders 

in the country and the rest of  Africa. It is aimed at strengthening local capacities through capacity 
building for peaceful confl ict mitigation. In cooperation with the UNHCR, ACCORD is conducting 
the Legal Aid Project in Burundi, put into practice through land mediation and confl ict management 
trainings. The activities are supported by the Norwegian Ministry of  Foreign Affairs, as well as by 
Sida’s core funding.

• The Building Peace and Democracy in Angola Programme aims to build up civil society capacities for peace 
and confl ict transformation and includes stakeholders from communities and various sectors of  the 
society, as well as local governments. The programme is funded by DFID.

• ACCORD serves as the Regional Secretariat for Southern Africa for the Global Partnership for the 

Prevention of  Armed Confl ict (GPPAC) Project. As a result of  the communication process under the 
GPPAC, the organisation has signed a Memorandum of  Understanding with the Nairobi Peace 
Initiative Africa and the West African Network for Peacebuilding (WANEP) to build the African 
Alliance for Peacebuilding (AfAP).
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3. Knowledge Production Department
• An important focus of  the department lies in Research and Publications, which focus on the fi ve thematic 

areas of  ACCORD and include monographs, occasional paper series, in-depth situation reports and 
periodicals.

• The department is additionally mandated to strengthen the internal Information Management of  
ACCORD so as to make it a learning organisation. It also supports the quality management of  the 
organisation.

In 1993 the organisation established the Africa Peace Award (APA), in recognition of  individuals’ and 
institutions’ contribution to peace, good governance and the protection of  human rights in Africa. 
The APA, regarded as a fl agship project, is awarded every two years with high media and stakeholders’ 
impact. ACCORD currently has a total number of  30 staff  members in its headquarters in Durban 
(thereof  13 are male and 17 female), and 39 staff  members in Burundi. Staff  turnover is around 14–
17%, which is about average for the NGO sector. 

Major donor contributions have been provided by USAID; DFID; UNHCR; Sida; Finish MFA and 
The Royal Norwegian MFA. The core funding by Sida is based on a proposal submitted by ACCORD 
in November 2004 with a detailed description of  ACCORD’s intervention areas and approach, stating 
that the fi nancial support would also be used to open new fi elds of  activity such as Post Confl ict Recon-
struction and Development.

3. Quality of Activities & Deliverables

This section assesses the relevance, coverage, accessibility & reliability of  ACCORD’s actions. It also 
considers the role of  the organisation within the area of  peace and security in Africa.

Since the ACCORD’s foundation, its geographical approach has been broadened from an originally 
national focus to pan-African and international level. Through common actions with the AU’s Peace 
Support Operations Division and the RECs, as well as by establishing network structures with the UN-
DPKO, the organisation has contributed to the implementation of  the African Peace and Security 
Architecture. Additionally, the process of  collaboration with the Department of  Peace and Confl ict 
Research of  Uppsala University and the Nordic African Institute as for trainings, research and staff  
exchange is essentially contributing to the growth of  ACCORD’s international outreach.

The organisation’s objectives include the improvement of  confl ict anticipation, resolution and manage-
ment on the African continent, the application and development of  negotiation and confl ict mitigation 
skills and public awareness raising for confl ict resolution as a process. ACCORD’s comparative advan-
tage lies in the fi eld of  confl ict transformation and peace building. It stands out for its capacity to 
deliver professional trainings and research related to the main elements of  the confl ict cycle, especially 
through its approach of  intervention and strategy design for confl ict management. ACCORD works 
from a value-based perspective and has earned credibility and reputation because of  its commitment to 
its main principle of  non-partisanship. ACCORD can base its activities on a strong network of  stake-
holders and organisations. Rooted in the struggle against apartheid, the organisation boasts wide 
contacts with the present political decision makers, the civil society and the business community both in 
the local, national and in the regional context. These contacts serve as backing and enable the organisa-
tion to deliver its services to a wide range of  stakeholders. These include, among others, the Swedish 
Defence College, the Folke Bernadotte Academy, the Swedish Ministry of  Foreign Affairs, various 
peacekeeping training centres in Africa, and the South African government, as well as other govern-
ment institutions from various countries all over Africa.
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An important part of  ACCORD’s output is its publications, the most signifi cant ones being the Confl ict 
Trends magazine, the Occasional Papers Series for stakeholders in confl ict resolution and the African 
Journal on Confl ict Resolution, an accredited academic journal providing in-depth scientifi c analyses. 
The quality of  edition is examined by an international editorial team, comprising academic research-
ers. All publications (with the exception of  some former book issues) are available on-line and can be 
downloaded free of  charge or requested from the publications department.

The continuous and rising demand indicates the high level of  qualitative output that the organisation is 
able to provide. The reliability of  its activities is closely related to its experienced staff. However, an 
external risk for the organisation has been identifi ed in the diffi culty of  fi nding well-qualifi ed personnel 
that has the capacity to deal simultaneously with research issues and practical capacities for confl ict 
management.

4. Organisational Performance

This section assesses ACCORD’s attainment of  its goals and objectives, i.e. the impact of  its actions. 
Any political and dependency factors that might affect its ability to deliver services are also examined.

ACCORD considers itself  as an intervention organisation with a strong focus on implementation rather 
than on research. Its impact has been substantial on various levels. The individual level is tackled by the 
trainings in confl ict management, aimed at changing the participants’ perceptions and behaviour, as 
well as at professionalising their capacities to deal with confl ict. As for the structural impact, a good 
example has been the African Civil Military Relations Programme, which has resulted in the establish-
ment of  CIMIC training curricula, used for in-mission CIMIC policy development. Rising demand can 
be regarded as an indirect indicator of  impact, as refl ected by the new intervention launched by 
ACCORD to train the military personnel at the South African Defence Forces Training Centre. The 
services provided to the Foreign Service Training Centre enable the organisation to be in direct contact 
with the diplomatic staff  of  South Africa and other African countries, to cater for capacity building and 
to infl uence the opinions and perceptions of  political decision makers.

In particular, the cooperation with SAWID, South African Women in Dialogue, run by South Africa’s 
fi rst lady, has been determined as a strategic relationship, at the same time strengthening ACCORD’s 
gender portfolio. The Legal Aid programme in Burundi has generated tangible impact through the 
facilitation of  measures to mitigate land disputes and has positively infl uenced processes of  reconcilia-
tion and reintegration of  returnees into communities, as stated by UNOCHA in Burundi. In general, 
the strength of  ACCORD is working on confl ict through a pro-active approach, which shall enable the 
organisation both to tackle the root causes of  confl ict and to keep in direct touch with the affected 
population and benefi ciaries. The resulting improvement of  living conditions is also due to the facilita-
tion of  confi dence building as a precondition for communication, as well as owing to dialogue, in 
particular in war- or violence-affected countries and communities.

ACCORD maintains certain regular contacts with the media, even if  this is not its main objective and 
if  media coverage is not particularly demanded. There is no regular monitoring of  ACCORD’s press 
appearances, which can be explained by the low relevance that is has for the organisation’s activities. 
Due to the nature of  its interventions, ACCORD has to maintain a neutral position in order to keep a 
high level of  reputation and integrity. The political sensitivity of  some of  the issues in question require 
that the organisation keeps a low profi le, thus the media are not the main strategic partner of  
ACCORD. There is, however, a certain interest in the sense that services are delivered to journalists in 
order to maintain the public opinion well-informed in a balanced way.

Journalists are registered in the database for dissemination of  ACCORD’s publications. Some particu-
lar activities draw a lot of  attention to this target group, as for instance the Africa Peace Awards or 
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trainings. Some of  these events have been covered on the national media of  South Africa, Burundi and 
Angola. Journalists and media practitioners are involved in the activities and studies are undertaken to 
analyse the role of  media in confl ict mitigation, e.g. the 2006 report “Media Graduation from Potential 
to Actual Power in Africa’s Confl ict resolution”. Regarding ACCORD’s website, statistics are kept on its 
frequentation, showing a steady growth of  users: the number of  visitors has almost tripled since 2006 
(there has been an increase of  34% for the period of  April 2007–2008).

5. Organisational Aspects

This section examines the response of  ACCORD to previous reviews and provides an assessment of  its 
overall management and organisational competence. The effect of  Sida support in relation to staffi ng 
and activities is also considered. Finally, the advantages and disadvantages of  being based in South 
Africa are assessed.

ACCORD’s organisational structure is headed by the Board of  Trustees, which constitutes the highest 
management and decision-making body. The day-to-day management is run by the general manage-
ment, sub-divided into three units and responsible for: (I) Corporate Affairs, (II) Operations and Business 
Development and (III) Finance & Administration. The General Manager for Operations also heads the 
operational departments for Programmes, Interventions and Knowledge Management. The organisa-
tion’s vision is established for a fi ve-year term and constitutes the strategic orientation for the respective 
period. In 2007, the organisation established the Vision 2012 “Encouraging and Consolidating Dialogue 

towards the Prevention, Management and Transformation of  Confl ict”, aimed at a paradigm shift towards dialogue.

Despite the organisation’s long experience and management capacities, its strategy is not explicitly 
based on a detailed plan or process guidelines for the transformation of  future intervention areas into 
practice. As understood by the evaluation team, ACCORD has undertaken a restructuring process for 
the last 18 months. Furthermore, the lack of  an institutionalised M&E system makes it diffi cult for 
ACCORD to analyse its outcomes and impact. This seems even more surprising as the organisation 
has conducted M&E seminars for benefi ciaries from Angola in the context of  the Building Peace and 

Democracy in Angola Programme. ACCORD has reported to the evaluation team that an overall strategic 
plan, which includes monitoring and evaluation, is being fi nalised and is scheduled to be submitted to 
ACCORD’s Board of  Trustees for endorsement. Plans with measurable output do exist for all donor-
funded programmes as required by funders. They provide guidelines for deliverables and output in each 
funded area.

In terms of  transparency, the organisation has placed its working plan on its website, but this remains as 
the only document on the organizational dynamics which is available on-line. As the SWOT analysis has 
proved, ACCORD has a participatory and self-critical approach, which should also be refl ected in the 
organisation’s external communication and could defi nitely support its already outstanding reputation.

In the framework of  developing new sources of  income and funding diversifi cation, a partnership has 
been implemented with Development Alternatives Inc. (DAI) in Washington as part of  a tendering 
process of  undertaking contracted actions. ACCORD benefi ts from the experience with large tendering 
contracts to increase its revenue share from commissioned consultancies. The organisation also aims to 
diversify its donor basis and look for alternative sources of  income, hence business development has 
been integrated into the management structures.

ACCORD learnt a lesson from the diffi cult experience of  rapid organisational growth in the late 1990s 
and it has therefore adopted a more sensitive approach of  a controlled organisational development. 
The organisation tackles with caution the multiple requests that it receives from, among others, Pales-
tine, East Timor and Sri Lanka to engage in interventions in these countries. It thus ensures its capacity 
is not spread too thinly across the various interventions. However, the rising demand for services poses 
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the risk of  overstretching the institution’s capacities and losing professionalism due to excessive work-
load for the staff.

The implementation of  the Peace Centre project in Durban forms an important part of  ACCORD’s 
vision. ACCORD is currently searching for funding and ways to sustain the high maintenance costs. 
If  a management partnership is formed with a private company, this could result in ACCORD becom-
ing subject to profi tability rates and return pressures, which has a potential for changing the profi le and 
perception of  the organisation. The organisation will have to get engaged as a business enterprise and 
focus strongly on income generating activities to keep the Centre fi nancially sustainable. Both points 
have been raised during the assessment and have been jointly discussed with the management and staff, 
who are fully aware of  the risks. 

6. Financial Sustainability

This section considers the overall fi nancial sustainability of  the organisation, including the status of  its 
development plan and the balance between its income and expenditure.

The fi nancial strategy is managed by the Executive Committee according to a business model. The core 
funding is based on programme funding, where 15% is allocated to administration fees (which is the 
maximum proportion allowed by donors), and 10% to managements fees. This is integrated into 
various programmes and provides fi nancing for the overhead costs of  the three organisation depart-
ments. Financial procedures seem well in place and are described in the Standard Operations Proce-
dures Manuals. All the budget, fi nancial offers, and invoices are controlled by the Finance Department. 
The evaluation team has received the auditing report for 2004/2005 and the operational budget for 
2005, 2006 and 2008, but the auditing report for 2006/2007 (externally commissioned) is not yet 
fi nished. A change in the South African auditing regulations in 2005 meant that ACCORD, along with 
all organisations in South Africa, had to make changes in their auditing systems so as to comply with 
the new regulations. The increase of  yearly revenue has been impressive, from ZAR 20 m in 2005 to 
estimated ZAR 40 m as described in the 2008 forecast. This increase is mainly due to the ZAR 17 
million grant from the Norwegian MFA and new funds from the Finnish MFA.31

Financial reports for the Sida support for 2005 and 2006 mention the fact that in 2005 only 30% of  the 
resources available for the programme were spent, whereas in 2006 the whole budget was spent. 
Allocation to different activities evolved a lot with, for instance, Confl ict Trends, fi nanced with ZAR 
7.300 in 2005, but ZAR 289.000 in 2006. The Burundi offi ce was also fi nanced with ZAR 1,664 
million in 2005, whereas in 2006 the funding came from the Royal Norwegian MFA. This shows that 
the core funding allocated by Sida was important due to its fl exibility, however, the team identifi ed a 
certain lack of  absorbing capacities in the past.32

As far as the sources of  income are concerned, ACCORD’s projection for 2007/2008 appears sustain-
able as multi-year grants predominate accounting for to 32% of  the total income, while tender income 
and fees for services represent 17% of  the general income. Graphs prepared by ACCORD for the 
budget 2007/2008 show that fi ve donors are predominant with a strong representation of  the Nordic 
donor community: Finnish MFA (31%), Norwegian MFA (31%), DFID (19%), Sida (8%) and USAID 
(6%). The operational budget for 2008 reveals that the Norwegian MFA fund represents 42% of  the 
total revenue, whereas Sida equals to 17%, Finnish MFA 15% and USAID 12%. About 50% of  the 

31 The 17 million grant from the Norwegian MFA is for three different projects: ZAR 5 million for the Training for Peace (TfP) 
programme; ZAR 8 million for the Burundi project and ZAR 4 million for the African Union African Standby Force (AU 
AFS) project.

32 According to the organisation, the lack of  absorption capacities was a result of  the fact that the funds were used for the 
setting up of  the Research Unit, including the recruitment process of  Staff  for the Unit (which took time), and as such it did 
not allow the full absorption of  the funds.
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Sida funds are used for programme expenditures. Sida’s core funding support has contributed to 
covering the institutional costs of  trainings, e.g. for the Foreign Service Trainings Institute and for 
confl ict management trainings at leadership level for the Government of  Burundi. It has signifi cantly 
supported the organisation’s capacity to respond to external demands rapidly and effectively.

An endowment plan of  US $ 4.5 m has been awarded to ACCORD by USAID in 1998. While the 
endowment was originally an evergreen one, in agreement with USAID it is currently being converted 
into a drawdown endowment over a period of  fi ve years. The drawdown strategy, which has been 
approved by ACCORD’s Board of  Trustees and which will be overseen by the EXCOM of  the Board, 
will determine the drawdown of  the funds over the fi ve-year period. The fund will continue to bear 
interest on the balance until all the funds will have been drawn down.

The evaluation has team identifi ed a further critical aspect in the fact that ACCORD is dealing with 
the idea of  increasing income through consultancies and commissioned work. Although this approach 
has been successful so far, it could lead to weakening its image of  an impartial broker in the sensitive 
fi eld of  confl ict management.

7. Technical Sustainability 

This section concerns the status and measures being held to ensure the quality and delivery of  services.

ACCORD has a proven capacity to attract and acquire donor funding, to support demand generating 
dynamics and to deliver the requested services in a timely and adequate manner. This has contributed 
to the professional standing of  the organisation and attracted the interest of  other African governments 
that demand services. The organisation regularly meets technical reporting requirements and has 
received positive feedback from other donors on its technical capacities and procedures. Networking is 
an important factor in generating synergies and avoiding competition with stakeholders with a similar 
activity portfolio. ACCORD collaborates with business companies, government agencies, academic 
institutions, UN agencies and organisations from the African and European civil society. In the frame-
work of  the Training for Peace programme, cooperation with the ISS in Pretoria has been established. 
Most of  the network contacts are used in order to exchange information and facilitate access to benefi -
ciaries of  confl ict management trainings.

In addition to a mid-year review meeting, ACCORD also holds an annual end-of-year review meeting, 
where the work undertaken during the year by each programme is analysed. Into this review meeting 
there are incorporated team building activities in order to enhance the team spirit of  the organisation. 
Generally, the working atmosphere is transparent and self-critical. Team spirit is well developed, which 
is evidenced both by the SWOT analysis and by the open discussion of  critical points mentioned by the 
staff  during the exercise. Although the management model is rather vertical, participation in decision 
making is supported by regular strategic meetings of  the Heads of  Departments, General Managers 
and Managers. Due to the size of  the organisation, an implementation of  a more horizontal manage-
ment model seems less effective, although some critical views have been raised in relation to time-
consuming decision making processes. The SWOT analysis has shown this aspect to be linked to 
sometimes extensive discussions about strategy and interventions, which could be regarded as a lack of  
effective decision making. On the other hand, it indicates a high level of  participation and possibilities 
for the staff  to infl uence organisational policies. A code of  conduct has been elaborated in 2008 to 
establish guidelines for professional performance of  the staff.
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Staff  turnover is shown in the table below: 

2008 2007 2006 2005 2004

Total staff strength (% turnover) 0 14,28 17,24 0 15,79

Programme staff 25 21 19 14 11

Admin staff 10 10 10 8 8

A serious critical factor has been mentioned in relation to security concerns of  staff  and the psycho-
social effects of  working in confl ict-affected areas and with the affected population including direct 
victims of  violence. The management has agreed the implementation of  specifi c measures to protect 
respective staff  members from the negative effects of  working in these environments.

8. Cross-cutting Issues 

This section examines the organisation’s response to cross-cutting issues, including gender, HIV/AIDS, 
human rights, and environment.

There are no policy documents referring to the cross-cutting issues, although they are taken into 
account in the organisation and the programmes and form part of  the mission statement: “ACCORD 

seeks to encourage and promote the constructive resolution of  disputes by the Peoples of  Africa and so assist in achieving 

political stability, economic recovery and peaceful co-existence within just and democratic societies”.

At strategic direction and policy level there is an Executive Committee which comprises South African 
nationals, each exceeding 10 years of  association with the organisation. The restructuring of  ACCORD 
has introduced the Operations Management level, consisting of  3 female managers, 2 of  which are 
foreign nationals: a Ugandan and a Moroccan. Support functions are even more predominantly held by 
women, while there is a generally good gender balance at the programme level and in the organisation 
as a whole. Ethnic diversity is well represented in the organization. The following chart summarizes the 
staff  profi le of  ACCORD’s South Africa offi ce according to gender and nationality.33

Female Male South Africa Other African Other nationality

Total staff strength 21 14 26 9 0

Programme staff 13 12 16 9 0

Admin staff 8 2 10 0 0

In 2006, ACCORD received the Timbuktu Award for its work on gender mainstreaming on the 
continent from Femme Africe Solidarité (FAS). Within the context, gender is recognized as a crucial element 
and research has been carried out into approaches to combating gender-based violence. The Burundi 
programme aims to develop exchange between women parliamentarians in Burundi and South Africa 
and includes women’s organisations for the confl ict mitigation process. Furthermore, the Durban Declara-

tion, calling for the adoption of  the gender parity principle by the Heads of  State at the inaugural Africa 
Union summit in 2002, was drafted at ACCORD House by the African women’s movement during a 
meeting hosted by FAS and facilitated by ACCORD. The 2002 AU summit adopted the call for the 
gender parity principle.

Human rights are closely linked with the objectives of  confl ict mitigation and democratisation. 
HR organisations are regularly involved in the ACCORD programme, notably in Angola, where 
ACCORD strengthens civil society organisations for confl ict transformation.

33 The statistics do not take into account the 38 Burundi nationals who work on the Burundi Programme and who operate 
from the office in Burundi. The Coordinator of  the Burundi Office is a South African national and is included in the statistics.
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Environmental issues cover, for instance, land disputes or shared water resources. In 2005, a staff  
member of  ACCORD was invited by the SADC Parliamentary Forum to a Roundtable for Parliamen-
tarians from Angola, Namibia and Zambia to present a paper on collaborative processes of  managing 
trans-boundary confl icts in the SADC region, relating to shared water resources, land border disputes, 
forced migration and HIV/AIDS. In partnership with the UN University (UNU), a study on the 
relation of  peacekeeping operations and HIV/AIDS (“The Unintended Consequences of  Peacekeeping”) was 
published in 2007.

Results of the SWOT analysis ACCORD:
Strength Weakness

Experience/Credibility/Reputation

Alignment of skills with needs of organizations 

Ability to retain staff

Strong structure and leadership. 
Total control and flexibility at the same time

Policies and procedure within the crisis

Sound funding base

Staff diversity – multilingual and regional expertise

Solid financial, admin and systems

ACCORD’s interventionist approach. Conflict approach

Established and strategic partnerships/networks 

Legitimacy, credibility and impartiality

Diverse and dynamic staff complement

Long track record

Regular strategic visioning

Recognized/comprehensive model for conflict resolution

Working with cross sections of stakeholders

Consistent focus on political conflict management.

Capacity to response to ad hoc demand

Challenge of funding rapid response intervention

Documenting of institutional experience

Lack of resources (financial and human) to meet 
increasing demands

Potential of common understanding of ACCORD’s evolving 
vision to be strengthened

Overburdening demands and little time for reflection

Strength of inclusiveness and consultation leads to 
 challenging time management

Lack of documenting and interpreting our 
activities/best practices

Opportunities Threats

NGOs impacting at all levels. International, 
regional, continental

Demand for our services

Partnerships with funders and like-minded organizations

Network of organizations

Changing nature of networking

Greater acceptance of NGOs in peace processes 
and mediation

Increased focus on peace and development and Africa

Technology and adaptation thereof

Sustainability of partnerships

Professionalisation of the field/discipline of 
conflict management

Competition for funding

Change in funding focus

Security of staff. Deterring staff from going to some 
countries where there is work to be done 

Replacement of skilled staff; Challenge of being a woman

Dealing with the patriarchal society on the continent

Stability/peace

Shifting focus of donors

New private players in the field

Poaching of staff

Security in exposed environments

Physical and psychosocial violence

High expectations from external/diverse stakeholders to 
fulfil all tasks.
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Annex B – Assessment of CCR

1. Key Points

– CCR is a leading source of  training and knowledge on confl ict resolution in Africa. It has also 
established itself  as a facilitator for policy dialogue on a wide range of  topical peace and security 
issues. The evaluation team see that CCR makes valuable and relevant contributions in both these 
aspects, although its principal comparative advantages lie in the fi rst area.

– While impact is diffi cult to attribute directly, CCR is seen as playing a positive role in all its pro-
grammes and particularly in it work on confl ict resolution and training where it remains a market 
leader and where its services are in demand.

– CCR has been undergoing a lengthy re-alignment process that has seen it move from being prima-
rily focused on South and Southern Africa to a much more pan-African outlook. This has increased 
the Centre’s relevance, coverage and potential for positive impact. However, a potential threat is 
seen in the very lean staffi ng structure with a relatively high proportion of  administrative compared 
to programme functions and few senior staff  in the latter.

– For CCR to maintain its position as a centre of  excellence in its fi eld, it will need to ensure that it 
has suffi cient resident staff  capacity capable of  operating at a high level. An issue of  concern in this 
respect is the high level of  staff  turnover which CCR is encouraged to take further steps to address.

– CCR has its administrative and fi nancial functions fi rmly in place and is a reliable partner. It is 
taking steps to improve its fi nancial sustainability, inter alia by diversifying its sources of  funding. 
CCR is encouraged to enter into a dialogue with its principal donors to harmonise and streamline 
their funding arrangements to reduce transaction costs.

2. Background

The Centre for Confl ict Resolution (CCR) was established by the University of  Cape Town in 1968 as 
an independent non-profi t organisation. The Centre has undergone only three changes of  leadership in 
its 40 year history – and the current Executive Director (Dr Adekeye Adebajo) arrived in 2003. By this 
point in time, CCR had already established a strong reputation based upon its ability to combine 
training, confl ict resolution, and policy research and its reach stretched from the local community in the 
Western Cape to the wider Southern African region. The expertise developed from the locally based 
initiatives fed logically into the regional activities: as the 2003 Annual Report described it “CCR’s 
projects in Zimbabwe, Swaziland and Lesotho, as well as its human rights and senior government 
training projects, all emerged from the solid training methodologies that had been developed by the 
National Programme”.34

With the new leadership, CCR embarked on an expansion of  its programmes to encompass the broad-
er pan-Africa peace and security agenda. The new Africa Programme was built around the two pillars 
of  training interventions (using CCR’s established areas of  expertise as a basis) and policy research and 
development. Its immediate objective was described as “to strengthen the capacity of  African institu-
tions and actors to manage confl ict in their own region”.35 CCR also seeks to “infl uence positively and 
critically policy and academic debates on African security and governance issues” by providing a 

34 CCR Annual Report 2003–04, Page 5.
35 Ibid, Page 6.
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neutral platform for policy discourse.36 This expanded role also refl ected South Africa’s position within 
the African continent – and CCR changed from being principally a South and Southern African 
organisation (in terms of  its leadership, staff, board and programme focus) to being more pan-African 
in these respects. The organisation’s mission is “to contribute towards a just and sustainable peace in 
Africa by promoting constructive, creative and co-operative approaches to the resolution of  confl ict 
through training, policy development, research and capacity building”.37

CCR currently has 30 staff  and in 2006 had an expenditure of  ZAR 22,5 million. Its programmes are 
divided into two main areas:

1.  The Africa Programme which runs in four year cycles 
(the latest of which is about to close) includes:

• the Policy Development and Research (PDR) project which holds what CCR terms “policy advi-
sory” meetings and seminars and publishes policy orientated reports and research. PDR’s four 
themes are: South Africa’s role in Africa; the United Nation’s role in Africa; the African Union and 
the New Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD); and HIV/AIDS and security.

• the Confl ict Intervention and Peacebuilding Support (CIPS) project which runs training workshops 
and seminars on various aspects of  peacebuilding and confl ict resolution. Some of  the CIPS project 
activities take place in Lesotho, Swaziland, and Zimbabwe.

2. The National Programme which is also divided into two parts, being 
• the Prisons Transformation Project (PTP) which includes training on Creative and Constructive 

Approaches to Confl ict (CCAC), management training at various levels, and training on restorative 
justice.

• the Mediation and Training Services (MTS) project which aims to contribute to the management 
and resolution of  political and community confl ict in the Western Cape. 

The current contribution to CCR from Sida is for SEK 4.0 million divided into two annual tranches 
(for 2007 and 2008). The support is provided as core budget support towards CCR’s general agenda 
and regional programmes in Africa. In practice, it is mainly directed towards the Africa Programme 
where a large number of  activities have been supported in the areas of: training and policy related 
seminars and publications.38 The Agreement between CCR and Sida notes that an Annual Review 
Meeting will be held every year no later than 31st October and shall be preceded by a draft Annual 
Report. The Swedish support is also provided on the basis that CCR will provide annual fi nancial and 
narrative reports. Other major donors are: Denmark, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, Norway 
and Switzerland.

3. Quality of Activities & Deliverables 

This section assesses the relevance, coverage, accessibility & reliability of  the organisation’s activity. 
It also considers the role of  the organisation within the area of  peace and security in Africa. In the 
latter context, CCR is seen as having a comparative advantage in the area of  confl ict resolution which 
is based upon its extensive track record in linking policy and practice.

36 CCR Africa Programme Proposal – July 2005–June 2008. May 2005.
37 CCR Annual Reports 2003–04 and 2005–06. In addition, the Africa Programme Proposal (July 2005–June 2008) includes 

seven strategies through which its goals should be achieved, including: disseminating the results of  CCR training and 
research throughout Africa; equipping end empowering individuals and groups to manage conflict; participating in peace 
initiatives; producing policy relevant research that promotes African “ownership” of  peace processes; promoting public 
awareness of  the value of  constructive conflict resolution; contributing to understanding of  conflict and violence through 
public education and research; and strengthening the capacity of  South Africa’s Cape Town based Parliament.

38 CCR Progress Report to Sida (January to December 2007), December 2007.
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As described above, CCR has undergone a quite radical shift in its focus over the last fi ve years from 
being primarily a South African and Southern African focused organisation to one with a broader pan-
African outlook. CCR’s objectives refl ect this perspective – as do its programmes and expenditure (the 
Africa Programme is now around fi ve times the size of  the National Programme and its activities are 
largely implemented outside of  South Africa). The effect of  this approach has been to increase the 
relevance of  CCR’s outputs to the long list of  topics that feature as Africa’s peace and security priori-
ties. CCR’s outputs are also relevant to the organisation’s own goals and objectives – and to Sida’s. 

In the National Programme, support is provided to South African stakeholders in the areas of  restora-
tive justice in collaboration with the correctional services but also with youth (over 1900 youths have 
received instruction by CCR-trained peer educators) as part of  a Peace Education Programme.39 
There is continuing local demand for these training and process-orientated services. As evidence of  this, 
CCR informed the team that they have recently won a tender to provide confl ict resolution services to 
the South African National Department of  Housing. 

However, the bulk of  CCR’s activity has now moved towards a pan-African focus. This is also where 
Sida’s funding is directed. The 2007 Progress Report to Sida shows that training workshops under the 
Africa Programme have provided confl ict transformation, resolution and mediation skills training and 
practical mediation interventions in South Africa, the Southern African sub-region, as well as elsewhere 
in Africa. These include 18 workshops, seminars and trainings in the core areas of  confl ict transforma-
tion and mediation; gender and peacebuilding; human rights and confl ict management; and related 
areas in Ghana, Swaziland, Lesotho, Burundi, Kenya, Gabon, DRC, and South Africa. At least 10 of  
these events were in the general fi eld of  confl ict transformation and mediation training. The evaluation 
team view these activities as fully consistent with CCR’s core area of  comparative advantage and are 
relevant to CCR and Sida’s objectives and to African needs in this fi eld.

In the policy area – which has become a key point of  focus for CCR in recent years – the 2007 progress 
report shows that nine policy seminars and “advisory group” meetings were held, including on issues as 
diverse as “Africa’s Responsibility to Protect”, “Truth and Reconciliation Commissions and War Crimes 
Tribunals”, “Africa’s Evolving Human Rights Architecture”; “China and Africa” and “Africa and 
Europe” – to name fi ve of  them. The general approach used in these activities is that of  a moderated 
discussion with participation from CCR staff  and involving largely external selected panellists. 
The results – which include a series of  policy recommendations – are subsequently published in report 
form (typically of  between 30–50 pages) and available in both printed copy and on CCR’s website. 
The Policy Development and Research (PDR) programme has also resulted in several edited books – 
most recently South Africa in Africa: The Post Apartheid Era. 

In a recent development – and responding to suggestions from donors for shorter, more concise reports 
that are available quickly – CCR has also begun to produce what it calls “policy briefs”. The fi rst 
covered “Africa and Europe” and was published in November 2007 following a policy advisory group 
meeting on the subject. The idea is that these briefs will be followed up by the fuller seminar reports.

In addition to these policy seminars, CCR frequently hosts public dialogue seminars on topical issues of  
governance, peace and security. These usually feature prominent individuals from government, civil 
society, parliament, policy specialists and academics. In 2007, 23 such ninety minute seminars were 
hosted. These appear to be a popular and relatively low cost way of  inputting to local knowledge 
dissemination and dialogue provided that the choice of  topic for discussion is relevant and timely and 
that suitable discussants are available.

These policy related activities are relevant to CCR’s objectives – and also respond to the priorities 
included in Swedish development policy. They are also relevant to current needs in relation to Africa’s 

39 CCR Annual Report 2005–06.
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peace and security development which constantly highlight issues of  governance, human security, 
confl ict prevention and resolution, peacekeeping, youth, natural resource management, and the role 
that can be played by regional organisations. As a member of  the AU Commission commented to the 
evaluation team, “there is a continuing need for these types of  inputs to broaden the level of  knowledge 
and debate in Africa and amongst AU member states”.40

CCR’s work is thus relevant to a diverse group of  stakeholders, including academics, policy-makers and 
practitioners. On the pan African level, CCR has extended its work to include the African Union and 
Regional Economic Communities (RECs) – particularly ECOWAS, SADC, ECCAS and IGAD. 
In 2007, several of  these interventions were in the area of  early warning and early response. CCR’s 
expertise in mediation was sought in the development of  the Mediation Support Unit under the UN 
Department for Political Affairs (DPA). Among some of  the CCR suggestions that were accepted was 
the “mediators on call roster”.

Another aspect of  CCR’s work that should be highlighted has been on HIV/AIDS, African Militaries 
and Peacekeeping. Though the initial pilot phase of  this work was undertaken with the Namibian 
Defence Force, the broader relevance and importance of  this work has enabled buy-in from other 
African states and institutions and seminars with key scholars and partner institutions have been held 
elsewhere.

In the view of  the evaluation team, CCR offers recognised and relevant services across a range of  topical 
peace and security areas. Its reach has increased to include more of  Africa and its coverage has also 
expanded. The team would, however, like to raise the question of  the overall coherency of  CCR’s 
programmes in relation to its areas of  comparative advantage and its capacity. It is noticeable that 
through out the period 2005–2008, the organisation has maintained the linkage between its initial core 
expertise (in confl ict resolution and training) and its wider pan-African activities. This is most obvious in 
the National Programme and in important parts of  the Africa Programme (mainly the Confl ict Inter-
vention and Peacebuilding Support (CIPS) project) which have much in common thematically. 
This linkage, however, appears weaker in relation to CCR’s broader policy related work in the Policy 
Development and Research (PDR) project which covers a wide range of  topics. Put another way, it is 
less obvious how CCR’s core expertise in confl ict resolution and training leads naturally to its broader 
policy work on peace and security which focuses on the “big picture” issues and what the advantages 
are in CCR undertaking this work compared to other actors in South Africa and elsewhere on the 
Continent. As an option to consider, the evaluation team suggest that a stronger linkage could be made 
between CCR’s broad confl ict resolution services and the needs of  the day – for example, by facilitating 
further policy seminars and related research that can help promote pro-active agenda setting at the 
political level.41

4. Organisational Performance 

This section assesses CCR’s attainment of  its goals and objectives – i.e. the impact of  its activities. 
We also examine any political and dependency factors that might affect its ability to deliver services.

CCR is aware of  the need to assess the impact of  its activities – and that this is diffi cult to measure. 
As CCR itself  refl ects “CCR’s projects seek to contribute towards the overall goals of  confl ict resolution 
in Africa. The projects are mostly designed to be needs-driven, un-intrusive, and relatively low key (i.e. 
out of  the public domain). This makes it diffi cult to work out the exact impact of  CCR’s projects in any 
given situation.” The evaluation team agree with this statement – impact attribution is diffi cult in 
situations where many other factors can infl uence change (positively and negatively). There tends to be 

40 Interview in Addis Ababa, 2nd May 2008.
41 CCR’s work on HIV/AIDS with SADC and AU are examples.
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a ripple effect with attribution increasingly diffi cult the further one moves from the point of  interven-
tion. However, attention also needs to be paid to the nature of  CCR’s outputs – many of  which are 
process related and against which progress can be monitored if  appropriate targets are identifi ed – and 
opportunities to assess outcome should also be utilised.

The evaluation team would wish therefore to highlight that, although CCR does not yet have a system-
atic monitoring and evaluation (M&E) system, it does have a number of  management process through 
which implementation is monitored and it is in the process of  developing a more systematic mechanism 
for the 2008–2012 Africa Programme.42 This includes performance questions relating to outputs (“what 
have we delivered as a result of  project activities?”) and outcome (“what has been achieved as a result 
of  the outputs (e.g. extent to which those trained are effectively using new skills)?”). The team view this 
as very positive and suggest that its application should itself  be monitored so that relevant lessons can 
be captured and potentially disseminated further.

One indicator of  impact highlighted by CCR’s programme staff  was the continued demand for the 
Centre’s services. In some cases, they were able to point to examples of  direct impact – for example, the 
support to the Tanzanian Human Rights Commission led to the inclusion of  confl ict management 
approaches in the Commission’s work. This was also said to be the case with the Ugandan Human 
Rights Commission. It was also commented that these institutions can then be seen to pass on the 
approach in their contacts with other organisations. Other examples include CCR’s work on taxi-
related violence in South Africa (which reduced levels of  violence), with corrective services, for the 
Department of  Foreign Affairs (confl ict resolution training), and on school based violence (using peer 
educators). In the “sustained interventions” in Zimbabwe, Lesotho and Swaziland, CCR works with 
local partners who are trained in dialogue and mediation in order to strengthen national mechanisms as 
a means to provide sustainable solutions.

Impact attribution is more diffi cult with regard to the policy seminars and research publications. Again, 
this is not a problem faced by CCR alone. The evaluation team has the impression that the policy 
dialogue fora are well supported and contribute to enriching the standard of  knowledge and debate. 
This is particularly relevant in relation to the South African Parliament which is located in Cape Town 
and the three local universities. CCR’s success in this respect is dependent upon its ability to select 
relevant topics and attract leading experts. Several stakeholders commentated that they found these 
seminars and dialogue fora useful and informative – although their direct impact on policy decision-
making is more tenuous. Nor is impact of  the resulting publications obvious – although they are well 
written and presented. Amongst the policy community and donors, the evaluation team found that few 
people had the time to read publications of  the length of  the seminar reports. This was even more so in 
relation to the research books.43 This fi nding is by no means unique to CCR but it emphasises the 
relevance of  ensuring that key messages are set out succinctly in the reports’ executive summaries. It 
underlines the point that published outputs – if  indeed they are to have infl uence – are selected, timed 
and presented in ways that take account of  the target audience’s needs.

As noted above, donors have suggested that CCR produce much shorter “policy briefs” – the fi rst of  
these followed a seminar on Africa and Europe (EurAfriique? – November 2007). The evaluation team 
suggest that this initiative is worth pursuing further – but the briefs could be even shorter (perhaps 3–4 
pages) and more focused/streamlined.44 

42 Monitoring and Evaluation Plan for the Centre for Conflict Resolution’s Africa Programme (2008–2012).
43 However, the team would also like to reflect that the policy community are not the only relevant beneficiaries of  CCR’s 

outputs and that the same time constraints do not necessarily apply to other stakeholders.
44 In the view of  the evaluation team, EurAfrique? attempted to cover too many diverse issues in a short space (i.e. trade, aid and 

development; peacekeeping and security co-operation; and migration) and its recommendations didn’t synchronise 
sufficiently with the analysis presented in the text.
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CCR clearly sees one of  its niches as providing a multiplier effect in terms of  facilitating policy dialogue 
and being a convenor of  policy related research results on current African peace and security issues. 
Placing most of  their materials on their website which are downloadable also helps contribute to acces-
sibility and knowledge dissemination. However, the withdrawal of  CCR’s Track II periodical has removed 
a potential mechanism through which short policy related commentary could have been provided.

5. Organisational Aspects 

This section examines the response of  the organisation to previous reviews and provides an assessment 
of  its overall management and organisational competence. The effect of  Sida support in relation to 
staffi ng and activities is also considered. Finally, we assess the advantages and disadvantages of  being 
based in South Africa.

CCR’s permanent staff  is headed by the Executive Director and three senior managers. Of  the latter, 
one is heading the programme cluster (covering the CIPS and National Programme) and two are 
managing the support cluster (fi nance and HR). The Executive Director acts as the senior manager for 
the PDR programme. During the evaluation, the team was provided with an organogram showing the 
current occupied and vacant posts.45 Out of  a total of  32 posts in May 2008, there are currently 2 
vacancies. 19 of  the 32 posts are related to the support cluster and 13 are being related to the pro-
gramme cluster. The implications of  this are discussed further in the section on technical sustainability 
below. The organisation has three support clusters (fi nance, human resources and communications) and 
three programme clusters (research, regional training and national training).

Financial management is provided by CCR’s fi nancial manager and his staff  (of  4) and is based upon 
annual costed activity plans provided by programme staff  and derived from the four-year programme 
documents that have been discussed with donors and against which funding has been pledged. Regular 
fi nancial management meetings are held with the Executive Director, senior managers and the account-
ant in order to monitor expenditure against income. CCR operates according to a principle of  bal-
anced budgets which requires monthly fi nancial monitoring and forecasting of  outturn. The accuracy 
of  this depends upon rapid book keeping to ensure that expenditure and commitments are up to date.

In the 2007 Compliance Report, some observations were made regarding CCR’s ability to utilise all the 
funding at its disposal as well as some apparent inconsistencies in its fi nancial reporting.46 CCR’s 
clarifying response to these points was provided at annex to the Compliance Report. Some further clari-
fi cation was provided by CCR in its response to the current evaluation team’s inception report.47 
During the visit to CCR, the team also had the opportunity to briefl y discuss these issues with the CCR 
fi nance manager who helpfully explained the practice of  “deferred revenue” in cases where funding is 
received on a multi-year basis and a portion of  it needs to be carried forward from one year to the next. 
The evaluation team have examined the Audit management letters for the 2006 and 2007 audits and 
neither give cause for concern.48

Corporate governance and fi nancial oversight of  CCR is provided by a 16 member Board of  Gover-
nors which meets several times a year (it met three times in 2007). It is headed a Commissioner from 
the Commission for Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitration in Cape Town – whom the evaluation 
team met. The Executive Director is a member of  the Board. There is also one member of  CCR staff  
on the Board. Other members are drawn from across the continent – which the team regard as positive 

45 CCR Organogram dated April 2008. Nb. This is an update of  the organogram originally provided to the team (dated 
March 2008) which showed a total of  38 posts (29 of  which were filled). 

46 Compliance Review of  Swedish support to regional institutions based in South Africa working in the fields of  conflict prevention, peace and security, 

Final Report. Chris Albertyn, April 2007. Pages 14–16. 
47 e-mail dated from Adekeye Adebajo dated 9th May 2008.
48 Final management reports for 2006 and 2007. SAB&T Inc, Chartered accountants (SA). 
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given CCR’s pan-African outlook. In addition, the Board provides strategic advice on programme 
activities and, since 2005, has hosted a sub-committee on audit. The Audit Committee’s chairperson is 
a senior member of  one of  South Africa’s leading audit fi rms and is also CCR’s treasurer. An Annual 
General Meeting is held once a year where statutory obligations are fulfi lled. The Board is currently 
considering a charter that will set out the responsibilities of  Board members. A draft was tabled on 10th 
December 2007.

Day to day management of  CCR is provided by Executive Director and his senior staff  and governed 
by a policy manual which includes sections on core values, ethics and conduct; fi nance and fi nancial 
controls and approvals; appointments and terminations; staff  benefi ts; performance management (and 
discipline and grievances); HIV/AIDS; interns, associates, resource panellists; and travel. The policy 
manual appears to be a thorough and easy to read document and the evaluation team have no particu-
lar comments on it.

Since 2003, a system of  six monthly planning and evaluation workshops has been maintained with all 
staff  as a means to spread internal learning and encourage interfaces between programme clusters and 
between programme and administration staff. Most recently, a workshop was used as a means to 
develop the next phase of  CCR’s Strategic Plan (2008–12). The evaluation team believe this practice 
helps strengthen corporate linkages between the different work clusters in CCR which, during the 
SWOT analysis, was identifi ed by some staff  as a weakness.

6. Financial Sustainability

This section considers the overall fi nancial sustainability of  the organisation – including the status of  its 
development plan and the balance between its income and expenditure.

In 2005 & 2006, CCR had a total of  15 foreign donors and four South African national funds and 
partners. The Annual Report for 2005–06 shows that total grants received amounted to just under 
ZAR 20 million and total income was ZAR 21.6 million in 2006. Expenditure for the same year was 
ZAR 22.5 million. Deferred revenue (i.e. income from previous years) offset this leaving a balance of  
just over ZAR 2 million at the end of  the year.49 

The majority of  donors contribute to specifi c programmes – and Sida is currently the only donor 
providing core funding. Donors also disburse funds at different rates, in some cases (as with Sida) on a 
multiyear basis. The consequence of  this is that CCR receives funding at irregular intervals which 
complicates annual budget reconciliations – as noted above, the fi nance department uses a system of  
“deferred revenue” to show funds received from previous years that are carried forward. A further 
complication is that programmes can have different completion dates, which complicates accounting 
processes when funding is provided on a programme or project basis. The evaluation team encourages 
CCR and its donors to begin a dialogue on how they can move towards more harmonised forms of  
support that will reduce transaction costs for both sides.

CCR programme budgets include directly attributable programme costs (i.e. salaries, travel, resource 
person fees, materials, and M&E) as well as a contribution to operating overheads (i.e. electricity, 
interest, rates etc) of  around 10% and a contribution to core costs (i.e. central common services such as 
management, fi nance and human resources) of  7.5%.

CCR is conscious of  the importance of  improving its fi nancial sustainability. On the one hand, it sees 
that it can achieve this by continuing to deliver relevant and quality services. On the other, it is seeking 
to reduce its operating costs. In line with this objective, the Centre moved out of  its previous accommo-
dation in March 2007, which had been rented from the University of  Cape Town (UCT), to a historic 

49 CCR Annual Report 2005–06.
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property in Cape Town that it now owns. According to CCR, this reduces the monthly outgoings on 
offi ce rent from ZAR 60,000 to around ZAR 40,000 in mortgage repayments (at May 2008 rates). 
CCR believe that this move will improve the organisation’s long term fi nancial sustainability. In addi-
tion, the 2007 progress report to Sida notes that ZAR 534,000 which had been owed to UCT for 
previous rental has now been waived by the university.

CCR is also able to earn income from certain of  its activities. In particular, the Mediation and Training 
Services Project (MTS) earned over ZAR 135,000 in 2007 from a variety of  clients in the Cape Town 
area.50 In March 2008, CCR won a competitive tender for support to the National Department for 
Housing worth ZAR 0.5 million for three months input involving fi ve CCR staff  members.

7. Technical Sustainability 

This section concerns the status and measures being taken to ensure the quality and delivery of  serv-
ices. 

It is clear from our conversations that a system of  internal quality control is in place to ensure that 
deadlines and schedules are met and that internally generated knowledge and publications are subject-
ed to quality control in terms of  their content and analysis. For works published by the CCR, a peer 
review process is in place that is intended to secure uniform quality for books, monographs and other 
publications. The same quality control process takes place for the production of  training manuals. 
There is a cyclical pattern of  research fi ndings informing the development of  training manuals and 
then the policy development process. Such materials are then also presented in more accessible public 
outlets like newspapers. The evaluation team consider that it would be benefi cial to spread the burden 
of  published outputs by encouraging less senior researchers to contribute. However, we also note that 
since the cessation of  the Track II publication, the opportunities for this have diminished somewhat.

CCR’s technical sustainability depends upon the quality and capacity of  its staff, including permanent 
members and external resources who can be “hired in” when required. CCR has relatively few pro-
gramme related positions for an organisation with such an ambitious agenda. On the one hand, the 
practice of  using external consultants provides CCR with useful fl exibility to match staffi ng with 
funding availability and programme requirements. On the other, it limits the organisation’s ability to act 
as an independent actor using its in-house capacity. In short, CCR needs to hire capacity to fulfi l its 
programme objectives. The evaluation team note that, where programme activities would rely in any 
event on bringing in external expertise (an example is the policy seminars), this should not pose a 
problem provided that senior CCR staff  are available to act as facilitators or moderators – however, the 
limited number of  such permanent staff  can also pose constraints here. The situation would have 
implications for programme implementation in the area of  training and mediation if  suitable trainers 
and mediators (with knowledge of  CCR’s methodologies) were not available and/or if  CCR perma-
nent staff  were not available at the event to provide a CCR presence. 

This places pressure on CCR to ensure that it has the reputation and suffi cient management and 
technical capacity in place to attract such additional short term staff  and monitor their performance. In 
the opinion of  the evaluation team, a careful balance needs to be maintained between having suffi cient 
core in-house staff  capacity and being able to draw from outside resources on a short term contract 
basis. Furthermore, the in-house capacity also needs to be balanced between senior staff  who can 
exercise leadership and provide quality inputs with a minimum of  supervision and more junior staff. 
The Executive Director informed the team that there are plans to fi ll existing gaps in the establishment 
by recruiting three senior researchers and two senior trainers (including a senior manager). 

50 CCR: MTS List of  Paying Clients.
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CCR provided the evaluation team with the details of  its staff  turnover for the last fi ve years which 
appears relatively high for a small organisation, as shown below – turnover as a percentage of  total staff  
is shown in parentheses:

2008
(4 months)

2007 2006 2005 2004

Total staff strength (% turnover) 38 (5) 38 (21) 39 (18) 37 (27) 37 (27)

Programme staff 1 5 5 6 9

Admin staff 1 3 3 4 2

Although the previously high rates of  staff  turnover appear to have slowed, it was also raised as a 
concern by some members of  staff  during the SWOT exercise. On the one hand, it results in a tempo-
rary reduction in capacity (as new staff  are trained up) and, depending upon the reasons for the chang-
es, can be unsettling for other staff  and be an indicator of  institutional and/or management problems. 
It also poses challenges for knowledge management, continuity and coherence that need to be man-
aged. On the other hand, in the medium to long term, new staff  can bring additional or new capacities, 
experience and creativity – while exiting staff  add to the organisation’s network. Again, the net effect 
depends upon the reasons for the staff  turnover. 

Some of  the resignations (particularly in 2004–05) may be the result of  the refocusing exercise following 
the arrival of  the new Executive Director. However, this should have resolved itself  after a year or two – 
so it is of  concern that 2005 and 2006 also saw high rates of  turnover.51 It is positive that CCR’s 
Human Resources Department conduct staff  exit interviews – the evaluation team recommend that 
results of  these should be collated and used by management (including the Board) to determine wheth-
er remedial action is required and, if  so, what steps should be taken.52 

8. Cross-cutting Issues 

This section examines the organisation’s response to cross-cutting issues, including gender, HIV/AIDS, 
human rights, and environment.

CCR treats cross-cutting issues seriously and has integrated them into both its organisation and its 
programmes. The organisation’s confl ict resolution and training activities can be described as utilising a 
rights-based approach (which underpins perspectives on human security, for example) and are gender 
sensitive. 

The CIPS project includes gender and peacebuilding as one of  its fi ve theme areas – in 2006 the 
project published “A Peacebuilding Training Manual for African Women in Decision-Making” written by two CCR 
staff  members.53 Prior to this, CCR hosted a number of  training workshops and seminars, including on 
UN Security Council Resolution 1325 with UNIFEM, and women’s roles in peace, confl ict and security 
with SADC and with ECOWAS. CIPS also includes a thematic area on human rights and the PDR 
project has hosted a policy seminar in June 2007 on Africa’s evolving human rights architecture. 

HIV/AIDS is one of  four focus areas for the PDR project and CCR’s work here is innovative, cutting 
edge and timely. While there has been a generally devastating stigma about this pandemic, there are 
two areas where discussing such themes have been totally taboo, namely in peacekeeping and with 

51 CCR’s response to this point is that these years coincided with the end of  a four year programme period and that staff  
turnover (especially amongst mid-level staff) at such times is typical for the sector. E-mail from Ade Adebajo dated 11th June 
2008.

52 The evaluation team has been informed that such action is now in hand. ibid.
53 Peacebuilding Training Manual for African Women in Decision-Making, Thelma Ekiyor and Yaliwe Clarke, CCR, 2006.
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African militaries. To its credit, CCR has managed to introduce this cross-cutting subject matter into 
the general African peace and security discourse and has gained the respectability of  increasing number 
of  African states and armies in this work. As part of  the PDR project, fi ve policy seminars have been 
held within the last three years, each resulting in a published seminar report. More importantly, this 
work has contributed to encouraging African militaries to think through how they treat and deal with 
those with this disease. CCR’s work in this area has won plaudits. 

In terms of  its organisation and staffi ng, CCR has policies on both gender and HIV/AIDS which are 
included in its policy manual and which comply with South African legislation. As illustrated below, 
CCR’s staffi ng composition is gender neutral amongst programme staff  but has a marked preponder-
ance of  women amongst administrative positions. The origin of  most staff  members continues to be 
South Africa but this is also balanced amongst programme staff  refl ecting CCR’s policy of  recruiting 
internationally from African sources.

Female Male South Africa Other African Other nationality

Total staff strength 20 8 21 6 1

Programme staff 5 4 4 5 -

Admin staff 15 4 17 1 1

Results of  the SWOT-analysis CCR:

Strengths

Expertise/diverse/networked/good calibre of staff/task 
focused/good governance/board of directors

Strong funding base

Strong leadership/academic research/practice

Strong, synergistic, programmatic areas – communica-
tions as outreach & support/human resource/finance, 
conflict interventions, training, policy development

Addresses a broad range of actors

Solid training and mediation

Able to draw upon resource panel – i.e. outsourcing

Population/credibility/high profile built over 40 years

Sustainability/longevity – build strong relations with 
stakeholders/AU and RECs/gives access and influence

Strong networks/calibre of partners/stakeholders

Convening power – able to attract policy makers

Sound management structures

Ability to attract strong staff

Quality output

Relevant to external social and political environment – 
public education, demand for CCR outputs/attract high 
profile partners and stakeholders/ speak to issues of 
the day/maintain impartiality to get credibility/under-
standing of area to make judgement calls/transcended 
national boundaries and now a Pan African institution. 
Lesotho and Swaziland are tricky cases and can affect 
work/diversity of views/quality and balance

Six monthly strategic planning meetings

Weaknesses

Geographical (Cape Town) location

Limited capacity in terms of all the external demands

Donor dependency

Some elements of organisational culture – work is clustered 
and interdependence and interfaces are low, bureaucratic 
administrative processes

Focus on activities rather than outcomes 
– better use of logframes

Insufficient collaboration between communications 
and programmes

Sometimes distant from the field of intervention due to 
SA base

Still adjusting to new organisation and management style

High staff turn-over –why is it taking place? Should we be 
worried about it? How to manage such development and 
processes?

Fast-paced work leading to burn-out

Lack of succession planning

Some outdated equipment

Limited knowledge management – development of intranet 
facility/flexibility and responsiveness and making it available

Risk of repeating same activities with same stakeholders

Need to respond in a more timely way to better influence/
respond to issues

Need to engage more with pan-Africa media

Need training accreditation (SAQA)

High travel requirements

Limited benefit of UCT relationship for staff
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Opportunities

UCT relationship – submit research reports for funding/
teaching/interns to build capacity/advertise openings 
on their website

Training centre and other income generating opportunities

African context continues to make CCR relevant 
– increasing demand, democratic evolution of states 
making it easier to understand relevance of conflict 
prevention, democracy, human rights

Communication strategy is an opportunity for outreach

Monitoring and evaluation system

Africa-based donors

Geographical location – South African regional role

Extensive network at UN, AU & RECs

Development of closer relationship with other NGOs
 – use networks

Expanded coverage of CCR activities leading to better 
exposure for CCR staff and of CCR beyond SA, 
increased demand for CCR services

Threats

Changing donor focus and priorities 
(not funding SA programmes)

Donor dependency

Political environment changes

Competition for funding

Effect of international economic pressures

Geographical location and implications for national 
 programs – funding

‘Poachability’ of staff

Lack of accreditation of training

Risk in high profile interventions

Expertise is linked to key people

Local infrastructural weakness

Rise in interest rates affecting financial sustainability

Multiplication of organisations providing similar services 
to CCR
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Annex C – Assessment of IJR

1. Key Points

– IJR has established itself  in a short space of  time as the leading African authority on issues of  
transitional justice and reconciliation. It has a high profi le in South Africa and a good reputation. 
This is partly drawn from its origins as a follow-up to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission 
(TRC) – the outcomes of  which IJR continues to pursue.

– IJR provides strong links between practical grassroots reconciliation and policy advocacy. It is 
successfully extending this experience from South Africa to other parts of  the continent while being 
careful not to over-extend itself. Nonetheless, with demand exceeding supply, this remains a risk. 

– Transitional justice, as a relatively new fi eld, is technically challenging and requires long term 
approaches. This can make impact diffi cult to attribute. Moreover, results can be vulnerable to 
sudden shocks. Nonetheless, IJR has successful examples of  impact at community level in the 
Western Cape and has helped build capacity in the Great Lakes region, Uganda and South Sudan. 
Its monitoring activities in South Africa – notably the Reconciliation Barometer and the Transfor-
mation Audit – have a high political profi le and are potential models for elsewhere in Africa.

– IJR has a very lean staffi ng structure which makes it vulnerable to the negative effects of  a staff  
turnover which has also been high. Now undergoing a transition following the retirement of  its 
founding Executive Director, the Institute is consolidating itself. The evaluation team gained the 
view that the Institute now has a strong and harmonious core team – it is important that this is held 
together with pro-active human resources support.

– The evaluation team note that IJR is in the process of  strengthening its strategic planning which 
needs to focus on results. There should also be a more structured dialogue with donors based upon 
this and the Institute should encourage its principal donors to harmonise their arrangements so as to 
reduce transaction costs.

2. Background

The Institute for Justice and Reconciliation (IJR) was established in Cape Town in May 2000 as a 
follow-up to the South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) to which its founder 
(Charles Villa-Vicencio) and a number of  its associates contributed. IJR currently has a core staff  of  16 
and in 2007 had an expenditure of  just under ZAR 9 million.54 The current agreement with Sida 
provides core funding to IJR for 2007–2008 amounting to SEK 4 million in two annual tranches – 
which makes it the largest single contributor. IJR is also supported by a number of  other donors and 
private funds, the major ones being the Netherlands, Denmark, the South African Department of  Arts 
and Culture, the Ford Foundation, and the Kellogg Foundation. 

IJR’s vision is the “building of  fair, democratic and inclusive societies in African countries during 
political transition”.55 It divides its work into three programme areas:

1.  The Reconciliation and Reconstruction Programme (RRP) seeks to promote processes of  reconcilia-
tion in post-apartheid South Africa and following the Truth and Reconciliation Commission. 
The programme is organized in three broad clusters: (a) Building an Inclusive Society, (b) Education 

54 IJR Audit for year ended December 2007, KPMG.
55 IJR Strategy 2008.
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for Reconciliation and (c) Memory, Art and Healing. The programme also organises an annual 
“Reconciliation Award” – which has become a high profi le event. 

2. The Political Analysis Programme which tracks reconciliation, transformation and development in 
South Africa. Factors critical to the success or the failure of  the South African transition are identi-
fi ed and examined. The programme has two major annual publications:
a) The SA Reconciliation Barometer is an annual public opinion survey which measures South 

African attitudes towards the country’s social transformation process, with particular emphasis on 
national reconciliation.

b) The Economic Transformation Audit tracks growth, empowerment, poverty, employment, 
education and other drivers of  material change in South Africa. 

3. The Transitional Justice in Africa Programme which supports and promotes transitional justice 
initiatives in other African countries. It examines how the lessons of  the South African experience 
can be gathered, shared and developed with other agents of  transition on the continent, through 
research and analysis, capacity building, and collaborative political intervention. 

In addition, IJR runs a Fellows Programme in conjunction with the International Centre for Transi-
tional Justice (ICTJ) to provide young practitioners with concrete skills and a working knowledge of  the 
issues, problems and opportunities that emerge during extended transitions to democracy. Participating 
countries have included Afghanistan, Angola, Burma, Burundi, Cambodia, Cameroon, DRC, Ethiopia, 
Ghana, Indonesia, Israel, Kenya, Kosovo, Liberia, Mozambique, Nigeria, Palestine, Rwanda, Sierra 
Leone, South Africa, Serbia, Sri Lanka, Sudan, Timor-Leste, Uganda and Zimbabwe

3. Quality of Activities & Deliverables

This section assesses the relevance, coverage, accessibility & reliability of  the organisation’s activity. It 
also considers the role of  the organisation within the area of  peace and security in Africa. In the latter 
context, IJR is seen as having a comparative advantage in the area of  transitional justice thanks to the 
depth of  its activities in this area following the TRC in South Africa and based on the experience and 
quality of  its staff. On 19th May 2008, the Institute was awarded UNESCO’s Prize for Peace Educa-
tion in recognition of  “its outstanding efforts in building sustainable reconciliation through education 
and in addressing systemic injustice in Africa”.56

IJR sees its role as “becoming Africa’s leading provider of  policy advice, training and research on 
transitional justice”.57 The evaluation team assess that the relevance of  IRJ’s programmes to this 
objective is high. The relevance to Sida’s objectives is also good, growing stronger with IJR’s increasing 
focus on transitional justice and reconciliation issues in other parts of  Africa. The team recognise that 
one of  IJR’s particular strengths is its ability to draw from its base of  South African experience (while 
being careful not to present this as a blueprint for elsewhere) and it is therefore positive that the Institute 
remains very active amongst local communities in the Western Cape and in South Africa more gener-
ally. The level of  demand for services from a variety of  stakeholders, including government, also points 
to the relevance of  its work to local and regional needs.

IJR has created niche areas both in South Africa and on the continent as a whole and is also one of  the 
leading institutes globally in its fi eld. Its approach to work is a practical, experience-based application 
of  what can cement progress during processes of  transition from confl ict. In spite of  this unique 
position, IJR has made a conscious and, in the view of  the team, commendable decision not to ‘exploit’ 
this unique niche for the sake of  expansion but rather to tie its domestic and international engagements 

56 UNESCO Press Release 2008-35.
57 IJR Priorities, Objectives and outputs 2008–2010.
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to its ability to deliver cutting edge support and service. This we feel is an admirable position and stance 
that needs mentioning.

IJR’s three geographical focus areas – South Africa, the Great Lakes (mainly DRC, Burundi and 
Rwanda) and Greater Horn Regions (principally South Sudan and Uganda) – are technically demand-
ing from a transitional justice perspective. In addition, the Institute’s Zimbabwe Desk works to address 
the transitional challenges posed in that country, at national and regional levels. The Institute had 
earlier worked in the Manu River Basin of  West Africa but has now withdrawn its services to enable it 
to focus on its three priority areas. This deliberately limited coverage allows for deeper engagement.

The core pillars of  IJR’s coverage are: (a) research and analysis, (b) facilitating dialogue and (c) training 
interventions. All three pillars are premised on working collaboratively with local institutions and 
partners, and always as an invited partner. In Rwanda, IJR is providing support in evaluating the 
National Unity and Reconciliation Commission (NURC). NURC has since asked IJR to discuss possi-
bilities to develop a school curriculum on history and reconciliation. At the request of  the National 
Service of  Gacaca Courts, IJR has helped with documenting and producing a historical record of  the 
Gacaca system. In Burundi, it is providing support to Government and civil society in their considera-
tion of  establishing a Truth and Reconciliation Commission by providing capacity building services and 
institutional strengthening, and has been asked to facilitate sensitization and awareness training semi-
nars on the impact of  radio in healing and reconciliation processes. In the DRC, IJR’s impact has been 
more diffuse as the new Transitional Justice Law is still in draft and the TRC has been disbanded. 
However, the Institute has trained CSOs in both the East and Western parts of  the country and estab-
lished a network of  partners, including those working with traditional mechanisms of  community 
reconciliation. In Zimbabwe, work has been done with churches, CSOs (the Crisis in Zimbabwe 
Coalition) and political actors in terms of  capacity building. In Uganda, IJR has supported the Juba 
(LRA) Talks and has received a request from the Government of  Southern Sudan to help establish a 
South Sudan Peace Commission and provide training and institutional support. Among the lessons 
from these interventions are the importance of  timing (being ready to pursue “windows of  opportunity” 
that might arise), working with local participation and demand, and being prepared for long term 
interventions that build local capacity.

IJRs activities in South Africa contribute broadly to promoting peace and stability. The Reconciliation 
and Reconstruction Programme’s work with youth, community leaders, politicians, educators, trade 
unionists provides a holistic and innovative approach to discourses on peace and security by engaging a 
cross section of  society. By using its Schools Oral Histories project partially as turning points for recon-
ciliation and its memory work based on community experiences, it encourages communities to acknowl-
edge the past by using creative approaches for dialogue. Furthermore, by promoting the improvement 
of  social capital, it builds reconciliatory leadership able to deal with diffi culties within communities. In 
other words, IJR’s work creates opportunities for sustained dialogue.

The sharing of  the South African experiences, training of  partners and the extension of  knowledge 
contributes to building institutional capacities in its partner organisations to deepen peace education. 
IJR’s collaboration with other South Africa based institutions with expert knowledge and experience in 
other fi elds contributes to improving and making more effi cient the Institute’s own interventions. 
The evaluation team learnt, for example, that one project that IJR is keen to pursue following requests 
from partners is the compilation of  a Facilitator’s Handbook on Transitional Justice in Africa based upon IJR 
interventions and experience. The team see that this would be a good way of  cementing the knowledge 
and learning that IJR has developed and making it available to a wider audience.
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4. Organisational Performance

This section assesses IJR’s attainment of  its goals and objectives – i.e. the impact of  its activities. 
We also examine any political and dependency factors that might affect its ability to deliver services. 
The team’s overall view is that the Institute is successful in achieving its objectives; however, these 
objectives would benefi t from greater clarity (i.e. a focus on results) and the team is pleased to see that a 
process to achieve this is now in hand.

IJR sees its mission as “the promotion of  justice and sustainable reconciliation in South Africa and 
across the African continent” which it pursues through: “conducting research, analysis and dialogue on 
reconciliation, transitional justice, democratic nation building and confl ict transformation; enhancing 
capacity through partnerships for confl ict transformation in African communities; developing context 
sensitive education resources, tools and interventions to build long term peace; and exploring options 
for institutional transformation”.58

While impact is diffi cult to attribute (change in the political and social fi eld often being the product of  
multiple infl uences), IJR’s specialist outputs have potential impacts that range from the local community 
level (perceptions, behaviour) to the national level (decision-makers – e.g. via the Reconciliation Barom-
eter and the Transformation Audit) and international level (through its contributions to taking the new 
fi eld of  transitional justice forward) where the work in the Africa Programme and the Fellowship 
Programme are relevant. Evidence of  IJR’s strong reputation is provided by the demand for its services 
and, not least, by the recent award from UNESCO for peace education.

An indicator of  impact is the continuing demand for IJR’s services and its access to decision-makers. 
An example from Rwanda illustrates this – where the Institute has contributed to resource and curricu-
lum development in the South African education system (e.g. through the publication of  the Turning 

Points in History textbook series), Rwanda’s National Unity and Reconciliation Commission has asked 
IJR to facilitate a similar process in Rwandan schools. IJR also sees opportunities for similar history-
related activities in other post confl ict and crisis countries (for example in Zimbabwe).59 In South Africa, 
senior IJR staff  appear to have good access at the political level and within the administration. Certain 
IJR projects are carried out in collaboration with government departments; for example, with the 
Department of  Education concerning a presentation of  the TRC for use in schools.60

Evidence of  IJR’s profi le and relevance to current issues in its domestic market South Africa is also 
provided by extensive media coverage of  IJR activities and commentary surrounding its major annual 
publications – the Reconciliation Barometer and the Transformation Audit. While it is diffi cult to 
attribute changes in policy to these publications, the depth of  media coverage is a clear indicator of  
their relevance to political debate. Moreover, this linkage may increase in importance if  the trends 
described in the most recent reports (e.g. of  widening income disparity and increasing dissatisfaction 
with government institutions) continue. The SA Reconciliation Barometer Newsletter, which is pub-
lished quarterly, is also helpful in this context. It contains short essays and commentary on topical socio-
political issues that are generally of  a high standard (they are often reprinted from articles that have 
appeared in other media). 

In most of  its work, the Institute is treading carefully in what are inherently sensitive areas. The Recon-
ciliation Barometer tests assumptions about human security, political culture, historical confrontations 
and focuses on longitudinal studies, misconceptions can easily arise. This is also related to the annual 
Transformation Audit that tracks issues of  social justice, labour market dynamics, poverty and inequali-
ties which are issues that can also generate political tensions. The suggestion that these political analysis 

58 IJR Strategy Plan, 2008.
59 Growth and Development prospects: A Strategic Overview, IJR, 2006.
60 IJR Annual Report 2007, p9.
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models could be used elsewhere in Africa has attractions (it could complement the APRM – African 
Peer Review Mechanism, for instance) but it would also bring IJR into potentially rough waters that 
would be demanding, not least in terms of  the capacity required to manage such a task and its political 
sensitivity. The Institute could mitigate such potential risks through its participatory and demand-driven 
approach that builds on existing knowledge and programmes in requesting countries. 

Apart from external dependency factors like the continued availability of  donor support, political 
dynamics could have important implications for IJR’s ability to work effectively. For example, regime 
changes in the countries in which IJR is operating might create diffi culties with access to accurate 
information and the possible divergent views on the role of  the Institute and the relevance of  its work to 
particular political contexts. Economic issues affect stability and the sustainability and assurance of  
donor funds and the costs of  operations. 

5. Organisational Aspects

This section provides an assessment of  IJR’s overall management and organisational competence. 
The effect of  Sida support in relation to staffi ng and activities is also considered. Finally, we assess the 
advantages/disadvantages of  being based in South Africa.

IJR is headed by an Executive Director (Dr Fanie du Toit – who assumed the position this year follow-
ing many years in the organisation). It currently has 17 staff, not including the previous director 
(Dr Charles Villa-Vicencio) who has been retained for a six month period (January–June 2008) as an 
“executive consultant” to assist with the transition following the change in leadership. The arrangement 
covers both “mentoring” for Dr du Toit and strategic direction of  the Africa programme. The evalua-
tion team noted that the arrangement appeared to be mutually agreeable to both incoming and outgo-
ing management and that Dr Villa-Vicencio’s current role is governed by a written agreement.

The Institute has a core administrative staff  of  three plus the Executive Director and each of  the three 
programmes also has a programme administrator. There are currently three interns who are employed 
as programme staff. All employees apart from one permanent staff  member (and two interns) are South 
African. Given IJR’s pan-African programme focus, the Institute may wish to consider broadening the 
representativity of  its staff, particularly those working on the Africa Programme. 

Day to day management and fi nancial oversight of  the Institute is provided by the Executive Director 
and an Executive Committee (ExComm) of  seven members which meets four times a year. Aside from 
the Executive Director, there is no staff  representation on the ExComm – this is an aspect that the Insti-
tute may wish to consider amending in order to increase internal participatory processes. The ultimate 
authority for IJR’s policy and management rests with a 16 person Board of  Directors. The Board 
comprises eminent individuals (the majority are senior academics) – all are based in the Cape Town 
area. As with its staff, the Institute may wish to consider broadening the representativeness of  its Board 
membership to include persons from other African countries in the future. 

Minutes of  both ExComm and Board meetings are maintained and are available to staff. A comment 
from Sida’s Compliance Review in 2007 was that the Board does not have a “charter”. The evaluation 
team agree that both management committees should have terms of  reference to guide their activities.

IJR has a detailed set of  policies and procedures prepared by external consultants (January 2007) 
covering (1) structures and decision making procedures, (2) operational procedures, (3) employment 
benefi ts, (4) fi nancial procedures, (5) fundraising, and (6) standard formats. The section on operational 
procedures includes staff-related issues such as discipline and grievances, employment equity and 
affi rmative action, environmental awareness, anti-corruption, health and safety, HIV/AIDS, perform-
ance management etc. These seem adequate for an organisation of  IJR’s size and shape – although the 
management is encouraged to monitor their effectiveness. 
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The team see that IJR’s location in Cape Town has both advantages and disadvantages: it offers scope 
for concrete reconciliation work in the Western Cape but it is also somewhat distant from the political 
hub of  South Africa which is Pretoria and Johannesburg.

6. Financial Sustainability

This section considers the overall fi nancial sustainability of  the organisation – including the status of  its 
development plan and the balance between its income and expenditure. 

IJR operates as a non profi t organisation. According to the 2007 Audit report from KPMG, its total 
income was just under ZAR 11 million and expenditure was ZAR 9.2 million. 

IJR has a wide range of  donors and other supporters – the 2007 Audit report lists 20 sources of  dona-
tions and grants in 2007 amounting to an income from these sources of  ZAR 9.7 million. Of  these, fi ve 
contributors were worth around ZAR 1 million or over (Sida, Kellogg Foundation, the Netherlands 
Embassy, SA Department of  Arts and Culture, and the Ford Foundation). Sida and the Mott Founda-
tion are the only IJR funders to contribute core funding – all others are programme or project based 
(in which case they include a contribution to common overheads, in most cases of  around 10%). 

The team note that donor dependency was raised during the SWOT analysis – implying that there is a 
concern amongst staff  about the fi nancial sustainability of  the organisation. To help secure this, the 
Institute has decided to establish a “sustainability fund” with a working capital suffi cient to cover 50% of  
its annual operating cost. The team support this initiative and fi nd the range of  traditional donors, funds, 
SA Government, and corporate supporters is positive and should be maintained. The team would 
encourage the Institute to develop a written policy regarding the contributions to the fund and its possible 
utilisation.

Fundraising, which has previously been pursued in a rather ad-hoc fashion, is now beginning to be 
more formalised. The team encourage IJR to adopt an approach based upon its own strategic planning 
process so that the Institute and its donors (including core funders, like Sida) have a common and 
identifi ed basis upon which to agree support and monitor implementation. The team was pleased to see 
that the Institute is now using SWOT, PEST and logical framework analyses for each programme.61 

Given the number of  donors, including major bilaterals, the team was also somewhat surprised at the 
low level of  donor harmonisation. A trilateral – IJR, Sida, Netherlands – dialogue is, however, under-
way on the issue of  monitoring and evaluation. In line with current trends towards more joint ap-
proaches to development assistance (the Paris Declaration), the team recommend that IJR initiate a 
discussion with its major donors to see what steps could be taken to increase donor harmonisation and 
alignment. This could include common reporting and pooled funding. The aim would be to reduce 
transaction costs to both IJR and the donors.

As evidenced by recent Audit reports from KPMG, IJR’s fi nancial management appears generally 
sound. The Institute draws upon the services of  an accounting offi cer from the Cape Higher Education 
Consortium (CHEC) – which is located in the same building – to provide bookkeeping and accounting 
support. The team notes that the success of  this arrangement depends upon IJR and CHEC continuing 
to have clear and practical working arrangements. Finance instructions, including signing powers, are 
included in the Policies and Procedures Manual. 

The evaluation team were informed that a case of  fraud involving a member of  the Institute was 
detected in 2006 and resulted in legal and disciplinary action. The issue also featured in the 2006 Audit 
report, as result of  which IJR management clearly set out the steps it takes to minimise the possibility of  
fraud and other fi nancial irregularities.

61 IJR Strategy Plan, 2008.
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7. Technical Sustainability

This section concerns the status and measures being taken to ensure the quality and delivery of  serv-
ices. This rests primarily upon the quality and capacity of  IJR staff  and leadership – which is assessed 
to be basically strong, although the high rate of  staff  turnover, particularly amongst senior staff, is a 
cause for concern. We note that transitional justice is a relatively new fi eld and there is competition for 
qualifi ed and experienced practitioners. Technical sustainability also relates to the systems in place to 
ensure quality and consistency of  outputs. 

IJR provided the evaluation team with the details of  its staff  turnover for the last three years which as 
already noted appears high for a small organisation – although the trend appears to be improving (one 
person has left so far in 2008 and four have joined):

2008 
(4 months)

2007 2006

Total staff strength (% turnover) 16 (6) 24 (25) 24 (45)

Staff  turnover was raised as a concern during the SWOT exercise. On the one hand, it results in a 
temporary reduction in capacity (as new staff  are trained up) and, depending upon the reasons for the 
changes, can be unsettling for other staff  and be an indicator of  institutional and/or management 
problems. It also poses challenges for knowledge management, continuity and coherence that need to 
be managed. On the other hand, in the medium to long term, new staff  can bring additional or new 
capacities, experience and creativity – while exiting staff  add to the organisation’s network (as has been 
the case in 2007 with two of  IJR’s interns who left to take up government administrative positions). 
Again, the net effect depends upon the reasons for the staff  turnover and it is recommended that IJR 
monitor the situation and ensure that appropriate analysis of  the results is undertaken. The use of  “exit 
interviews” when staff  leave provides a valuable mechanism for this.

The Institute is obviously leanly staffed but makes use of  external consultants to augment its capacity. 
During the SWOT exercise, some staff  raised the limited staff  capacity as an issue – implying that 
existing staff  are thinly spread which poses risks of  overload and burn-out. This underlines the impor-
tance of  management ensuring an appropriate balance workload/capacity balance. A suggestion made 
during the SWOT was that debriefi ng meetings be held following interventions in the fi eld. This can 
help staff  off-load stress and can also be useful from a mutual learning perspective. 

A related point was made that certain of  IJR’s activities, particularly in the Reconciliation and Recon-
struction Programme, can place an emotional burden on staff  (as events involving trauma are explored) 
and that they may have need for specialised supervision. As the extent of  this possible need is not 
currently known, the team recommend that IJR look into the issue more closely. One option to consider 
would be capacity building of  the Institute’s human resources function, either through additional staff  
capacity or through specialised training for existing staff. 

The technical sustainability of  the IJR’s work is also based on its ability as an institution to learn from 
its activities through effective monitoring and evaluation. The evaluation team note that the Institute is 
starting to utilise a more systematic approach to M&E; including, an annual strategic planning work-
shop moderated by an external facilitator; regular situation analysis (using SWOT and PEST) feeding 
into LFAs for each programme; a strategic evaluation meeting towards the end of  each year; and 
regular performance management (including quarterly progress reports). The evaluation team support 
these initiatives.

Meanwhile, the technical quality of  IJR’s published outputs is controlled through internal and external 
quality assurance (QA) processes. Major publications such as the Transformation Audit are subject to 
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external QA – in most other cases a practice of  internal peer review is used. The evaluation team note 
the increasing focus on effective external review mechanisms; the most obvious cases for it within IJR’s 
portfolio are the Reconciliation Barometer, the Transformation Audit, and the various books that are 
published. The team recommend that the Institute formulate a written policy that can be applied in 
these cases.

8. Cross-cutting Issues

This section examines the organisation’s response to cross-cutting issues, including gender, HIV/AIDS, 
human rights, and environment.

IJR takes cross-cutting issues seriously both within its own organisation and in its programmes. In terms 
of  gender, two thirds of  the Institute’s staff  are women (including all administrative staff  except the 
Executive Director). Two of  the three programme heads are women. The Institute’s employment 
equity policy includes very clear statements about the need to avoid discrimination on the basis of  race, 
gender, ethnic and social origin, HIV status etc. Its affi rmative action policy also promotes the appoint-
ment of  women (along with black people and people with disabilities).

Female Male South Africa Other African Other nationality

Total staff strength 11 5 15 1 -

Programme staff 5 4 8 1 -

Admin staff 6 1 7 - -

As a rights-based organisation, IJR also pursues gender-balanced approaches and human rights in its 
programmes; for example, in Zimbabwe, IJR has worked on mainstreaming gender other women’s 
organisations and activities in reconciliation processes. More broadly, the whole aspect of  the pro-
gramme on reconciliation and social justice can be described as premised on reversing historical 
injustices and human rights abuses especially in the Western Cape.

Interestingly, IJR’s high profi le Reconciliation Barometer does not present gender disaggregated data 
but concentrates instead on differences according to race. This is a point that the Institute has said that 
it will consider addressing in its future work.
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Result of  the SWOT-analysis IJR:

Strength

Direct linkage to TRC and relations with former 
 Commissioners – good access

Diverse, committed expertise – interdisciplinary, 
ideas encouraged

Unique, specialist niche, excellent brand recognition 

In-house research capacity – AP/PA

Thinking strategically – specific interventions e.g. Burundi, 
support to TRC processes;

Able to respond to indigenous driven processes and 
partnerships – demand driven

Strong relationship and commitment to stakeholders 
– maintained relations for 2–3 years and having 
maintained the relationship shows need

User-friendly educational resources

Weakness

Website often not up to date – need to improve

Insufficient IT support

Proximity of IJR – both a strength and weakness. Distance 
from Johannesburg is a weakness in view of tensions there.

Donor dependency – working to diversify funding base; 
building sustainability fund (to cover 50% of annual operat-
ing cost). Donors yield too much power in project direction.

Insufficient recording of experience – lessons learnt 
– for research purposes

Staff retention, high staff turnover affects programme 
continuity – knowledge management issues, and means that 
time is spent on training up new staff

Insufficient staff capacity (numbers) to meet demand

Ability to assist communities based on reputation that 
creates access

Expertise to support diverse activities to exchange 
knowledge

Reputation for excellence and output

Good support from Board and Excom members 
(wide spectrum of disciplines and can advise, 
interested in work and engage IJR, positive input; 

Part of CHEC – offers efficiencies

Strong network of contacts in CSO, Govt and civil service

Linkages to ICTJ, IDASA

IJR governance structures with rules and procedures. 
Are accessible to all staff; Certainty and clarity about 
how things are done; 

Young corporate team with new perspectives combined 
with experienced senior staff

Strategic thinking in terms of needs and interventions; 

Continuity of approach, building on intellectual capital, 
sustainable engagement 

Constructive, positive work environment; staff open to 
innovation and new ideas

Able to act as a critical voice on TJ issues in South Africa 

Quality of written publications is very high 
– e.g. Reconciliation Barometer

Conflict sensitivity – and working on root causes.

Insufficient M&E capacity, lack of M&E procedures 
– difficulty of development of measurable indicators 
for reconciliation

Lack of trained human resources staff limits ability to 
provide staff support 

Time constraints with regard to community engagement 
(R&R)

Insufficient access to academic resources

Limited programme staff capacity – IJR thinly spread

Research and writing skills-media

Insufficient capacity to provide staff well-being and 
 debriefing after fieldwork (R&R)

Reliant on service providers, especially outsiders;

Lack of institutional memory because of young staff and 
hand-over process

Rapid turnover in AP has left to gaps in continuity

Induction process insufficient to understand IJR

Insufficient collaboration with faith based orgs

Need stronger processes in relation to travel 
(e.g. per diems, honoraria)

Small staff relative to ambition
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Opportunities Threats

IJR is in high demand

Presence of critical opportunities to work on TJ issues 
– broad goals of reconciliation & justice must be 
 communicated as specific programmes and objectives 
so people understand what IJR offer and cannot offer i.e. 
expectation management.

Proximity to Zimbabwe – assistance on TJ

Research and reflection on R&R interventions 
– must ensure that IRJ’s publications are correctly 
focused and are used

Collaboration/partnerships with other NGOs/CSOs

Contribution to international discourse on TJ 
– sharing of field experience

Donors requiring more focus on impact

Cross pollination of ideas across the 3 programmes

Has capacity to respond to calls for assistance across 
Africa – but mustn’t over-stretch.

Increased focus on M&E – need to develop new tools

Enlarged market for existing and new teaching resources

Building a coherent team with less turnover

Increase financial sustainability

Co-operation with RECs

Lobbying and advocacy based upon field work and link 
to research base and reputation of IJR

Scope to build upon SA experience

Policy shifts in donor countries, short term donor funding

Pace of political change

Political instability (incl. relapse to war) in Burundi, DRC, 
Sudan, Uganda, Zimbabwe

Erosion of Rule of Law and stability in South Africa

Balance between IJR capacity and demand – risk of 
spreading ITJ too thin

Sudden staff changes

Risk that demand for TJ services in other parts can result in 
less attention to TJ work in RSA

As TRC becomes a memory, there is a risk that TJ will lose 
focus and demand – must continue to articulate why TJ is 
relevant in RSA.

Resentment/disappointment with TRC in SA – could create 
resistance to IJR programmes
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Annex D – Assessment of ISS

1. Key Points

– ISS is a key player in the fi eld of  peace and security in Africa. It’s high reputation and the quality of  
services and products has led to a wide demand for its services from stakeholders from the security 
sector, governments and supranational organizations in Africa and further afi eld. ISS is perceived as 
a leading think tank on peace and security issues in the national South African context as well as on 
a regional and pan-African level.

– Varying degrees and types of  direct and indirect impact have been achieved, although it is diffi cult 
to attribute long-term change in politics or security to ISS interventions alone. Nonetheless, the 
Institute’s key outputs – which include professional policy-relevant research, support for legislative 
processes, policy design, training and capacity building – contribute towards a change in dynamics, 
procedures and structures of  political decision-making.

– ISS has established a professional network of  contacts and co-operation with external stakeholders, 
but it is obvious that the expansion process and the continued success of  the Institute – both in 
attracting donor funding as well as in creating demand for its services – generates resistance from 
other NGOs in South Africa and elsewhere on the continent. The high profi le of  ISS – which is fi rst 
of  all an indicator for success and not necessarily a negative factor – can lead to counterproductive 
effects in the relation to other organisations if  not accompanied by an inclusive and participatory 
strategy to share benefi ts and achievements.

– One risk that was identifi ed in the broad scope of  activities and policy fi elds in which ISS is cur-
rently working is currently occupying concerns possible over-expansion (both geographically and 
thematically). With a growing demand for its services, ISS needs to consider where its core capacities 
lie, as these should be the main focus of  activities to guarantee the high quality of  outputs. Other-
wise, the Institute may risk losing its well-established professional image and reputation.

2. Background

The ISS was established in 1991 by the current Executive Director Jakkie Cilliers and P.B. Mertz as the 
Institute for Defence Policy, being renamed in 1996 as the Institute for Security Studies. The Institute is 
registered as a trust fund and non-profi t organization in South Africa. Its mission is to “conceptualise, 
inform and enhance the debate on human security in Africa in order to support policy formulation and 
decision-making at every level towards the enhancement of  human security for all in Africa”. 
After moving offi ces to Pretoria (1996) and establishing an offi ce in Cape Town (1997), the Institute 
expanded its operations through branches in Addis Ababa (2005) and Nairobi (2006) which are regis-
tered as subsidiary entities in accordance with the prevailing national laws62, under the ISS Trust that is 
registered in South Africa.

ISS has recently undertaken a strategic planning process, culminating in a strategic plan for the period 
2008–2011.63 With Human Security as a working paradigm, the Institute focuses its activities on 
research, capacity building, policy formulation and implementation as well as networking on national, 
regional and international level.

62 The office in Nairobi is registered as Company limited by Guarantee with no Share Capital.
63 ISS, Strategic Plan 2008–2011, The ISS of  the Future, 24. May 2008.
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The activities of  ISS are structured into several programme areas and divided between its various 
offi ces:

1. Pretoria office
• With the Arms Management Programme (AMP), ISS is working on arms control and disarmament issues. 

The programme aims to support the implementation of  a more effi cient control and management 
of  weapons and analyzes the link between arms, violence and development in Africa. It includes 
work on weapons of  mass destruction.

• The African Security Analysis Programme (ASAP), which functions as an confl ict analysis unit and 
contributes to the understanding of  political and security dynamics in Africa, delivering current 
information and research to the internal units of  ISS as well as to external stakeholders.

• In the framework of  the Crime, Justice and Politics Programme (CJPP), the institute is addressing the 
broader security sector in South Africa and covers a wide range of  projects with the police forces, 
the justice sector and government entities to improve the effectiveness and effi ciency policy making 
and implementation. The Programme also tracks political developments in South Africa.

• The Security Sector Governance Programme (SSGP) has a continental-wide approach and aims to 
strengthen democracy and governance of  the security sector and thus improving human security in 
Africa. The programme includes capacity building for parliamentarians, research on private security 
companies and their role in Africa, a focus on women in peacebuilding as well as a project on the 
impact of  HIV/AIDS on the military. 

• The Training for Peace Programme (TfP) was established to improve the capacities of  African stakehold-
ers for peacekeeping operations through training, policy formulation and research. The programme 
includes the African Union, RECs and academic institutions as strategic partners and provides 
considerable civilian police training during the course of  its activities.

• ISS’ Pretoria offi ce recently established the International Crimes in Africa Programme (ICAP) with the 
purpose to undertake analysis on the issue of  international crime and terrorism and improve the 
capacities of  African states to respond to these security threats.

• The Head Offi ce in Pretoria was set up as a management coordination unit to assist with service 
provision to the Institute’s four offi ces as well as provide quality control mechanism on issues of  
compliance and internal controls. It oversees the fi nancial management, information technology and 
knowledge management, publications coordination, human resource management, editorial and 
marketing responsibilities, and also provides overall guidance on strategic direction and organisa-
tional development.

2. Cape Town office:
• As a centre for research and information, the Corruption and Governance Programme (C&G) is monitoring 

corruption in the private and public sector in Africa, including state and non-state actors as partners 
to secure a collaborative approach.

• Within the Organized Crime and Money Laundering Programme, ISS Cape Town provides research and 
support to state institutions and private sector stakeholders on policies and methods to prevent 
organized crime, money laundering and the funding of  terrorist activities.

3. Addis Ababa office:
• The Direct Confl ict Prevention Programme (DCP) supports measures and activities to strengthen and 

improve approaches to confl ict prevention and design respective strategies. The programme provides 
a platform for policy debate and discussion and aims to complement the work of  the AU member 
states and the AU Peace and Security Council.
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• At a regional level, the IGAD Capacity Building Programme Against Terrorism (ICPAT) contributes to 
national capacity building of  IGAD member states to counter terrorism through the improvement 
of  legal, organizational and training aspects. The programme also aims to improve the relation 
between the IGAD member states for the development of  a regional security strategy.

• During 2008, the Institute also established a coordination component of  the African Peace Support 

Trainers Association (APSTA) in Addis. The Association serves as a network of  African peacekeeping 
training institutions in support of  the African Standby Force.

4. Nairobi office:
• Activities of  the Nairobi offi ce in the Arms Management Programme are an extension of  the Pretoria 

AMP programme and include research, training and implementation support particularly for Mali, 
Sierra Leone and Benin. During 2008, the previously separate AMP component was merged into 
other programmes.

• The MIFUGO Programme is undertaken in collaboration with the Eastern Africa Police Chiefs 
Cooperation Organization EAPCCO and focuses on the prevention and eradication of  cattle 
rustling and related criminal activities in Eastern Africa.

• The programme Enhancing Regional Law Enforcement against Environmental Crime in Eastern Africa is also 
undertaken in partnership with EAPCCO.

• The African Human Security Initiative is a partnership amongst fi ve leading African think-tanks that 
aims to complement and expand the APRM process to include the criminal justice system in select-
ed countries that have subscribed to the Peer Review process.

The Institute currently has a total number of  121 staff  members (71 male and 41 female in May 2008) 
in its fi ve offi ces. The split according to programme and administrative staff  is shown in the table 
below:

Table 1: Total number of staff (May 2008)

Head Office Pretoria Cape Town Addis Ababa Nairobi Total

Programme 7 31 10 10 13 71

Administrative 5 15 5 8 8 41

Interns 0 5 1 2 2 10

Total 12 51 16 20 23 121

Major donor contributions to ISS are coming from the Nordic donor countries through core funding 
and project related funds by Sweden, Norway, Iceland, Denmark and Finland. Sweden provides the 
amount of  7 m. SEK as core funding to ISS. Other important donors are Germany, the Netherlands, 
Switzerland, Ireland and the UK. Specifi c support for the IGAD Counter-Terrorism Capacity Building 
Programme ICPAD in Addis Ababa by Denmark, Norway and Sweden is channelled through IGAD. 
ISS is in the process of  preparing to open an offi ce in West Africa (probably in Abidjan) and also has 
plans to establish liaison branches in New York and Brussels. The Institute is also in the process of  
completing a strategic review process (to which the results of  this evaluation and those of  a separate 
SII-only evaluation will contribute). The evaluation team had an opportunity to discuss this new 
strategy during the visit to the Institute’s Pretoria offi ces.
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3. Quality of Activities & Deliverables

This section assesses the relevance, coverage, accessibility & reliability of  the Institute’s activity. It also 
considers the role of  the organisation within the area of  peace and security in Africa.

ISS sees itself  as undertaking applied policy research and design in the fi eld of  security in Africa. 
Its outputs include a wide range of  publications – including the fl agship African Security Review (ASR), 
a variety of  monographs, reports, and books to which both ISS staff  members and external contribu-
tors provide input. Increasingly, these publications are subject to external peer review. All are subject to 
internal quality control processes. Other outputs are regular seminars and workshops, policy dialogue, 
capacity building, and implementation services. ISS staff  frequently appear in South African and 
African media and also participate in international briefi ng and study tours (e.g. to the Scandinavian 
countries). All ISS offi ces contribute to these outputs. 

The comparative advantage of  the Institute lies in the long-time experience in the fi eld of  peace and 
security in Africa and the capacity to deliver high qualitative services and products related to this policy 
fi eld. The Institute has established a wide network of  clients and partner institutions on the national, 
regional and continental level. In South Africa, ISS has delivered services to the South African Depart-
ment of  Foreign Affairs, the South African National Defence Force, the South African Police Service, 
the Department of  Correctional Services, the National Prosecuting Authority and the Department of  
Home Affairs. Stakeholders on a regional level include the African Union, the Southern African 
Regional Police Chiefs Co-operation Organisation (SARPCCO) and its East African counterpart 
(EAPCCO), IGAD, EASBRICOM and the Regional Centre for Small Arms. Cooperation and net-
working with government and civil society structures cover a pan-African level and include the African 
Human Security Initiative AHSI, the African Research Network on Terrorism ARCNET, various 
Financial Intelligence Units (FIUs) and the African Peace Support Trainers Association (APSTA).64 
In the Great Lakes Region, capacity building support has been provided to civil society organisations to 
monitor the implementation of  the SADC fi rearms protocol. In the Training for Peace (TfP) Pro-
gramme, ISS has trained over 870 police offi cers from 23 countries since 2004.

The Institute sees its own role also as a bridge between north and south to enhance dialogue and 
facilitate the understanding of  African issues outside the continent. ISS has extended its outreach from 
a national to a pan-African and international level, as for example the collaboration for counter traffi ck-
ing with the IOM reveals, where ISS has been approached to undertake the monitoring and trends 
analysis for fi ve Southern African countries. Actually, of  all the ISS programmes, it is only the Crime, 
Justice and Politics Programme (CJPP) that has a specifi c South African focus. All other programmes – 
about 80% of  ISS’ activities – refer to a regional context or a pan-African level. ISS’ initial work on the 
conceptualisation of  the African Union’s continental early warning system (CEWS) and the conceptu-
alisation of  the African Standby Force (ASF) was directed to the Peace and Security Directorate (PSD) 
of  the AU and became a relevant input to support the implementation of  the African Peace and 
Security Architecture.

The two core programmes of  the ISS Cape Town offi ce on corruption and organised crime have 
delivered services to policymakers, especially parliamentarians, government committees (e.g. the South 
African Ginwala Commission) and international associations (e.g. the African Bankers Association and 
the Inter-Governmental Action Group Against Money Laundering in West Africa (GIABA). An impact 
on the legislative level has been achieved through the support for drafting the legislation on transna-
tional criminal groups, where the ISS Cape Town chaired the drafting committee. The support to the 
Namibian FIU, where ISS recently conducted a three-day workshop on the banking system, created 
further demand to follow up the process and a request to contribute to the Namibian Anti Terror Bill. 

64 ISS serves as secretariat for the APSTA.
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In the view of  the evaluation team, the ongoing and rising demand for support from South African 
institutions and other African countries can be taken as an indicator for the relevance and the quality of  
products and deliverables.

The growing importance of  peace and security as a policy fi eld is refl ected in the portfolio of  African 
governments as well as in international relations more generally. The donor community has already 
integrated the fi eld into its paradigm of  cooperation and is increasingly supporting related activities and 
partners, including the security sector and civilian support for peacekeeping operations. The accept-
ance of  ISS as a key player in this fi eld is also related to the mixture of  staff  competences it can pro-
vide; including experienced academics, independent researchers and former practitioners from the 
security sector.

The evaluation team see that an important issue for the future sustainability of  the organisation is the 
impact of  the diverse thematic issues that ISS is covering. This could be a logical result of  core position-
ing of  human security in the Institute’s objectives – where this concept can have very wide implications. 
We see that, although expansion is related to a growing demand for its services, the inclusion of  further 
thematic fi elds could raise the risk of  diluting the established profi le of  the Institute as a centre of  
expertise for peace and security issues. The Institute faces an interesting dilemma in this respect – and 
one where it may need to make a conscious decision on how far to go towards the comprehensive 
interpretation of  human security or whether (and how) to limit its activities to something more manage-
able. Ideally, this discussion should be worked through in the Institute’s new strategy in which the 
concept of  human security features prominently. 

A possible limitation to the Institute’s geographic reach was seen in the fact that it is mostly providing 
services to the Anglophone countries of  Africa. For the most part, its reports are only available in 
English. Likewise, the website and most of  the online resources are available in English only, which 
constitutes less a barrier for the academic community than for civil society organizations in Francoph-
one or Lusophone parts of  the continent. In response to these challenges, the Institute has recently 
embarked upon a concerted programme to include French contributions in its website and all published 
work in English will, in future, contain an executive summary in French or Portuguese. The establish-
ment of  an offi ce in Francophone Africa is therefore seen as a key strategic initiative to broaden ISS 
engagement in that respect.

Linked to both of  the above issues, is the risk that ISS’ very success in extending its coverage and reach 
on the pan-African level could have negative implications in terms of  the perceptions of  potential 
partners, donors, and other stakeholders. This is also linked to a “corporate style” which, on the one 
hand, is extremely dynamic, creative and professional (and thereby often successful) and, on the other, 
as expressed to the team, can have a tendency to dominate smaller partners. While there can obviously 
be an element of  jealousy in such judgements, the perception is one of  which the ISS is aware and 
which it recognises it needs to guard against. In the view of  the team, the answer to this lies in the ISS 
taking care to take into account the perspectives of  its partners and to maintain high quality, relevant 
services based upon careful analysis of  target audiences’ needs and delivered in appropriate ways. 
An example is provided by the AU Commission which appears to value the contribution that ISS 
(and its counterparts) can make to the policy discourse and in information dissemination but wishes to 
maintain its own position, capacity for analysis and freedom to consult as it chooses.65 

65 Interview with member of  AU Commission on 2nd May 2008, Addis Ababa.
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4. Organisational Performance 

This section assesses ISS’ attainment of  its goals and objectives – i.e. the impact of  its activities. We also 
examine any political and dependency factors that might affect its ability to deliver services.

Although it is nearly impossible to assess the impact of  all activities ISS undertakes – simply because of  
their quantity – a look at some key topics can give a useful understanding of  the changes that ISS 
achieved through its work. The variety of  outputs and services enables the Institute to cover a wide 
range of  benefi ciaries and end-users for their deliverables and products. Whereas the large number of  
peer reviewed publications, including in-depth academic analysis as well as shorter policy reports, can 
be identifi ed as an indicator for the Institute’s professional research capacity, it confronts users with the 
problem of  sometimes excessive and very detailed information. As many practitioners in the policy fi eld 
– which is ISS’ principal target group – have limited time to analyze lengthy reports, there is a specifi c 
demand for shorter, more focused, briefi ng papers and a need to minimize investigation time. 
The evaluation team recommend that ISS consider how they target their various audiences with 
appropriate levels of  information and formats to maximise the accessibility and usage of  their outputs. 

Donor and government stakeholders consulted by the evaluation team commented that, while ISS 
publications were often not used by them due to their length, seminars and workshops on topical issues 
were appreciated. This suggests the importance of  good timing and being able to provide inputs that 
target stakeholder needs.

The search options on the ISS website are a fi rst step to support a more effi cient investigation for end-
users; however, there is a need to improve the technical functionality and the advanced options of  the 
search tool in order to improve the access to the Institute’s manifold resources.

ISS’ relationship with the media is generally strong; cooperation with media representatives and agencies 
through interview or articles with the aim to promote its analysis and to develop public awareness about 
security issues on the continent. While reporting on media appearances takes place every Monday to 
assess ISS’ media impact, a systematic approach to monitoring ISS’ media presence is not yet in place. 
Thus, the degree to which ISS objectives are supported through media presence and contacts is diffi cult 
to estimate. The website administrator is in charge of  collecting information, which is done by auto-
matic research tools and alerts, subscription to around 15 relevant online newsletters and through press 
agency reports which compile relevant articles, radio interviews and television appearances. 

The evaluation team were impressed that ISS’ (internal) policy and security briefi ngs by the African 
Security Analysis Programme ASAP are also provided for media professionals, international diplomatic 
missions and donor organizations and the team see this as one way through which the Institute can 
infl uence decision making. The rising demand for information briefi ngs (including from AU PSC 
members on a case by case basis) shows the relevance of  ISS’ analytical services and the confi dence of  
external stakeholders.

A structural impact has been achieved in the relationship with SARPCCO where the provision of  
training for SARPCCO is contributing to an institutional transformation process in terms of  improving 
governance structures. In the trainings provided for EASBRICOM by the ISS’ Nairobi offi ce, a sub-
stantial impact has been achieved through improving the awareness of  the role of  civilian components 
in peacekeeping operations. 

The fl agship of  the CJPP, the Crime Quarterly, provides short and condensed information on actual 
topics for practitioners. To sustain a certain impact on the target groups, each issue is published in 
combination with a workshop for stakeholders from the security and justice sector in South Africa. 
The website plays an important role in strengthening ISS’ leading role as a provider of  information on 
African peace and security issues. Internal statistics show a frequentation rate of  around 4 million hits a 
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month with around 1,8 million pages accessed. This represents a signifi cant growth, as the frequenta-
tion statistics for 2003 showed an average rate of  208.000 hits a month. ISS is developing a strategy to 
renew the website by 2010. The institute actually hosts eight different websites, most of  them for 
specifi c programmes or other organisations, thus creating a shared added value. Its overall impact is, 
however, limited by lack of  (or inadequate) Internet access in other parts of  the continent.

5. Organisational Aspects 

This section examines the response of  the organisation to previous reviews and provides an assessment 
of  its overall management and organisational competence. The effect of  Sida support in relation to 
staffi ng and activities is also considered. Finally, we assess the advantages and disadvantages of  being 
based in South Africa.

The overall view of  the evaluation team is that the Institute has effective procedures for internal 
governance in place and that suffi cient checks and balances exist. ISS utilises a relatively decentralised 
management structure based upon its programmes (each with a programme head) which in turn relate 
to one of  the four programmatic offi ces (Pretoria, Cape Town, Addis Ababa and Nairobi). Each offi ce 
has a management function (offi ce director plus administrative and fi nance staff) that is also supported 
by staff  from the Head Offi ce in Pretoria. There is an impressive degree of  personnel connectivity 
between the offi ces – this is demonstrated by daily telephone and e-mail contact. Staff  from the head 
offi ce regularly visit the regional offi ces to conduct administrative and fi nancial compliance reviews.66 
In addition, offi ce heads meet regularly as a Management Committee (each offi ce playing host in turn), 
the Institute as a whole hosts an annual “Indaba” in which all staff  participate as well as an annual 
strategic planning retreat for senior management. Senior management includes the management 
committee members as well as all programme heads. Given the expense of  these latter events, the 
evaluation team recommend that ISS ensure that they continue to emphasise their participatory nature.

Overall strategic direction and management is provided by the Management Committee that comprises 
the Executive Director, all Offi ce Directors, the Deputy Director, the Finance Manager and the Human 
Resource Manager. In addition, an Executive Committee meets every week in Pretoria and is responsi-
ble for day-to-day operations management. Detailed minutes from the Management Committee and 
the Executive Committee meetings are kept and are available to all staff  members on the Intranet. 
ISS has developed a detailed policy manual – including personnel and fi nancial issues, a Code of  
Ethics, a Code of  Conduct, complaint and grievance procedures, and anti-corruption policy – which is 
accessible to all staff  on the Intranet. Internal policy changes are advertised for 30 days before they 
become effective in order to allow staff  a refl ection and feedback period. The SWOT analysis conduct-
ed as part of  this evaluation showed a high level of  participation and transparency, critical points were 
discussed openly and without any constraints. This refl ects a dynamic and self-critical organizational 
culture, which is an important precondition to guarantee creative space for scientifi c research and to 
maintain the high quality of  service standards.

All staff  are appointed under time limited contracts (capable of  renewal) that are linked to job descrip-
tions with performance targets that form the basis for appraisal and payment of  bonuses. The staff  
members are subject to mid-year and annual personnel appraisals through an open and participatory 
system. ISS had undergone a rigorous grading of  posts and salary structure during 2006 in order to 
provide benchmarking with other comparable organisations. The process has let to an increased 
satisfaction of  staff  with the new remuneration system. While staff  were generally satisfi ed with ISS 
recruitment processes (which are based on open competition), the team heard of  one case where the 
 appointment had not resulted in immediate issue of  a contract (at the time of  interview, the person had 

66 This partly reflects the restrictions applying to internet bandwidth (especially in Addis Ababa) which mean that financial 
data cannot adequately be transmitted electronically.
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been in post without contract for four weeks). The person concerned was not a South African national 
and had had to relocate. The Institute is recommended to ensure that procedures are in place that 
ensure issue of  contract before relocation.

ISS complies with South African domestic legislation in terms of  employment equity – it includes an 
employment equity committee but this only caters for South African nationals. The ISS commissioned 
an external consultant to undertake an employment equity survey in consultation with an internal 
employment equity working group in 2003 and this resulted in an employment equity plan (now 
updated for the period 2007–11). The equity plan sets targets to be achieved by 2011. Although there 
are good feedback and reporting mechanisms in place, the team note that aside from the ombudsman 
roles and the annual “Indaba”, there is no mid and junior level staff  representation in ISS decision-
making bodies (programme and offi ce heads take this role). The team would suggest that such represen-
tation could further assist management-staff  communication and inclusiveness. 

Programmes are formulated according to the existence of  demand and compliance with the Institute’s 
vision and mission. In practice, this appears to offer considerable scope for fl exibility (and growth) – 
which is evident from the recent expansion of  the Institute. The team heard of  a large number of  
requests from international organisations, governments and other stakeholders to undertake work of  
one form or another. Often these are the result of  the networks established by ISS staff  and by the Insti-
tute’s reputation (examples are in the areas of  anti-money laundering, anti-corruption, Training for 
Peace, and security sector governance). But it is also the case that the Institute is effective in lobbying for 
work and engaging potential partners in dialogue. In the best cases, these two methods are able to draw 
upon technical abilities in ISS.

6. Financial Sustainability

This section considers the overall fi nancial sustainability of  the organisation -including the status of  its 
development plan and the balance between its income and expenditure.

ISS utilises a mix of  core and project funding and a total of  25 government and corporate fi nancing 
agencies are listed in the 2007 Annual Report. The total income for the year ended December 2007 
was just over ZAR 97 million (US$ 12.9 million), of  which ZAR 12 million (US$1.6 million) is de-
scribed as “other income”. Total expenditures in 2007 were ZAR 87 million. The main donors in 2007 
were Sweden (SEK 7.0 m), Norway (NOK 11.0 m) and Denmark (DKK 4.0 m). The Swedish funding 
was directed to:

• Arms Management Programme (30%)

• African Security Analysis Programme (35%)

• Crime and Justice Programme (3%)

• International Crime & Africa Programme (3%)

• Southern Africa Human Security Programme (8%)

• Core Funding (21%)

ISS remains heavily dependent upon external donors for funding. Management displayed considerable 
confi dence that new donors could be identifi ed to support and maintain the Institute’s current level of  
service delivery and growth. To decrease the level of  fi nancial dependency, steps to strengthen longer 
term fi nancial sustainability and independence are being taken. These include the commercialisation of  
the fl agship African Security Review (ASR), the establishment of  an endowment fund (1% of  all 
income received and efforts are also being made to encourage voluntary staff  contributions), further 
diversifi cation of  donor partnerships and alternative income generation activities such as consultancies. 
As the SWOT analysis also reveals, there is a perception amongst staff  at ISS that this dependence is 
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diffi cult in view of  the changing nature of  donor funding and their strategies towards South Africa. ISS 
informed the team that it is intended to reduce the extent of  single donor programmes in order to 
reduce fi nancial dependency. Core funding (from the Nordic donors) is widely appreciated. The recent 
increases in core funding (as apposed to project funding) was raised as a positive comment in the 2006 
(KPMG) Audit as this is seen to help provide sustainability through allowing ISS to exercise greater 
control over its resources.

While hard copy ISS publications are available for purchase, actual earnings from sales are relatively 
low (around 50–60,000 ZAR in 2007) compared to the costs (around 100,000 ZAR per edition of  the 
ASR). This is partly due to the wide “gratis” dissemination of  ISS publications and the availability of  
the majority on the Internet. ISS are conscious that the commercialisation of  the ASR could result in 
changes to its distribution and the evaluation team therefore recommend that this be monitored. 

ISS offi ces are self-sustaining in terms of  being funded from project/programmes – the exception being 
the Head Offi ce in Pretoria which now has its running costs supplied by a 10% overhead levied on all 
programmes. This 10% is deducted in total from incoming funds into the regional offi ces as soon as 
they have been received onto ISS’ books. This practice does not appear to have been uniform in the 
past (some donors have contributed to overheads at different rates) and this has caused confusion 
amongst certain donors in Addis Ababa. While the issue appears to have now been resolved, its occur-
rence has not contributed to donor confi dence.67 On the other hand, fi nancial management has im-
proved, the number of  audit comments has reduced markedly in recent years – which provides an 
indicators that instruments and procedures for fi nancial control have improved. The evaluation team 
recommend that ISS ensure maximum transparency and consistency of  fi nancial reporting with 
appropriate clarifi cations where necessary to ease understanding.

7. Technical Sustainability 

This section concerns the status and measures being taken to ensure the quality and delivery of  services.

ISS has a proven capacity in responding to new requests and includes market orientated dialogue with 
potential partners, thus generating demand and improving the network with stakeholders; examples are 
the support provided to EASBRICOM and to IGAD (ICPAT). The team heard several times that 
demand for ISS services is increasing and outstrips the Institute’s current ability respond. As already 
noted, this poses a potential risk for the Institute unless expansion is carefully matched by capacity. 
The evaluation team note that demand for services does not necessarily equate with funding from the 
same source. In most cases, a form of  partnership between the Institute and the benefi ciary results in a 
project proposal which is then presented to possible donors for fund raising purposes. In this way, the 
Institute can be seen to be both responding to demand and helping to create that demand. The possible 
dilemmas that this may produce (i.e. supply versus demand driven services) need to be seen in the light 
of  the quality and relevance of  the outputs produced – and in their impact.

The use of  electronic media and the extensive content of  the webpage supports the outreach to users 
on a continental and international level. The evaluation team would note that the development of  the 
website (including the placement of  multimedia content) should nonetheless be undertaken without 
limiting the access for African users without fast broadband access.

Internal monitoring and evaluation of  programmes and activities is undertaken within programmes as 
a compliance review of  achievements and outputs, but ISS does not yet have a dedicated M&E unit to 
implement or mainstream defi ned procedures to assess the outcome or impact of  its activities. The 
Institute is aware of  this lack and has decided to institutionalize the process as part of  the revised 

67 At its most recent meeting with its Nordic donors in Pretoria the Institute proposed greater standardization in the proposal 
budgets as well as a reduction in management and administration costs for head office from 10% to 7%.
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strategy. The Institute displayed a keen interest in exploring the issue of  the impact of  its services – it 
already undertakes stakeholder analyses. In the view of  the evaluation team, the starting point for an 
effective M&E system should lie in the new strategic plan which should include a clear logical link 
between outcomes (i.e. results or changes produced), outputs (i.e. services provided), activities (i.e. 
events), and inputs. The logical chain should start with the outcomes desired and work down the chain 
to the inputs. At each point, relevant objectively verifi able indicators should be identifi ed to provide a 
basis for monitoring and reporting.

ISS is expanding rapidly as a result of  growing demand. The fact that the Institute is providing its 
services on a broader African range and plans to establish liaison offi ces in Brussels and New York 
requires a substantial administrative backing. A critical element is the staff  available for administration 
and technical support in ISS’ Pretoria offi ce. In the view of  the evaluation team, the expansion should 
be accompanied by structural strengthening where necessary to support staff  and services. The team 
note that there is pressure on this aspect because of  limited donor funding for overhead costs.

The Institute’s most important resource is its staff  and the way in which they collaborate to produce the 
outputs is crucial. In the view of  the evaluation team, ISS is fortunate in having a large and dedicated 
staff  on its programme side. The majority of  staff  is located in its Pretoria offi ces where, in tune with 
ISS’ positioning as a pan-African organisation, an increasing number of  staff  are expatriates. In the two 
offi ces in Pretoria, 18 out of  58 staff  are expatriates and both the Addis Ababa and Nairobi offi ces are 
fully staffed with individuals from the East African/Horn of  Africa region.

During the SWOT analysis, there was considerable discussion about staff  turnover/retention and the 
extent to which the turnover of  academic staff  was a weakness (threat) or a sign of  strength. The evalua-
tion team note that a relatively high staff  turnover is fairly typical of  the NGO environment and compa-
rable organisations are in similar (or worse) situations. Moreover, movement of  staff  between research 
institutions working in the same fi eld can be seen as a positive way of  maintaining energy and creativity; 
but if  no knowledge management system is in place, it can also become a risk for the organization.

Table 2: Staff turnover 

2008 2007 2006 2005 2004

Total Number of staff at the end of Dec. 68 112 91 67 54 65

Total staff strength (% turnover) 7 15 15 44 14

Programme staff 6 6 8  14 7

Admin staff 2  8 2 10 2

It was also noted that staff  have a tendency to leave for government and international employment – 
and that this is also a two-way traffi c. At least one member of  staff  has been re-recruited from govern-
ment while others have been directly recruited from government. One member of  staff  has returned 
from a senior position in UNODC. It was generally felt that this fl ow to the ISS refl ected the Institute’s 
reputation as a professional organisation and its ability as a capacity builder. Some, however, also 
mentioned the lack of  pension, health and other benefi ts in ISS as a factor in staff  leaving the Institute. 
There was a general view that some in- and out-fl ow of  this nature was completely normal and healthy 
for an organisation of  ISS’ type. The Executive Director expressed the view that the staff  turnover 
situation had now stabilised and this is also refl ected in the fi gures in Table 2 above.

Technical sustainability also concerns the Institute’s ability to continue to deliver high quality products 
that meet the demands of  its clients and stakeholders in terms of  content, format, and mode of  deliv-
ery. The team assess that ISS has an enviable institutional capacity in this regard – indeed, it can be 

68 Total number of  staff  up to May 2008 (Source: ISS).
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considered world class in some areas – and it should take care to protect its standards. As already noted, 
there are risks from continued expansion unless this is matched by careful attention also to the role 
played by support services. Programme expansion needs to be matched by support services (including 
human resources management) or adequate delivery will not be possible. 

The team heard that considerable efforts were made to restructure and reform management and adminis-
trative processes in 2005–06 – and that many of  the positive current developments can be attributed to 
initiatives started in this period. The team note that the Publications Department (which plays a crucial 
role in this regard) is very leanly staffed but makes extensive use of  outsourcing. Administration (including 
fi nance) is also an important area to ensure that workload/staffi ng balances are maintained.

8. Cross-cutting Issues 

This section examines the organisation’s response to cross-cutting issues, including gender, HIV/AIDS, 
human rights, and environment.

In relation to gender, some efforts are being undertaken to promote and develop better gender balance, 
which appears also in the fact that the deputy director of  ISS is a woman. However, there is a marked 
preponderance of  males amongst research staff  and women amongst administrative staff. Management 
is well aware of  the misbalance and has expressed its intention to work on this issue. Various nationali-
ties are present within ISS staff, this diversity is also obvious in the fact that ISS has offi ces in Nairobi 
and Addis Ababa with local staff  and employees.

Table 3: Gender (May 2008)69

Head Office Pretoria Cape Town Addis Ababa Nairobi Total

Male 4 28 7 14 13 71

Female 8 25 9 6 10 41

Total 12 51 16 20 23 121

HIV/AIDS is treated comprehensively in the policy manual and is recognized as a major concern for 
working in Africa, and refers not only to the fact that no discrimination should be done, but also that 
support should be provided to ISS employees whose relatives are affected. Due to the confi dentiality of  
the issue, the team has not examined the extent to which this policy is applied within the structure of  
the organization.

Human rights is stated as “at the heart of  the promotion of  peace and security in Africa” by ISS, and is 
of  special concern to the human security agenda it promotes. The issue is abundantly acknowledged 
and informed in ISS publications. Partnerships with human rights NGOs are also used as a source of  
information to get a detailed view of  the situation in the fi eld and triangulate data. The role of  this 
aspect within ISS research, and the link of  ISS with these NGOs, funds its legitimacy as it promotes 
international rights – but it also generates some limitations in the African context where certain states 
cannot or will not accept their responsibilities as human rights guarantors.

Environmental issues have been targeted in the Corruption and Governance Programme of  the Cape 
Town offi ce, research projects analyzed the governance of  Africa’s natural resources with a specifi c 
focus on mining and looked into the issue of  climate change and the governance of  carbon trade 
initiatives in Africa. The German Foreign Ministry provides funding for the ISS Nairobi offi ce to 
implement the programme “Enhancing Regional Law Enforcement against Environmental Crime in Eastern Africa” 
which is undertaken in partnership with EAPCCO.

69 Statistics were not readily available regarding the breakdown of  gender according to work type. It was, however, very clear 
that in Pretoria the majority of  administrative staff  were women while all programme heads were men.
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Result of  the SWOT-analysis ISS:

Strength Weakness

Very participative management.

Good top management structure

Good financial controls/management

Knowledgeable/Motivated staff

ISS recognized/respected 

Effective policies

Good website

Stay abreast of new developments

Good quality of publications

Good funding base. Staff well perceived

Remuneration

Strong record of delivery

Strong focus and mission

Quality of staff

Blend of academics/practitioners

Quality of outputs

Established vision

Diversity of thoughts/in the scope/way of engagement 
– broad range of issues. 

Ability to retain staff

Base in SA bring stability/continental. 
Also for political space.

Dynamism. Ability to respond quickly to 
changing environment

Clear strategic vision

Sound policy framework

Reach broad geographic area with new offices.

Ability to raise and manage funds.

Donors confidence

Independence of thoughts process, institutionally.

Sound financial management and integrity.

Partnerships strategic with implementation partners.

Staff turnaround, at some points but now solved.

Very bureaucratic/Red Tape

Short term donor funding dependency

Job security because of short term funding

Interdepartmental 
communication between programme/admin

Too much decision power at little management level

Policy changes should be influenced working in that 
department. Sometimes according to the people

More responsibility taken by programme for finance 
administration

Quality of research output. 
Should be more controlled by programme.

Consistency between growth and support structure

Workload conflicting internal priorities

Difficulties in measuring policy impact

Lack of unrestricted funds. Need for core funding.

Donor mix.

Lack of fin expertise: PH/PA

Lack of gender representativity at top management

Lack of flexibility in use of funds.

Anglophone/non Anglophone.

Inadequate interactions with other civil society. Trend 
improvement but could be more.

Non diversification of donor funding. Narrow funding based.

Quality control process. Inability to ensure consistency 
of quality across the structures. Ethical consideration 
to be taken into account.

Inadequate financial resources.

Private sector engagement as the third sector more
than as donors.

Burden of bureaucracy creep. 

Mobility/turnover. 

Ability to engage the stakeholders. PR/Networks.

Gender equity and representation at management 
research level.

Deeper women equality
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Opportunities Threats

Strengthening of role as leading think tank.

Expansion and exposure in Africa

Can increase focus on output

Attract good quality personnel

Expanding sources of funding. More core funding.

Opportunities to engage more with companies/civil 
society in SA

Growth of skills base

Penetration of new stakeholders.

Areas of Human security can be broadened.

Regional offices, more exposure. 

Better relationship with the AU.

More web based interaction give opportunities 
to strengthen influence.

More proactive media engagement

Scope for expansion

Engagement with community outside.

Demand driven respects (quantity of requests)

Use of reputation to frame/reframe debate. 
Reframe policy debate. Reputation of the institute

Increased focus on implementation/capacity building

Massive quantity of requests

Potential of increased engagement with PSC.

Government interference/restrictions of NGOs

Staff poaching

Funding for staff salaries

Donor instability/uncertainty

Very rapid expansion

ISS Superiority – is seen as Big Brother. When meetings 
with other NGO. Blue ship NGO, at a different level. 
ISS is not seen as part as their environment. 
Other civil society associations. 

ISS used as a stepping stone. Staff retention 
– not enough long term

Personal security of staff

Competition can lead to risk of relevance 

Struggle to attract bee, qualified staff

Retaining relations with govt/regional bodies

Support to African offices increasingly difficult/expensive. 
Supply publication/promotion of items to the different 
offices which increase the costs.

Internal threat better than external.

Diseconomies of scale. Mission creep. 
Some programmes are going faster.

Loose of focus on the quality.

Donors fatigue/unpredictable.

Political space – volatility. Real political constraints. 
Targets are set by South African Legislation.

Complaisance/creeping

Problematic governments 

Over stretched, prevention and expansion.

Lack of employment equity at management level.
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Annex E – Assessment of SAIIA

1. Key Points

– SAIIA has long experience, knowledge and capacity in the fi eld of  foreign policy and international 
relations in reference to the South African, regional and continental context. After several years of  
decline in the early 1990s, the institute has regained its profi le and reputation and is providing 
professional policy input, research and publications, which are demand based and focus on current 
political developments.

– Impact has been achieved through various policy consultations, the African Peer Review trainings 
and public forums. Whereas the changes achieved through direct consultations with political stake-
holders of  government institutions is more visible, there are nearly no means to measure the impact 
on the public opinion in South Africa. The team considered the large number of  media contacts 
and the rising demand of  requests as an indicator for the relevance of  SAIIA’s work to strengthen a 
critical discussion on foreign policy issues. Because of  the close – mostly personal – relations to 
South African decision makers, SAIIA could deliver strategically targeted advice for policy design 
and political decision making.

– The institute has an outstanding access to policy makers, either on national, regional as well as on 
international level and has, due to its history, developed an impressive network of  contacts. A more 
critical aspect is the strong perception as a South African institution. Although some discussions on 
how to tackle this issue are ongoing, the factor might only be infl uenceable on a long term. 
The initiated process of  modernizing the institute, its image and structures can further improve the 
position of  the organization as an institute for global dialogue and strengthen its competitive capaci-
ties. The recently undertaken redesign of  the webpage is a fi rst visible step into this direction.

– The new strategy (still as draft) gives important guidelines for the further development of  the 
institute and recognizes the need to diversify funding sources and extend strategic coordination with 
other institutions for a more global approach. Nonetheless, the strategy lacks some important issues 
as M&E, a more focused programmatic development and a lean, horizontal management model. 
These topics need to be considered as crucial to support the attempt to expand which will include an 
increase in staff  and administrative tasks in the near future.

2. Background

The South African Institute of  International Affairs has a long standing history as independent policy 
and research institution in South Africa. SAIIA was founded in May 1934 in Cape Town as a result of  
a discussion already undertaken at the Versailles Peace Conference in 1919, where the public opinion 
was seen as crucial element for foreign policy affairs. The main focus of  the institute’s activities relied 
on addressing and informing the public through conferences and meetings. With the global political 
changes of  the 1990’s, SAIIA concentrated more on research and political analysis, at the same time 
facing a serous decline in membership and fi nancial support. The institution regained its dynamics in 
the period after 2002 with the establishment of  various scientifi c research publications, an increaded 
cooperation with other institutions and a mixed portfolio of  public conferences, meetings and research 
activities. Although most of  its work in the previous decades was focused on South African foreign 
policy, since the early 2000s SAIIA’s work has expanded to focus on regional and continental affairs.

During its history, SAIIA has been independent in terms of  funding and income generating. Originally 
fi nanced through a membership model with corporate and individual contributions, the institute is 
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actually shifting to a project fund approach, which constitutes about 75% of  the overall fi nancial 
resources. The institute is based in Johannesburg with several branches in South Africa which are run 
by individual members. In 2008 it opened an offi ce in Cape Town. Research activities of  SAIIA are 
grouped around six main thematic clusters:

1. Governance and Democracy Cluster
• The African Peer Review Mechanism (APRM) and Governance Programme, which is fi nanced by the Nether-

lands began in 2006 and will run until September 2009. The APRM programme is a continuation 
of  the work that SAIIA conducted on the New Partnership for Africa’s Development Programme 
(Nepad) in the fi rst programme cycle also funded by the Dutch government and which began in 
2002 and ended in 2006. SAIIA’s APRM programme covers those African countries that have signed 
up for peer review and is focused on enabling civil society to make constructive input into the conti-
nental peer review process and to monitor government progress.

• The Governance of  Africa’s Resources Programme (GARP) deals with the different concerns related to the 
growing demand for Africa’s mineral and natural resources and aims to identify policy alternatives 
to ensure better governance of  these resources by African countries. The programme interrogates 
existing governance frameworks (both local and international) of  Africa’s forestry, marine, oil and 
mineral resources and is following a comparative country approach focusing on the DRC, Tanzania, 
Sudan and Angola. The 30-month project started in July 2007 and is fi nanced with the support of  
the Norwegian Ministry of  Foreign Affairs.

• SAIIA is also running two smaller programmes focusing on strengthening parliamentary democracy 
and political party systems in Africa. First, the Lesotho Democracy Programme funded by DANIDA 
began in 2007 and follows from a four-year Consolidating Parliamentary Democracy in the SADC Region 

Project run by SAIIA from 2003–2007. It aims at improving civil society oversight over parliament and 
improving accountability by parliament to Lesotho’s polity. Second, the Ford Foundation has been 
funding SAIIA’s African political parties programme since 2003. The research programme focused on 
understanding the weaknesses of  the political party system in Africa, particularly of  opposition parties 
looking at leadership and succession, party funding, ethnicity, the role of  women and party platforms.

2. The Trade and Investment Cluster
• SAIIA’s Business in Africa research project began in 2003 and aims to generate policy recommenda-

tions on how to strengthen the private sector in Africa. The programme followed a stakeholder 
survey methodology made up primarily of  South African companies that have expanded into the 
rest of  Africa since 1994, but also other private sector agencies from the region, government repre-
sentatives and donor agencies focusing on Africa’s private sector. This programme has been funded 
by the Danish government.

• Also established in 2003, the Development through Trade Programme focuses on strengthening the dia-
logue between government and the private business sector for consultations on trade policy and 
trade negotiations. It aims to broaden the public debate on trade liberalisation and its implications 
for South Africa and the region, but has also looked at the eradication of  non-tariff  barriers in 
Southern Africa. The programme is establishing a regional trade research network with the assist-
ance of  the IISD and is fi nanced primarily through support from AusAID, DFID and Sida.

3. Security and Conflict Resolution Cluster
• In 2005 SAIIA established a Security and Terrorism on Africa Project, which concluded in May 2008, 

examining the consequences of  terrorism and counter-terrorism policies in Africa. Activities were 
focused on research and networking with African and international policy makers and academic 
institutions looking at this issue. The project was undertaken with core funding from Sida, Danida 
and the Finnish embassy.
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4. Emerging Powers and Global Challenges in Africa
• SAIIA established the China in Africa Project in June 2007 which analyses the relationship between 

China and the African continent with respect to China’s security, economic, military and diplomat-
ic/aid engagement. The programme aims to improve and understand China’s motives for its 
engagement in Africa, as well as assisting African policymakers to engage more pro-actively with 
China at the bilateral, regional and multilateral level. The programme is funded primarily by DFID 
and Sida.

• Related to the theme of  Global Challenges, the Konrad Adenauer Foundation is supporting SAIIA’s 
EU and Africa Programme which interrogates the changing relationship between the European Union, 
African governments and supranational institutions within the context of  the rise of  new players 
such as Brazil, China and India.

5. African Drivers Cluster
 This is a new alone-standing programme area for SAIIA and is based on the work that SAIIA has 

been doing on key countries in Africa since 2000. The African drivers programme will expand on 
existing research by SAIIA with the aim to form a better understanding of  internal policy concerns 
and priorities in Africa’s pivotal states, such as Egypt, Nigeria and Kenya, but also smaller important 
players such as Angola, Botswana, the DRC, Ghana, Mozambique, Senegal, Tanzania and Zimba-
bwe as they relate to supporting regional integration, peace and stability on the continent. 

6. South African Foreign Policy Cluster
 This cluster focuses on understanding the drivers of  South African foreign policy and its engage-

ment with the continent and the rest of  the world on those issues with an African interest. SAIIA’s 
foreign policy work is partly funded by Sida, but also by a range of  smaller, more short-term com-
missions and funders such as the GTZ, South African government departments, the IDRC and 
others. 

Sida’s contribution is designed as core funding with a maximum amount of  6 m. SEK for the period 
2007/2008, divided into two annual contributions. The use of  the fi nancial support should be focused 
on the “ … regional programme in Africa, especially related to South Africa’s role in Africa, regional 
trade and integration, global geopolitical shifts and how it impacts on Africa, and to the building of  
African research capacities.”70 The core funding of  Sida shall be used by SAIIA towards its general 
agenda and regional programmes in Africa to support peace and security on the continent. The institute’s 
objectives comprise the provision of  high qualitative analysis, sustainable contribution to policy design 
and the promotion of  public dialogue to enhance effective policy making and the development of  respon-
sible leadership in the region and the African continent. The main donors contributing to SAIIA are:

– DANIDA for the Lesotho Democracy Programme and Peace and Security programme 

– The Finnish government for the Peace and Security programme;

– AusAID, DFID and IISD for the Development through Trade Programme;

– The Embassy of  the Netherlands for the APRM programme;

– The Norwegian Ministry of  Foreign Affairs for governance of  resources in Africa programme;

– Ford Foundation for the Democracy and Political Party System

– DFID for the China in Africa Programme;

– Konrad Adenauer Foundation for the EU and Africa Programme.

70 Agreement between Sida and the South African Institute of  International Affairs (SAIIA) on Core Support in 2007 ad 2008, 
Sida Contribution No 5000306.
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3. Quality of Activities & Deliverables

This section assesses the relevance, coverage, accessibility & reliability of  the organisation’s activity. 
It also considers the role of  the organisation within the area of  peace and security in Africa.

SAIIA identifi es its role as that of  a professional think tank and policy research institute that aims to 
infl uence the actual political debate on Africa and political decision making in the fi eld of  foreign policy 
and related areas. Its key objectives are to make constructive input into policy-making; stimulate 
informed public debate; and build leadership and research excellence. The institute produces regular 
outputs in the form of  publications, policy reports and books as well as trainings, workshops and public 
forums. The publications are internally peer reviewed and most are also externally reviewed before 
being published. In terms of  its increasing outreach into Africa, some of  its publications have been 
translated into French and/or Portuguese and distributed to relevant countries. Quality management is 
undertaken in the respective research or programme units in the form of  regular meetings and defi ned 
standards for work procedures that shall guarantee a sustainable quality of  the products. The publica-
tions are a core element of  SAIIA’s objective to infl uence the public debate and opinion, most of  the 
research output is accessible on the website and can either be downloaded or ordered at the publica-
tions department. There has been a strong emphasis on publishing regular information in the form of  
monographs or periodically briefi ng reports, but recently there is a certain decline in keeping up with 
the continuity, there are no recent editions of  the South African Foreign Policy Monitor or the fl agship, 
the South African Journal of  International Affairs, available. The latter is commercially produced since 
2008 by Taylor and Francis and can be bought directly on the companies website or through SAIIA’s 
publication department, the Institute might publish excerpts of  the Journal online in future. SAIIA’s 
Journal is accredited by the Department of  Education.

SAIIA’s comparative advantage is primarily identifi ed in the outstanding expertise on South Africa’s 
foreign relations, trade and governance and the ability to deliver high quality outputs, including scien-
tifi c research and guidelines for practitioners.71 The institute’s approach combines elements of  project 
fi nanced research and commissioned work, including national and international government institu-
tions. The most important stakeholders on the national level are the South African Department of  
Foreign Affairs (DFA) and the DFA’s Policy Research and Analysis Unit (PRAU). Other stakeholders 
include the National Intelligence Committee NICOC (as part of  the Social Economy of  Organised 
Crime Project), the United Nations Commission for Africa (UNECA), the Overseas Development 
Institute (as part of  a research consortium on Power, Politics and the State funded by DFID over fi ve 
years), the National treasury, the Department of  Trade and Industry, as well as the South African 
Presidency, the Nepad and APRM Secretariats, the Southern African Customs Union and the South-
ern African Development Community.

The Security and Terrorism Programme was partly funded through Sida’s core support, the activities 
took place to some extent in collaboration with ISS’ offi ce in Pretoria. The mutual approach has been 
valued positively by both sides, thus underlining the fact that – despite a certain competition – collabo-
ration can generate synergetic effects. Apart from consultations with key stakeholders of  the South 
African security sector and the AU Centre for Study and Research on Terrorism, the programme was 
able to provide policy input to the Pentagon on the establishment of  the Africa Command (AFRI-
COM). In the context of  the institute’s membership in the Europe Africa Research Network (EARN) 
comprising African and European research institutions working on EU-Africa relations, SAIIA is 
representing the African Co-Chair of  the Steering Committee.

71 See for example “The African Peer Review Mechanism – Lessons from the Pioneers” by Ross Herbert and Steven Gruzd, 
published by SAIIA in 2008.
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4. Organisational Performance 

This section assesses SAIIA’s attainment of  its goals and objectives – i.e. the impact of  its activities. 
We also examine any political and dependency factors that might affect its ability to deliver services.

Considerable impact has been achieved through training and capacity building in the context of  the 
African Peer Review Mechanism. SAIIA has conducted activities with participants from 15 African 
countries and integrated stakeholders from civil society, the business sector and political leaders. A critical 
factor has been identifi ed in the weak operational and implementation capacities of  the APRM Secre-
tariat and the turnover of  leadership, which affected the positive dynamics of  the APRM process in 
general. This aspect shows also the limitations of  SAIIA’s input into policy areas. Even though a success-
ful process generated positive outcome on the level of  civil society and political stakeholders, the impact 
can be hampered if  ineffi cient paramount structures and the struggle for political power constitute 
critical factors. These critical dynamics are – to a large degree – out of  SAIIA’s reach and infl uence.

SAIIA’s professional standing and its international reputation is related to the long tradition and 
experience of  the institute in the core area of  foreign policy. As a result, SAIIA could widen its interna-
tional approach as the institute was requested to deliver services to the German Chancellery for the 
Africa-EU summit and to a joint research project of  the University of  Bradford and the Finnish 
Institute for International Affairs. Apart from these activities, the institute has furthermore provided 
input to the British, US and Nordic countries’ policy design towards Africa. SAIIA’s Development 
through Trade Programme focuses on a regional level, analyzing South Africa’s role as a key economic 
player for regional integration and the future of  SADC and SACU. In addition, SAIIA is a member of  
the newly established North-South training, research and policy Network on trade and development along with the 
universities of  Addis Ababa; Dar Es Salaam, Mauritius, Nairobi, Pretoria, the African Trade Policy 
Centre, LSE, the ECDPM, and the Centre for International Co-operation and Development (CICOPS). 
The purpose of  the network is to contribute to creating in ACP countries a cadre of  professionals able 
to provide South policy advice on trade and development matters, through the strengthening of  
linkages and interaction between the ACP and European training, research and policy communities in 
the area of  development and trade.

The services provided for the South African Ministry of  Trade and Industry have generated impact on 
policy makers and decisions in the Ministry, in particular through the analysis and recommendations 
published in the Trade Policy Reports.72 Additionally, the South African Ministry of  Foreign Affairs has 
requested research input from SAIIA to support policy design and briefi ngs on South Africa’s interna-
tional relations.

An innovative event was the hosting of  the Global Classrooms Model United Nations, that provides a 
simulation of  the UN system to schools and educational institutions and took place at the SAIIA 
headquarters and has been running since 1994. The event gathered participants of  about 50 schools, 
supported considerably the institute’s public appearance and underlined its role as a forum for public 
debate. It strengthened the participant’s understanding for international political dynamics and the role 
of  South Africa in the international system. The event is quoted here because it represents – from the 
evaluation team’s opinion – an example for one of  SAIIA’s core fi elds of  competence, the communica-
tion of  foreign policy. SAIIA aims to expand its youth outreach project through the 75th campaign 
fundraising for 2009.

72 Especially Trade Policy Reports No. 13 from May 2006 “The Aerospace Industry: Prospects for Strategic Cooperation 
among the IBSA Countries”, No. 15 from February 2007 “SACU, Regional Integration, and the Overlap Issue in Southern 
Africa: From Spaghetti to Cannelloni?” and No. 17·from June 2007 “Southern and Eastern Africa, the Doha Agenda and 
Aid for Trade” influenced decision making in the Ministry.
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SAIIA targets media with the aim to make contributions to the public debate by providing strategic 
analysis and using a proactive approach. A media plan is currently being developed, individual events 
will have to apply their own media strategy and thus contribute to a larger impact on the public opin-
ion. The organisation has a very good coverage in South Africa, and SAIIA experts are often called by 
international journalists to provide them with information and input. The evaluation team received a 
summary of  the media coverage between January and October 2007, refl ecting an average of  30 
quotations and TV appearances a month, covering a broad range of  media, both local and interna-
tional and involving several researchers and programmes of  the institute.

The Development through Trade Programme has some regular columns in the newspaper Business Day. 
An additional strong partnership exists with the website www.allafrica.com, where SAIIA researchers 
regularly publish articles. Some capacity training for journalists has been undertaken at SAIIA, 20 
journalists from the region were invited by SAIIA to participate in a training seminar on the aims of  
NEPAD. As a reaction to the growing demand from the media, the management has recently created a 
part-time position of  a Media Liaison Offi cer, supported by a trainee person who administers the 
database of  media contacts. The institute’s website has an average number of  between 5 to 6 thousand 
visitors a month. Unfortunately, some very innovative publications as the Parliaments of  the South e-
Newsletter and the Electronic Journal of  Governance and Innovation have only been published for a 
limited period of  time.

5. Organisational Aspects 

This section examines the response of  the organisation to previous reviews and provides an assessment of  
its overall management and organisational competence. The effect of  Sida support in relation to staffi ng 
and activities is also considered. Finally, we assess the advantages and disadvantages of  being based in 
South Africa.

The foreign policy fi eld is clearly the strongest area of  expertise of  the institute where it has a visible 
comparative advantage. Because of  growing interests of  donors in SAIIA’s activities, a tendency to 
integrate diverse thematic areas into the programme portfolio contains the risk of  loosing the strategic 
focus. The management is aware of  this risk, the fact that the institute strongly depends on donor funding 
(and hence has to adapt its activities to donor interests) makes it diffi cult for the organization to integrate 
topics considered as important. An example is the China and Africa Programme, which attracted a lot of  
donor interest, whereas intended research on the Indian-African relations has not yet been supplied with 
external fi nancial contributions. Sida’s core funding was therefore appraised by the management as a 
fl exible support which strengthens the institute’s independent decisions on programmes and research 
portfolio.

Exchange of  information and collaboration amongst the different research programmes take place 
through meetings between the researchers once a week and at senior/programme head level in a joint 
meeting once a month. In addition, SAIIA undertakes an annual strategic review meeting at the end of  
each year and planning meetings at the beginning of  each year. Although there is a very good collegial 
cooperation, a structured approach to create research synergies is not in place, joint activities are based 
on personal arrangements, time constraints also limit the possibilities for closer cooperation between the 
clusters.

Not least because of  its long history and the institute’s name, SAIIA is strongly perceived as a South 
African institution by other African stakeholders. As the objectives include a regional and pan-African 
impact of  the work, this has been a signifi cant challenge for the organization.

SAIIA’s highest decision-making body is the National Council, which is made up of  people from 
business, academia, diplomacy. The Executive Committee meets quarterly and the Senior Management 
reports to it. Its subcommittees are the Finance and Remuneration Committees, who are drawn from 
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the fi nance and business sector. The senior management meets in a monthly term. All offi ce bearers 
(except the National Director) are volunteers. The evaluation team identifi ed potential for improvement 
in the management area, where decisions are highly centralized and a horizontal management struc-
ture is prevalent. Although the institute is not confronted with an uncontrolled expanding process, a 
more vertical decision making structure and delegation of  responsibilities particularly for administrative 
issues could improve staff  satisfaction and the effi ciency of  work.

6. Financial Sustainability

This section considers the overall fi nancial sustainability of  the organisation -including the status of  its 
development plan and the balance between its income and expenditure.

SAIIA has developed a comprehensive and detailed fi nancial management framework, including 
fi nancial and accountability policies, fi nancial management processes, audit regulations and procedures 
in case of  fraud and irregularities. Additionally, policies and procedures for the internal fi nancial 
control have been defi ned to guarantee standardized mechanisms for fi nancial transfers and reimburse-
ment.73 Specifi c measures have been implemented to avoid fraud and money laundering in the institu-
tion, with a detailed timetable for reporting in the case of  suspected fraud or suspicious activities. 
The human resource policy includes a clear statement on attempted or accepted bribes to or by staff  
members. The overall impression of  the fi nancial standards and procedures is the clear aim for trans-
parency and a comprehensible accountability, integrating necessary measures to avoid the mismanage-
ment of  funds.

SAIIA’s business model evolved a lot over the past years, in accordance with the fast development of  the 
organisation. Whereas the previous model was focusing more on corporate membership as a source of  
income, the proportion of  donors funding has become a more crucial funding source. The membership 
model distinguishes SAIIA from the other four organisations assessed during the evaluation. In 2001, 
programme funding represented 40% of  the income, equivalent to a total of  funds of  ZAR 2,3 m., 
whereas in 2007 programme funding rose to 88%, equivalent to a total of  ZAR 16 m. As the organisa-
tion mainly conducted smaller projects during the late 90s, an effort has been made to concentrate 
more on longer term projects. However, SAIIA’s activities are based on an existing demand and meet 
the requests of  the various partners such as donors, regional organisations and South African govern-
ment agencies.

In 2007, the two bigger programmes are the Governance and APRM (ZAR2,913,783) and the Development 

through Trade Programme (ZAR 2.445.000) followed by the Security and Terrorism Programme (ZAR 1.332.803). 
In terms of  sustainability, some efforts are made to diversify the funding sources. Some consultancies 
generated independent fi nancial income, these are integrated in the budget of  each programme. 
The evaluation team could not identify general fi gures from the auditing report on these activities.

This diversity of  donors generates different requirements in terms of  reporting, which the fi nancial 
department seeks to address also on a technical level with the development of  a new accounting software 
in order to harmonize the procedures for the various donor reporting templates. There is no fi x per-
centage by programme allocated to administration/core costs, which are covered by the membership 
fees, as some corporate related expenses within the programme are funded by each programme budget.

The 2007 balance sheet mentions a surplus of  accumulated funds of  more than ZAR 5,5 m, which 
resulted in slight delays between planning and disbursement of  the funds, an indicator for some diffi cul-
ties to absorb all the funds received, but is also related to the different fi nancial terms of  donors and 
SAIIA, as the organisation’s fi nancial year ends in June. Some efforts are undertaken to ensure sustain-

73 SAIIA: Financial Management Framework; Financial Internal Control Policies and Procedures.
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ability of  the institute, the strong fi nancial situation of  SAIIA is based on an investment reserve of  ZAR 
4,7 m. The investment portfolio is managed by the company Melville Douglas and represents a value 
of  ZAR 8 m in 2007. There has been a signifi cant rise of  45% in salary expenditures between 2006 
and 2007, due to the fact of  newly recruited staff.

A very clear and comprehensive fi nancial reporting for the Sida grant was undertaken in 2005, stating 
the differences between forecast and achievements. The only main reallocation of  Sida’s funds was 
between 2005 and early 2006 of  ZAR 208.000, for specifi c activities. Despite a big dependence towards 
donors, which make SAIIA’s programme and research issues diffi cult to plan on a long term, it seems 
that the institute has a pretty good fi nancial basis and developed its sustainability well.

7. Technical Sustainability

This section concerns the status and measures being taken to ensure the quality and delivery of  services.

Monitoring and evaluation of  outcome and impact of  the different activities is partly undertaken in 
regular staff  meetings, a structural institution-wide approach has however not been implemented. 
Workshop and trainings results are monitored through individual questionnaires to the participants. 
In the view of  the evaluation team, there is a necessity to strengthen self-evaluation structures and 
integrate an institutionalized M&E system with a particular focus on the impact of  measures and 
activities. Although there are regular contacts to stakeholders and political institutions, efforts for a 
structural and systematic needs analysis of  the market and its potentials are still weak. Needs are 
identifi ed in a dialogue model with customers of  the services or benefi ciaries to analyze whether they 
agree to the research and policy areas of  SAIIA. Actually, the Institute undertakes scoping workshops 
with external stakeholders to strengthen the demand analysis.

The institute has developed a detailed human resource policy and procedures, including all technical 
aspects related to recruitment, salaries, performance appraisal and a Training Policy.74 Research staff  is 
provided with limited contracts for the time of  the project or programme, whereas administrative staff  
is provided with fi xed contracts.

SAIIA’s main offi ce is located on the campus of  the University of  the Witwatersrand, a strategic location 
close to the academic community. The university provides access to its facilities and supports the institute 
with the technical facilities for e-mail and hosting of  the website. SAIIA possesses the only World Bank 
Development Information Centre in South Africa. The library has been identifi ed as one of  the 75th 
campaign projects, the intention is to convert it into a full-fl edged e-resource centre. However, the library 
has no wireless internet connection that would allow up-to-date research activities. The institute is aware 
of  this technical gap and has integrated the improvement of  the facilities into its strategic priorities. 
Despite its strategic location and certain joint activities, the evaluation team also identifi ed the need for 
a more structural approach to enhance a closer cooperation between the University and the Institute.

Staff  turnover affects the institute on a modest level, there were no reports of  relevant drop-out rates 
from running projects or programmes. Because of  the temporary character of  contracts, the problem 
of  institutional knowledge drain seems to be more signifi cant, some programme staff  has left the insti-
tute to join government positions after their assignment. As there is no systematic knowledge manage-
ment in place, the organization is in danger to loose strategic information and network contacts that 
have been developed by researchers and programme heads. The institute is aware of  this risk and is 
actually analyzing ways to act on the issue. The quality of  outputs is largely dependent on the profes-
sional capacities of  recruited staff  and researchers, SAIIA is facing some problems on identifying experts 
in South Africa with outstanding abilities to cope with the high demands. Although this is not an indi-

74 SAIIA Policy and Procedure Manual: Human Resource Issues.
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vidual problem of  SAIIA alone, it constitutes an external threat to the organization and was identifi ed 
as such in the SWOT analysis.

The institute’s infrastructure is obviously insuffi cient, the historical building constitutes a serious limita-
tion for expansion. Fund raising for a redevelopment is currently in progress, but the whole process can 
affect the initiated progressive dynamics of  SAIIA, as working conditions might worsen during the 
reconstruction process (envisioned for a 3-months period).

8. Cross-cutting Issues 
This section examines the organisation’s response to cross-cutting issues, including gender, HIV/AIDS, 
human rights, and environment.

SAIIA is well balanced in terms of  gender, especially as two out of  four top managers are female. 
The management team is aware that the ethnicity balance could be improved, as only one coloured 
person is assigned as deputy head of  programme. This problem is even more signifi cant at the research-
ers level, where only few black staff  members are to be found.

Staff turnover (as of March/–April of each year)

2008 2007 2006 2005 2004

Total staff strength 
(% turnover)

37 
(+3 interns)

32 
(+ 2 interns)

29 
(4 part-time 

 and 3 interns)

32
 (+4 part-time staff 

and 2 interns)

29 
(+ 4 part-time staff 

and 4 interns)

Programme staff 19 17 15 * 20 18

Admin staff 18 15 14 12 11

*  The increase in staff number was linked to the editing of the Nepad programme’s e-Africa magazine, which was discountinued from 

the latter part of 2005.

There is no dedicated research focusing on gender but this regularly arises in some studies, as a large 
part of  the informal is driven by women. A study was conducted with the United Nations International 
Research and Training Institute for the Advancement of  Women (UN-INSTRAW) and the South 
African Institute of  International Affairs (SAIIA) on “Gender, Remittances and Development – Prelimi-
nary Findings from Selected SADC Countries”, analyzing the role of  women in migration the econom-
ic relevance of  the remittances for the home-countries’ economy.

Staff profile of SAIIA:

Female Male South Africa Other African Other nationality

Total staff strength 20 17 30 4 3

Programme staff 8 11 13 3 3

Admin staff 12 6 17 1 -

HIV/AIDS is a big concern in the organization, the staff  is informed about the issue, some HIV/AIDS 
support programmes were put into place and undertaken by the researchers on a volunteer basis. 
The staff  is also involved in public awareness campaigns of  the university.

At the programme level, environment is becoming a major issue for the Development through Trade 
Programme, and of  the regional network, especially regarding the genetically modifi ed technology, as 
the climate change impact and its translation on regulation. One of  the issues for Africa would be to 
develop its own specifi c environmental framework, the cross border taxes and the scenarios approach 
adaptation versus mitigation. Some consultancies are also undertaken for the ministry of  environment. 
The specifi c programme funded by the Ministry of  Foreign Affairs of  Norway and concentrating on 
the Governance of  Natural Resources in Africa is focusing on sustainability, climate change, energy 
security and confl icts around Africa’s resources.
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The question of  human rights is recurrent in some programmes, like in the China in Africa Programme 
and in the research undertaken on the issues of  good governance and democracy. The APRM project, 
whose aim is to assess and reinforce the capacities of  civil society, Human Rights NGOs are involved in 
the process which give them a better recognition. Some outcomes of  the project would be that it forces 
the government to acknowledge Human Rights as a relevant and considerable topic for policy design 
and political decision making.

Result of  the SWOT-analysis SAIIA:

Strength Weakness

People: energetic, talented, intellectual capacity, 
expertise, committed, attitude, collegiality.

External networks – influential supporters (exco, council), 
research, policy makers

Independence

Initiative

Reputation (brand recognition), reliable.

Quality research (varied and relevant); integrated.

African based, based at Wits

Road map

Ability to fundraise effectively, financial stability, 
diversity of resources of funding.

History, stature, reputation

High quality and quantity of research

High qualified staff with commitment

Pan African focus

Range and diversity of skills

Ability to fulfil donor requirements

Independent thinking

High media profile

Relevant research, Africa and globally

Gender balance

Very well connected EXCO

Solid relations with policy makers

Flexibility

Good support staff (especially in relations with number)

Insufficient time; group thinking.

Too many constituencies

Benefits of memberships – not valued enough

Inadequate planning results in poor outcome/taking 
on too much.

Staff retention

Dedicated HR manager, strengthening support services.

Understaffed

Slow decision making process

Policy relevance

Silo thinking

Insufficient networks on continent

Inadequate discretionary funding for innovative projects 
for which funding is difficult to raise.

Customer relationship management

Content management. Data backup. Electronic library 
centralized and accessible.

Dedicated IT budget forward looking missing.

Lack of continuity. Dependence on head of project 
or single project staff member.

Little international recognition and exposure (reputation). 
SA= hegemony.

Inability to retain young (esp. black) talented staff. 
Salary package not competitive.

Electronic dissemination, also publications dissemination 
of research.

Lack of shorter publications.

Funding uncertainties and time involved.

Capacity constraints. Taking on too much.

Speaker programme declined to increase exposure.

Limit of core staff. HR staff needed.

Bureaucratisation creeping in.

Unclear job description compare to diversity of 
tasks required.

Pressure of time leads to slow decision making 
(crisis management)

Insufficient core funding for support staff.

Location. Not in Pretoria.

Transformation of research staff (race/gender). 
Intellectual stimulation.

Lack of space for personal growth in some programmes.
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Opportunities Threats

75th anniversary campaign

Regional expansion potential

Strategic policy input to the new SA government, 
policy spare

Revitalization of an organizational strategy

Strengthening of the image branding

Partnering in Africa

International consortia (research)

Commodity boom and Africa’s resources means 
continuing interest in Africa

New actors in Africa provide new funding streams 
and research opportunities

Good incubating platform

SA as a bridgehead

Increase of aid flows.

Internal capacity building

Hot global topics present research opportunities.

Use international networks to produce research.

Opportunity for greater specialization in each programme.

Demand for corporate research.

New business not international. 

Savvy awareness raising

To grow media profile

Lack of capacity of regional government

Vast range of problems and issues/in SA and Africa 
that need policy focused research and proposal 
for solution.

Scope for capacity building in civil society 
and government.

Youth outreach

Decline in volunteerism (branch)

Competition in think thank environment, funding, staff

Changing donor priorities, also vis-a-vis South Africa.

Waning corporate interest in membership (method 
of engagement)

Legislative and regulatory impact on NGOs.

World economic status

Smaller political space for society

Image of the institute (linked labelling)

Competition from corporate sector

African perspectives – improve diversity

Potential of SA star fading and SA withdrawing from 
global affairs.

No permanence of tenure

Dependence on small number of key personalities for 
funding and projects.

Losses of expertise at the end of contracts 
(research staff retention)

Mixed external perception of SAIIA 
(predominantly white, personalities, image of SAIIA) 

Changing donor priorities

Policy environment in the country

Incoming government that is less liberal and more 
inward looking.

Project discontinuity, also around personalities.

Pressure to appoint on criteria other than merit

Reduction of corporate membership as a source of 
core funding.

Problems of work permits caused by legislative provision 
and admin inefficiency (dept of Home Affairs)
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Annex F – Analysis of Questionnaires

This annex summarizes the main fi ndings of  the two questionnaires used in the evaluation process. 
The fi rst, a qualitative questionnaire, was sent to a selection of  100 stakeholders identifi ed by the 
organizations and with additional people known to team members. The second questionnaire focused 
on quantitative aspects and was placed on the home page of  the fi ve organizations’ websites for a 
period of  3 weeks. While the level of  response was less than had been hoped for – and insuffi cient in 
the view of  the evaluation team to provide a statistical basis for quantitative analysis – the qualitative 
results nonetheless support some of  the team’s fi ndings and thus provide useful triangulation.

Purpose

The purpose of  the two questionnaires was to capture the views of  identifi ed stakeholders and a cross-
section of  web-site users. This was to enhance the coverage of  the evaluation so that as many stake-
holders as possible could be consulted – both as a means to capture new information and to verify the 
information gained directly from primary and secondary sources. 

Both questionnaires used a structured approach that asked respondents about the overall standing and 
visibility of  the organizations and the quality, effi ciency, effectiveness, relevance and impact of  their 
work.

Limitations

The standard answer rate for questionnaires sent direct to named individuals is around 10%. In the 
case of  our qualitative questionnaire, the results fell below this and were 6%. In order to compensate 
for this poor response, some of  the non-respondents were contacted separately through meetings or 
telephone interviews. Their responses have been fed directly into the main evaluation report.

With the exception of  one organization (ISS), the results from the web-based questionnaire were also 
less suffi cient than expected. ISS received 54 answers, SAIIA 11 answer, IJR 9, CCR 8 and ACCORD 
4. The answers were voluntary and do not necessarily represent the real target audience of  the institute, 
nor the high frequentation rate of  the websites. As such, this level of  response does not provide statisti-
cally relevant data and the team has considered the value of  presenting the results. In terms of  quanti-
tative analysis, we do not regard there to be a suffi cient basis to contribute to the evaluation. 
The qualitative aspects, however, do provide additional perspectives on the work of  the fi ve organiza-
tions – and we present a summary of  the main comments below on this basis. All the questionnaires are 
available upon request.
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Summary of Issues Raised by Questionnaire Respondents

Key points of interest

Possible “new” 
research areas

Migration and its social and criminal implications. In view of the xenophobia issue in South Africa, 
the motivation for foreigners to come to South Africa and its impacts. 

The impact of diplomacy and diplomatic initiatives with reference to preventive and pre-emptive 
diplomacy and the international humanitarian law context of conflict and conflict-related events.

Analysis of the challenges of coordination between different actors in emergency response and 
in development processes. This relates to the connection between security and development.

Capitalism and neo-liberalism and their impact on people’s security. 

The function of culture in conflicts and how culture is used as a weapon.

Chinese foreign policy initiatives and the coordination with efforts from Peace Support Operations. 

Human resourcing strategies to fill critical functions/positions at PSO/humanitarian mission 
field positions.

Analysis of pre-1994 agreements between the ANC and the National Party in South Africa.

African public policy and legal contexts.

Annual event on crime in Gauteng townships. 

Relations between Sub-Saharan Africa and Asia as well as Asia/ Pacific.

General issues 
relating 
to all five 
organisations

Strengthen the focus on outcome and impact analysis undertaken by the research institutes.

Ensure that research methodology is well explained in the reports so that the results cannot 
be disputed.

Enhance activities at the community level and sustain grassroots based peace and 
development work.

Hold seminars targeting also a broad public.

Relations with the local NGOs in the countries targeted could be reinforced, especially in terms 
of capacity building of these NGOs.

Response to the pan-Africa agenda is positive in terms of publications and events. 
This is a challenge for the organizations operating in non- democratic countries.

Ensure publication dissemination reaches a broad public.

ACCORD Perceived as impartial, credible & politically legitimate, good quality products, 
represent the “new South Africa”.

Competent, committed, knowledgeable staff.

Good publications.

Seek synergies between different activities.

Ensure lessons learned/knowledge function.

Further research on methods for PSO.

Good outreach but risk of over-extension due to high demand.

Useful to strengthen research capacity with further staff.

Useful to reinforce relations with other NGOs.

good partnership with Uppsalla University in Sweden.

CCR Solid leadership and academic reputation, has adjusted to pan-African agenda.

Need for focus and staff consolidation so as to build more momentum.

Useful capacity building of other NGOs – esp. interactive training methods and use of case studies.

Promotes knowledge and awareness – relevant to wide range of stakeholders, 
esp. on causes of conflict and their resolution.

Is well position to exert influence.
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IJR Committed staff & meaningful agenda but limited visibility beyond its specific agenda. 
Good reputation. “IJR has potential to become the organization working on TJ issues in Africa”.

Need to manage transition to new management.

Research resources could be strengthened.

Central issues of transitional justice & reconciliation must be framed with a broader 
post-conflict perspective.

Should continue to strive to become perceived as all-African and not South African.

Useful with a high-profile publication that demonstrates and compares and synthesizes 
post-conflict justice, reconciliation and stability in different African countries and cultural settings.

Risk of becoming an agent for the export of the SA TRC model to the rest of Africa.

ISS Remains identified with its founder.

Research work is widely used, is responsive and able to pick up issues quickly.

Faces a challenge in being both local and international – how to manage this?

Methodologies and research processes are sound – enables the use of ISS products when 
targeted (e.g. SAPS).

Website could be made easier to navigate.

SAIIA Good reputation and useful to decision-makers, high profile and able to attract high profile guests.

Have image as a “white” institution but future recruitment must be on basis of competence.

Relationship with SA institutions give it impression of SA focus.

Useful to government, media, diplomatic community – esp. on issues of governance. 
Media often report seminars. Seen to have a good influence on policy making.

Research is informed and current.
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Annex G – Resource Persons Consulted

Staff of the Five Organisations

Organization Surname, Name Position, Programme Location

ACCORD Binah, Vinodha Senior Finance Officer Durban

ACCORD Chembeze, Anastacio Senior Programme Officer Durban

ACCORD El Abdellaoui, Jamile Senior Department Officer, Interventions Durban

ACCORD Gounden, Vasu Founder and Executive Director Durban

ACCORD Lotze, Walter Senior Programme Ofiicer Durban

ACCORD Makan-Lakha, Pravina General Manager Programmes Durban

ACCORD Mbugua, Karanja Senior Researcher Durban

ACCORD Ndinga-Muvumba, Angela Manager Knowledge Production Department Durban

ACCORD Rajiuli, Karabo Research Officer Durban

ACCORD Rajoo, Karishma Programme Manager Durban

ACCORD Rajuili, Karabo Programme Officer Durban

ACCORD Sachane, Jerome Deputy Director Durban

ACCORD Sadiki, Koko Senior Researcher: Interventions Durban

ACCORD Sellström, Tor Senior Advisor (Sida) Durban

ACCORD Singh, Sunitha General Manager: Finance and Administration Durban

CCR Adebajo, Adekeye Executive Director Cape Town

CCR Affa’a, Mireille Senior Project Officer Cape Town

CCR Bailey, Razaan Project Manager Cape Town

CCR Bradnum, Paul Senior Finance Manager Cape Town

CCR Daniel, Rosaline Senior Project Officer Cape Town

CCR Fakier, Yazeed Senior Project Officer Communications Cape Town

CCR Mashumba, Noria Senior Project Officer Conflict Intervention 
and Peacebuilding

Cape Town

CCR Pretorius, Karin Senior Personnel Manager Cape Town

CCR Voges, Gerard Accountant Cape Town

IJR Du Toit, Fanie Executive Director Cape Town

IJR Esau, Cecyl Reconciliation & Reconstruction Programme Cape Town

IJR Hoffmeyr, Jan Programme Manager, PAP Cape Town

IJR Jaynes, Natalie Reconciliation & Reconstruction Programme Cape Town

IJR Klein, Lameez Political Analysis Programme Cape Town

IJR Louw, Carmen Reconciliation & Reconstruction Programme Cape Town

IJR Matshikizia, Marian Acting Programme Manager Cape Town

IJR Nyoni, Shuvai Africa programme Cape Town

IJR Raj, Shannon Intern, Aprica Prohgramme Cape Town

IJR Smith, Alleyne Political Analysis Programme Cape Town

IJR Van Reenen-Le Roux, Valdi Programme Manager, RRP Cape Town

ISS Aboagye, Festus Programme Head Pretoria

ISS Badenhorst, Mandy HR officer Pretoria

ISS Boshof, Henri Military Analyst African Security Analysis Pretoria

ISS Burger, Johan Senior Researcher Crime and Justice Pretoria
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Organization Surname, Name Position, Programme Location

ISS Chimuka, Hameline Finance Manager Pretoria

ISS Cilliers, Jakkie Executive Director Pretoria

ISS Cornwell, Richard Senior Research Fellow African Security Analysis Pretoria

ISS de Jager, Dorette Publications coordinator Pretoria

ISS du Plessis, Anton Programme Head International Crime in Africa Pretoria

ISS Edopu, Peter Director, Nairobi Office Nairobi

ISS Gastrow, Peter Director, Cape Town Bureau Cape Town

ISS Gumedze, Sabelo Senior Researcher Private Security Sector, Defence Sector Pretoria

ISS Handy, Paul-Simon Programme Head African Security Analysis Pretoria

ISS Harrod, Laura Accountant Pretoria

ISS Hendricks, Cheryl Programme Head Southern African Human Security Pretoria

ISS Hlongwa, Job Programme Administrator Security Sector and Governance Pretoria

ISS Hübschle, Annette Researcher, Organised Crime & Money Laundering Cape Town

ISS Hutton, Lauren Researcher, Defence Sector Pretoria

ISS Le Roux, Len Director Pretoria Office Pretoria

ISS Madzima, Jackson Researcher, Organised Crime & Money Laundering Cape Town

ISS Mashele, Prince Programme head, CJPP Pretoria

ISS Maucione, Carlo IT Manager Pretoria

ISS Mesfin, Berouk Senior Researcher, Direct Conflict Prevention Addis Ababa

ISS Moltenos, Sharon Administration and Procurement Officer Pretoria

ISS Mpiysi, Kenneth Director, Addis Ababa Office Addis Ababa

ISS Murimi, Doris Deputy Director Pretoria

ISS Musila, Godfrey Senior Researcher Pretoria

ISS Ngoma, Naison Programme Head Security Sector Governance Pretoria

ISS Ngwenya, Agar Arms management programme Pretoria

ISS Nico, Fourie Web Manager Pretoria

ISS Njuguna, Philip Researcher Nairobi

ISS Nyakundi Assistant Accountant Nairobi

ISS Oder, Sandra Senior Researcher Pretoria

ISS Omar, Bilkis Researcher Pretoria

ISS Rangoako, Poelo Human Resources Pretoria

ISS Souare, Issaka Researcher African Security Analysis Pretoria

ISS Tadesse, Yemissrach Programme assistant Addis Ababa

ISS Van Vuuren, Hennie Programme Head, Corruption & Governance Cape Town

ISS Villa-Vicencia, Charles Executive Consultant Cape Town

SAIIA Aggad, Faten Researcher Governance and APRM Programme Johannesburg

SAIIA Alves, Philip Economist Development through Trade Programme Johannesburg

SAIIA Ananmalay, Sarasa Events Manager Johannesburg

SAIIA Corrigan, Terence Researcher Governance and APRM Programme Johannesburg

SAIIA Disenyana, Tsidiso Deputy Project Head, Development Through Trade Johannesburg

SAIIA Draper, Peter Research Fellow and Head Development through Trade 
Programme

Johannesburg

SAIIA Grobbelaar, Neuma Director of Studies and Head Business 
in Africa Programme

Johannesburg

SAIIA Gruzd, Steven Head APRM and Governance Programme Johannesburg

SAIIA Khumalo, Nkululeko Seniour Researcher Trade Policy Johannesburg
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Organization Surname, Name Position, Programme Location

SAIIA Kolkenbeck-Ruh, Leaza Corporate Research and Media Liaison Officer Johannesburg

SAIIA Nyakatawa, Brian Finance Administrator Johannesburg

SAIIA Ori, Vinayak Director of Finance and Administration Johannesburg

SAIIA Ramohlola, Alica Chief Librarian Johannesburg

SAIIA Shillinger, Kurt Research Fellow Security and Terrorism in Africa Johannesburg

SAIIA Sidiropoulos, Elizabeth National Director Johannesburg

SAIIA Smith, Leanne Publications Manager Johannesburg

SAIIA Stead, Jonathan Director Marketing and Operations Johannesburg

SAIIA Taylor, Jonathan IT manager Johannesburg

SAIIA Vingerling, Rosemary Office Manager Johannesburg

SAIIA Wheeler, Tom Research Fellow, Foreign Policy Programme Johannesburg

SAIIA Zounmenou, Dossou David Senior Researcher Africa Security Analysis Pretoria

External Stakeholders

Surname, Name Organization Position Location Country Contacted

Akokpari, John University of Cape Town Dept. of Politics Cape Town RSA Group Interview

Astill-Brown, Jeremy DFID Regional Conflict Advisor Pretoria RSA Group Interview

Bérard, Catherine Canadian Embassy Second Secretary Addis Ababa Ethiopia Personal interview

Brown, Christopher Canadian Consulate Consul General Cape Town RSA Group Interview

Burton, Mary Former 
TRC Commissioner

Cape Town RSA Personal interview

Cawthra, Gavin Wits University SADSEM Co-ordinator Johannesburg RSA Personal interview

Chappell, Julie British Embassy Conflict Prevention 
Advisor

Addis Ababa Ethiopia Personal interview

Erasmus, André Deloitte & Toche 
Consulting

Senior Manager Tax Johannesburg RSA Personal interview

Ernst, Linnéa Sida Peace & Security 
Department

Stockholm Sweden Personal interview

Field, Shannon SA Presidency Pretoria RSA Personal interview

Gullikstad, Espen Norwegian Embassy Deputy Head of Mission Nairobi Kenya Personal interview

Hills R.B. British Peace 
Support Team

Lieutenant Colonel Pretoria RSA Personal interview

Hirsch, John International Peace 
Institute

Senior researcher New York USA Personal interview

Ibrahim, Ibrahim ABD Headquarters Head, International Dept Pretoria RSA Personal interview

Jazhbhay, Iqbal UNISA Pretoria RSA Personal interview

Kakaza Siviwe Department of Foreign 
Affairs

Policy Research and 
Analysis Unit

Pretoria RSA Personal interview

Kardel, Pernille Danish Embassy Ambassador Addis Ababa Ethiopia Personal interview

Khave, Bokellang Royal Danish Embassy Programme Co-ordinator 
Good Governance

Pretoria RSA Group Interview

Kitevu, Raymond CEWARN/IGAD CEWERU Liaison Officer Addis Ababa Ethiopia Qualitative 
questionnaire

Larnemark, Martin Swedish Embassy Assistant Expert, 
Regional affairs

Addis Ababa Ethiopia Personal interview
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Surname, Name Organization Position Location Country Contacted

Levy, Leon Commission for 
Conciliation, 
Mediation & Arbitration

Commissioner Cape Town RSA Group Interview

Longwe, Jessica AWEPA – Association of 
European Parliamentarians 
for Africa

Director Partner 
Relations

Cape Town RSA Qualitative 
questionnaire

Louw, Raymond Southern Africa Report Editor and Publisher Johannesburg RSA Personal interview

Maitland, Graham Dept of Foreign Affairs Chief Director, 
East Africa

Pretoria RSA Group Interview

Mamabolo, K Dept of Foreign Affairs Director General Pretoria RSA Personal interview

Maura, Charles AU Commission Conflict Management Addis
Ababa

Ethiopia Personal interview

Moorcroft, George SAPS – South African 
Police Service

Assistant Commissioner Pretoria RSA Qualitative 
questionnaire

Moothoosamy,
Enver

Foundation for Human 
Rights

Project Officer Pretoria RSA Personal interview

Mulongo, Simon EASTBRICOM Director Nairobi Kenya Personal interview

Musah, Abdel
Fatau

ECOWAS Conflict Prevention 
Advisor

Abuja Nigeria Personal interview

Naidoo, Logie Ethekwini Municipality Deputy Mayor Durban RSA Personal interview

Nkama, Isaac Boeing International 
Corporation

Director Economic 
Affairs Southern and 
East Africa

Johannesburg RSA Personal interview

Ohlson, Thomas Uppsala University Professor Department 
of Peace and Conflict 
Research

Uppsala Sweden Qualitative 
questionnaire

Olonisakin, Funmi Kings College, London London UK Personal interview

Pienaar, Hans Independant Newspaper Journalist, Foreign 
Service

Johannesburg RSA Phone interview

Pillay, Suren Human Sciences 
Research Council

Senior researcher Cape Town RSA Group Interview

Ree, Rolf Norwegian Embassy Deputy Head of Mission Addis Ababa Ethiopia Personal interview

Rönquist, Anders Swedish Embassy First Secretary Pretoria RSA Personal interview

Said, Ben E-TV Journalist Johannesburg RSA Phone interview

Sall, Marjaana Embassy of Finland Minister Counsellor Pretoria RSA Group Interview

Scheer, Jan L. C. Embassy of the Federal 
Republic of Germany

First Secretary Politcal 
Affairs and Protocol

Pretoria RSA Group Interview

Sethoke, Gabriel Dept of Foreign Affairs Deputy Director, HoA Pretoria RSA Group Interview

Shima, Eric Study Centre for Conflict 
Management (S.C.C.M.)

Director Bujumbura Burundi Qualitative 
questionnaire

Smith C. SANDF War College Lieutenant Colonel Pretoria RSA Personal interview

Stern Matthew DNA, Development 
Network Africa

Executive Director Pretoria RSA Personal interview

Sundelin, Dag Swedish Embassy Counsellor Pretoria RSA Personal interview

Taba, Kindile Dept of Foreign Affairs HoA Desk Pretoria RSA Group Interview

Tadesse Ephrem SDC, Swiss Agency for 
Development and 
Cooperation

Programme Manager Pretoria RSA Personal interview
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Surname, Name Organization Position Location Country Contacted

Tsengiwe,
Siyabulela

International Trade 
 Administration 
Commission of 
South Africa

Chief Commissioner Johannesburg RSA Personal interview

Twala, Zanele Actionaid Country Director South 
Africa Programme

Johannesburg RSA Personal interview

van Nieuwkerk, 
Anthoni 

Wits University CDSM/SADSEM Johannesburg RSA Personal interview

Waluse, Godfrey Standard Bank Manager and 
Researcher Strategic 
Issues Management

Johannesburg RSA Personal interview

Wane, El Ghassim AU Commission Head of Conflict 
Management 

Addis Ababa Ethiopia Personal interview

Wildschut, Glenda Former TRC 
Commissioner

Cape Town RSA Personal interview

Williams, Brian Consultant Cape Town RSA Group Interview

Woldetensaei,
Mebrat

CEWARN/IGAD Research and 
Training Consultant

Addis Ababa Ethiopia Qualitative 
questionnaire
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Annex H – Key documents consulted

Author Book or Report title Published by Place Year/Date

ACCORD 2005 ACCORD Audit Report Audit report by KPMG 26 September 2006

ACCORD 2007 Year Planner Final Durban Nov. 2007

ACCORD 2008 Draft Year Plan Durban 04 April 2008

ACCORD ACCORD Annual Narrative Report, 01 
January–31 December 2005

Submitted to Sida Durban April 2006

ACCORD ACCORD Annual Narrative Report, 01 
January–31 December 2006

Submitted to Sida Durban March 2007

ACCORD ACCORD Annual Narrative Report, 01 
January–31 December 2007

Submitted to Sida March 2008

ACCORD ACCORD Narrative Progress Report 2007 Submitted to Sida Oct. 2007

ACCORD ACCORD Strategic Vision 2012 
– Power Point presentation

Durban 20 May 2008

ACCORD ACCORD’s Mission Statement and Vision without date

ACCORD African Peacebuilding Coordination 
 Programme, Mid-Term Report 2008, 
1 January 2007–29 February 2008

March 2008

ACCORD Building Peace and Democracy in Angola: 
Enhancing Capacity for Managing Conflict 
Programme (Reference: AG4363), 
Quarterly Report, December 2007–
February 2008

March 2008

ACCORD Indepenent Contract Report, 
Web Management April 2008

Delivered by thinkteam 
to ACCORD

June 2008

ACCORD Internet statistic 14 May 2008

ACCORD Sida Financial Report for the Period 
01 January 2006–31 December 2006 
(excerpt)

29 March 2007

ACCORD Training for Peace in Africa Programme: 
Annual Report 2007

Submitted to the Royal 
Norwegian Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs

31 March 2008

Albertyn, Chris Compliance review of Swedish support 
to regional institutions based in South 
Africa working within the fields of 
conflict prevention, peace and security

April 2007

CCR 2003–2004 Annual Report CCR Undated

CCR Africa Programme Proposal CCR May 2005

CCR Annual Report 2005–06 CCR Undated

CCR Creative and Constructive Appropaches 
to Conflict and Basic Mediation Skills

CCR June 2007

CCR Eurafrique – Africa and Europe in a new 
century

CCR November 2007

CCR Peacebuilding in Africa – Strategy 
Document

CCR April 2007

CCR Policy Advisory Group Seminar Reports CCR Various

CCR Policy Manual CCR January 2008

CCR Progress Report 2007 CCR December 2007

CCR Promoting Restorative justice CCR Undated
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Author Book or Report title Published by Place Year/Date

Ekiyor, Thelma/
Clarke, Yaliwe 

Peacebuilding Training Manual for African 
Women in Decision-Making

CCR 2006

Emthunzini CCR Africa programme 
– Mid Term Evaluation Report

Emthunzini April 2007

Emthunzini Human Rights and Conflict Management 
Programme, 2000 Draft Report

John Roux 14th February 2005

Fernandez, Lovell/
Kvalvaag, Tale

Review of the ISS Project on Terrorism, 
Money Laundering, 
Organised Crime and Corruption

Study commissioned by 
the Norwegian Embassy 
in Pretoria

Nov. 2007

IJR Annual Report 2006 IJR Undated

IJR Annual Report 2007 IJR Undated

IJR Growth and Development Prospects: 
A Strategic Overview

IJR Undated

IJR Policies & Procedures Manual IJR January 2007

IJR Priorities, Objectives and Outputs 
2008–2010

IJR January 2008

IJR SA Reconciliation Barometer IJR Various

IJR Strategy Plan IJR Undated

IJR The 2007 SA Reconciliation 
Barometer Survey

IJR December 2007

ISS 2007 Core Funding Report Pretoria 10 October 2007

ISS 2007 Nordic Core Funding Report Pretoria 21 May 2008

ISS Annual Review 2007 (Draft) Pretoria without date

ISS Annual Workplan 2008 Pretoria

ISS Employment equity plan 2007–2011 Pretoria without date

ISS Head office key achievements and 
impact/success areas.

Pretoria without date

ISS Informing Direct Conflict Prevention 
– Piloting an African Human Security 
Dialogue and Research Forum in 
Addis Ababa

ISS Office in Addis 
Ababa

Addis 
Ababa

without date

ISS ISS Snapshot – Power Point presentation Pretoria May 2008

ISS ISS Strategic Plan 2008–2011. 
The ISS of the Future.

Pretoria 24 May 2008

ISS Security Sector Governance Programme 
workplan 2008–2011

Pretoria without date

ISS The ISS of the Future 
– Knowledge empowers Africa

Strategy Paper for the 
annual director’s 
meeting prepared by ISS 
director Jakkie Cilliers

Pretoria February 2008

Hendricks, Cheryl/
Magadla, 
Siphokazi 

Climate change and human security 
in Africa, draft workshop report

Pretoria February 2008

KPMG Annual Financial Statements KPMG 8th May 2008

Roper, Margaret/
Inkanyezi Initiative

Institute for Security Studies, 2006 
External Stakeholder Analysis and 
Climate Study.

31 July 2006

SAB&T, Inc. Financial Management Report on CCR SAB&T, Inc. 7th April 2008

SAIIA Draft Library budget without date

SAIIA Governance and APRM project, narrative 
and financial report of activities 2007

28 Feb. 2008
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Author Book or Report title Published by Place Year/Date

SAIIA Governance of Africa’s Resources 
 Programme, Media launch report

without date

SAIIA Media report 18 February 2008

SAIIA Newsletter May, April, March, 
February and January 2008

without date

SAIIA Procedures and policy manual: 
human resources issues

without date

SAIIA Project Proposal to AusAID, 
Development Through Trade Programme

25 April 2008

SAIIA Project Proposal to NORAD, 
 Strenghtening the governance 
of Africa’s natural resources

July 2007

SAIIA Report in preparation for Sida evaluation 
on core support beyond 2008

without date

SAIIA Report to national council 10 Apr. 2008

SAIIA SAIIA Annual narrative report 2005 without date

SAIIA SAIIA Annual narrative report 2006 without date

SAIIA SAIIA Annual narrative report 2007 without date

SAIIA SAIIA Strategy 2008–2012, 
African perspectives, global insights

Last version April 
2008

SAIIA SAIIA’s executive Committee’s report 
2007

Audit report by KPMG June 2007

Sellstöm, Tor Sweden and National Liberation in Africa, 
Volume II: Solidarity and Assistance 
1970–1994

Nordiska Afrikaistitutet Uppsala 2002

Sida/ISS Agreement between Sida and Institute for 
Security Studies (ISS) on Core Support in 
2007 and 2008

Pretoria 21 June 2007

Sida Looking back, moving forward: 
Sida evaluation manual

Sweden

Sida/SAIIA Agreement between Sida and SAIIA on 
core support in 2007 and 2008

without date

Swedish Embassy Sida Core Support Agreement 21st June 2007

Swedish MFA Sweden and Africa – a policy to address 
common challenges and opportunities

Swedish MFA 6th March 2008
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Annex J – Schedule for the Field Mission

Date Location S. Jansen C. Collin Location J. Brett K. Aning

12.5 Pretoria 13:30/15:00: 
Meetings at 
Swedish Embassy

17:00: Meeting 
with ISS

Meetings at 
Swedish Embassy

ISS

Pretoria Meetings at 
Swedish Embassy

ISS

Meetings at 
Swedish Embassy

ISS

13.5 “ ISS ISS “ ISS ISS

14.5 “ ISS ISS “ ISS ISS

15.5 Jo’burg SAIIA SAIIA Cape Town ISS/CCR ISS/CCR

16.5 “ SAIIA SAIIA “ CCR CCR

17.5 “ Report writing Report writing “ Report writing Report writing

18.5 “ Report writing Report writing “ Report writing Report writing

19.5 Durban Stakeholder 
Interviews

Stakeholder 
Interviews

Cape Town CCR/IJR CCR/IJR

20.5 “ ACCORD ACCORD “ IJR IJR

21.5 Durban/ 
Jo’burg/ 
Pretoria

ACCORD Stakeholder 
interviews

Jo’burg/ 
Pretoria

Stakeholder 
interviews

Stakeholder 
interviews

22.5 “ Follow up & 
report writing

Report writing “ Follow up & report 
writing

Report writing

23.5 Pretoria Sida Debriefing Sida Debriefing Pretoria Sida Debriefing Sida Debriefing
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Annex K – Terms of Reference

1. Introduction

Peace, stability and security are necessary preconditions for poverty reduc tion and development in 
Africa and are therefore an important part of  Sida’s work. ‘Peace and security’ is also one of  the 
Swedish government’s new focus areas. With a multidimensional poverty concept (the perspec tives of  
the poor people, the rights perspective and the human security), it is apparent that peace and security 
are basic prerequisites for sustaina ble development and human security. The relationship is mutually re-
en for   cing. Sida therefore supports processes that strengthen peace and security, i.e. actors and systems 
within society that can deal with the in com patibilities and differences in a peaceful way. The aim is to 
enable poor people to improve their lives in an environment of  peace, democracy, good governance, 
gender equality, human rights, sustainable use of  natu ral resources, protection of  the environment and 
socio-economic deve lop ment.

Together with increased demands of  effi ciency and result reporting within the development coopera-
tion, scrutiny of  organisations working in such volatile and dynamic areas is crucial. Sida is required to 
ensure that its funds are used effi ciently for the purposes intended regardless of  how the funds are 
channelled.

2.  Intervention Background

Since the fi rst democratic elections in South Africa in 1994 Sida has supported a number of  regional 
South African institutions working in the fi eld of  peace and security on the continent.

In 2004 a decision was taken to support fi ve peace and security institu tions with a core support of  
20 million SEK during 2005–2006. These organisations were:

• Institute for Security Studies (ISS);

• The African Centre for the Constructive Resolution of  Disputes (ACCORD);

• The Centre for Confl ict Resolution (CCR);

• The South African Institute of  International Affairs (SAIIA);

• Centre for Policy Studies (CPS). 

The support was extended to 2007–2008, with the exception of  CPS which, after assessments of  their 
organisation, was replaced by The Institute for Justice and Reconciliation (IJR). 

The overall aim of  the Swedish core support has been to increase the insti tutional capacity of  these 
organisations and to support their work with promoting peace and security on the African continent. 
The end benefi  cia ries of  this support have often been the (sub-regional) Regional Economic Communi-
ties, (RECs) and other regional functional agencies.

The second support period is coming to an end in 2008 and before deci ding on a possible continued 
support, Sida wishes to evaluate the role and impact of  these organisations. South Africa is furthermore 
one of  the coun tries where Sida is moving from a traditional type of  bilateral cooperation towards a 
more actor driven cooperation. This will reduce Sida’s physical presence over time, hence the possibility 
to monitor and observe projects, programmes and organisations fi rst hand. It is consequently of  utmost 
importance that Sida has a good understanding of  how these organisa tions function and operate. 
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Compliance reviews75 were conducted in November 2004 with the aim to ascertain whether the institu-
tions had adequate internal control and accounting procedures to receive, disburse and fully account 
for funds received from Sida. The report presented recommendations and com ments made by respec-
tive institution.

A compliance review76 was also conducted in April 2007. This review has, on the basis of  fi nancial 
reporting, narrative reporting and audits, examined the organisations’ compliance with the agreements 
made with the Swedish Government and presented recommendations for further support. Reporting 
and absorption capacity were the main areas of  investigation. 

These previously conducted reviews need to be considered in this evalua tion to avoid overlap. 

3.  Evaluation Purpose

The purpose of  the evaluation is to support Sida’s decision-making process regarding continued 
support for the following organisations:

• Institute for Security Studies (ISS);

• The African Centre for the Constructive Resolution of  Disputes (ACCORD);

• The Centre for Confl ict Resolution (CCR);

• The South African Institute of  International Affairs (SAIIA);

• The Institute for Justice and Reconciliation (IJR). 

A potential renewal of  Sida support to the fi ve organisations is under con si  deration and Sida needs to 
get a deeper as well as a more nuanced and informed picture regarding the organisations role, perform-
ance and im pact. The aim of  this assignment is to collect and analyse com pre hen sive data and to 
present fi ndings and con clusions, so that the decision-makers can themselves assess capacity, achieve-
ments and potential for each of  the organisations.

4.  Evaluation Questions

 The focus of  this assessment is on investigating the roles and impact of  the organisations within their 
scope of  work in the area of  peace and securi ty. The review shall include each organisation’s activities 
in total, as well as a judgement of  the role and importance within their specifi c area. Note that the roles, 
mandates and activities vary between the organi sations and each organisation should therefore be 
looked at separately. The impact should be determined in relation to the objectives stated.

More specifi cally, the report is expected to answer the following questions:

1) Considering previous reviews, especially the 2004 review, how has each organisation responded to 
the recommendations and com ments?

2) How can the quality of  each organisation’s activities be assessed in terms of  relevance, coverage, 
accessibility and reliability? 

3) How does each organisation relate to participation, human rights, gender equality, HIV/AIDS and 
the environment in its daily work? 

75 Reports on the pre award survey of  the respective institutions (CCR, ACCORD, SAIIA and ISS.
76 Conflict Prevention, Peace and Security in Africa: Compliance review of  Swedish support to regional institutions based in 

South Africa working within the fields of  conflict prevention, peace and security.
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4) To what extent does each organisation achieve its goals and objectives?

5) What are the direct and indirect impacts of  the organisation’s pro gramme? 

6) What political aspects and dependency factors might infl uence the organisations’ decisions?

7) How can the long-term sustainability of  each organisation be asses sed in regard to funding and 
support?

8) How can the role and importance of  each organisation be described within the area of  peace and 
security architecture in Africa?
a) considering their working areas and possible overlap
b) comparing them to other similar organisations and in relation to AU, NEPAD and RECs
c) mapping possible advantages and disadvantages of  being based in South Africa

9) How does the Sida support affect each organisation’s programme, staffi ng and activities?

The report shall contain recommendations and action plans for each orga ni sation regarding the above 
points.

5.  Methodology

To get an understanding of  the functions, roles and mandates of  the organisations and the impact of  
the programmes, it is expected that the evaluators undertake personal visits to the organisations’ main 
offi ces in South Africa and conduct inter views with all major stakeholders, such as donors, partners 
(including AU in Addis Ababa), other peace and security organisations as well as the boards and 
personnel from the organisations assessed and members of  the target groups.

As the assessment of  impact in the fi eld of  peace and security work is complex, an appropriate mix of  
methods and the use of  triangulation methods is required. The work of  the fi ve organisations and the 
dispersion of  their target groups over a large geographical area call for and active and innovative use of  
ICTs.

An independent evaluation of  the Institute for Security Studies (ISS) will be undertaken in 2008. ISS 
would prefer the same consultant to carry out both evaluations in order to avoid unnecessary work on 
behalf  of  either ISS or the investigating parties. Sida would welcome this solution under the following 
conditions:

1) this assignment requires that all fi ve organisations are evaluated with the same instruments and 
within the same period of  time, i.e. the evaluator shall not study one organisation more in-depth 
than the others while working on this assignment

2) as the results of  this assignment are needed by Sida as soon as possible, the other evaluation may not 
cause any delays, i.e. should be conducted after this assignment has been completed

3) all extra costs for the more comprehensive ISS study will be carried by ISS

4) ISS may enter into contractual agreement with the consultant regarding the extra study, Sida’s 
contractual obligations are limited to the evaluation of  the fi ve organisations as described in these 
TOR
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6.  Work Plan, Schedule and Reporting

An inception report, where the consultant describes the course of  action for carrying out the evaluation 
shall be presented to Sida one week after ente ring into agreement. The inception report shall place 
particular emphasis on suggesting the methodology, i.e. how the consultant is planning to collect and 
analyse the data necessary for answering each of  the evaluation questions, 

The evaluation shall be conducted in 10–12 working weeks within a time frame of  3 months. Before 
leaving South Africa the consultant shall pro vide the Embassy with an oral report. 

In order to provide an opportunity for comments and avoid any errors of  fact or misunderstandings a 
preliminary draft of  the fi nal report shall be submitted to Sida, the Embassy in Pretoria and the organi-
sations in ques tion at a date that will be specifi ed in the contract. The consultant will then allow a two 
week time period for comments and corrections of  alleged errors.

The fi nal report shall be submitted to Sida no later than two weeks after Sida and the organisations 
have submitted their fi nal comments to the fi rst draft. 

The fi nal report shall be maximum 30 pages including a summary, written in English and submitted to 
Sida in the form of  an e-mail and a CD. In-depth material of  the fi ve organisations shall be attached. 
The report shall have been professionally proof-read and edited before being sent to Sida. The consult-
ant is also responsible for correcting the fi rst proof  from the printers Edita.

The consultants shall be responsible for organising meetings with relevant stakeholders. The Embassy 
in Pretoria can assist the consultant with con tact details to relevant offi cers. The consultants shall be 
responsible for all travel arrangements, such as booking of  tickets and hotels. 

The organisations and Sida/the Embassy will provide the necessary docu men tation. 

7.  Evaluation Team

The consultant/ team of  consultants shall:

–  have good knowledge and documented experience of  peace and security architecture in Africa;

–  have good knowledge of  and documented experience in conducting impact assessments;

–  have good methodological, analytical and communication skills.
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Annex L – Donor Support to the Five Institutions

ACCORD

2007:
Donor Amount Activites Financed % of overall budget

Sida 6.625.956 Core/Knowledge Production 33,89

USAID 1.862.482 Core/Knowledge Production 9,53

The Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs 5.365.074 TfP/AU ASF/Burundi 27,44

DFID 2.861.233 Angola Intervention 14,64

US Embassy in SA 377.000 Womens Progamme 1,93

UNHCR 1.377.360 Burundi-UNHCR 7,05

Other Grant Income 1.081.165 Own affairs/Cage 5,53

Total 19.550.270  100,00

2008 prospect:
Donor Amount Activites Financed % of overall budget

Sida 7.078.437 Core/Knowledge Production 17,11

USAID 4.875.000 Core/Knowledge Production 11,79

The Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs 17.419.986 TfP/AU ASF/Burundi 42,12

DFID 3.443.580 Angola Intervention 8,33

Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Finland 6.258.443 Peacekeeping Co-ordination 15,13

UNHCR 2.285.332 Burundi-UNHCR 5,53

Total 41.360.778  100,00

CCR

2007:
Donor Amount Activities financed % of overall budget

Funds brought forward from 2006 11 425 916 48.4

Grants received in 2007:

Anglo American Chairman’s Fund 150 000 Prisons 0.6

DFID 699 275 Africa Programme 3

Foundation for Human Rights 60 000 Africa Programme 0.3

Friedrich Ebert Stiftung 254 606 Africa Programme 1.1

Government of the Kingdom of Denmark 3 635 925 Human Rights & AP 15.4

IDRC 334 603 Africa Programme 1.4

National Lottery 200 000 Youth project 0.8

Royal Netherlands Embassy 4 950 000 Africa Programme 21.0

Sida 2 020 000 Core & AP 8.6

Swiss Agency for Development & 
Cooperation

1 558 177 MTS 6.6

TrustAfrica 712 957 Africa Programme 3.0

Funds carried forward to 2008 (2 386 987) (10.1)

Total Grant Income 2007 23 614 473
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2008 prospect:
Donor Amount Activities financed % of overall budget

Funds brought forward from 2007 2 386 987 13.1

Grants anticipated in 2008:

Anglo American Chairman’s Fund 150 000 Prisons project 0.8

DFID 2 170 275 Africa Programme 11.9

Government of the Kingdom of Denmark 6 598 004 Africa Programme 36.1

Finland 600 000 Africa Programme 3.3

Irish Aid 500 000 Human Rights project 2.7

Royal Netherlands Embassy 5 650 000 Africa Programme 30.9

South African Breweries 53 000 Prisons project 0.3

Sida 2 480 000 Core & AP 13.6

Swiss Agency for Development & 
Cooperation

1 900 000 MTS 10.4

TrustAfrica 789 442 Africa Programme 4.3

Funds to be carried forward to 2009 (5 000 000) (27.4)

Total Anticipated Grant Income 2008 18 277 708

IJR

2007:
Donor Amount Activities financed % of overall budget

Sida 2.035.000 Core/general purpose funding 15

CS Mott Foundation 556.775 Core/general purpose funding 4

National Department of Arts & Culture 1.305.703 Memory Arts & Culture 10

Church of Sweden 300.000 SA Barometer newsletter 2

Royal Danish Embassy 614.000 SA Barometer newsletter 5

CAGE 159.480 Publ: Transformation Audit 1

Netherlands Embassy 1.652.282 Africa dialogues & interventions 12

WK Kellogg Foundation 1.165.850 Memory Arts & Culture 9

Investec 758.488 Publ: Transformation Audit 6

ICTJ 557.326 Fellows Project 4

Foundation for Human Rights 3.500 Bldg an Inclusive Society

Ford Foundation 981.165 Zimbabwe history book 7

Irish Embassy 465.000 Memory Arts & Culture 3

SANLAM 28.500 Community Healing

Western Cape Premier’s Office 150.000 Memory project 1

United Church of Canada 43.761 Community Healing

Bal of earmarked funds from 2006

EED 106.014 Community Healing 1

Finnish Embassy 11.162 Mem Arts & Culture

City of Cape Town 103.909 Memory project 1

WK Kellogg Foundation 437.802 Turning Points in Education series 3

Netherlands Embassy 1.031.065 Africa dialogues & interventions 8

British Consulate & Irish Embassy 
(Contract end March 07)

542.048 Zim dialogues & interventions 4
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Donor Amount Activities financed % of overall budget

Church of Sweden/Royal Danish 172.571 SA Barometer newsletter 1

CAGE 91.933 Publ: Transformation Audit 1

Investec 327.609 Publ: Transformation Audit 2

13.600.943 100

Less amounts to be repaid –356.821 Cage & British consulate

2008 amounts –1.064.833 

Total 12.179.289 

2008 prospect:
Donor Amount Activities financed % of overall budget

Sida 2.600.000 Core/general purpose funding 17

CS Mott Foundation 994.490 Core/general purpose funding 7

National Department of Arts & Culture 
(bal of 2007 contract)

310.000 Memory Arts & Culture 2

Church of Sweden 520.000 SA Barometer newsletter 3

Royal Danish Embassy 549.650 SA Barometer newsletter 4

Swiss Agency for Development 350.000 Turning Points in Education series 2

Netherlands Embassy 3.000.000 Africa dialogues & interventions 20

National Department of Arts & Culture 
(new contract)

1.619.000 Memory Arts & Culture 11

Western Cape Premier’s Office 1.210.000 Community Healing 8

Investec 200.000 Publ: Transformation Audit 1

Old Mutual 350.000 Publ: Transformation Audit 2

Finnish Embassy 300.000 Schools Oral History project 2

Bal of earmarked funds from 2007

National Department of Arts & Culture 32.154 Memory Arts & Culture

WK Kellogg Foundation 736.451 Turning Points in Education series 5

Western Cape Premier’s Office 92.183 Memory project 1

Netherlands Embassy 267.909 Africa dialogues & interventions 2

Ford Foundation 806.328 Zimbabwe History book 5

Irish Embassy 534.473 Zimbabwe dialogues & interventions 4

Church of Sweden 98.396 SA Barometer newsletter 1

Investec 445.833 Publ: Transformation Audit 2007 3

Total 15.016.867 100

ISS

2007:
Donor Amount Activities financed % of overall budget

CPRD 729 473 Direct Conflict Prevention 0.82

Deutsche Gesellschaft für Technische 
Zusammenarbeit (GTZ)

755 647 Direct Conflict Prevention 0.84

European Union 120 000 IT 0.13

Ford Foundation 578 336 Africa Security Analysis 0.65

Government of Belgium 619 526 Crime and Justuce 0.69
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Donor Amount Activities financed % of overall budget

Government of Finland 2 107 653 Africa Security Analysis 2.37

Government of France 393 153 0.44

Government of Germany 3 923 048  Cattle Rustling 4.41

Government of Sweden 7 297 176 ISS CORE activities 8.20

Government of Switzerland 2 180 898 Arms Management, Africa Security 
Analysis, Direct Conflict Prevention

2.45

Government of the United Kingdom 9 308 100 Security Sector Governance, 
Africa Security Analysis

10.47

Hanns Seidel Foundation 947 143 Crime & Justice 1.07

Inter-governmental Authority 
on Development

12 266 559 IGAD Counter Terrorism Programme 13.83

International Development 
Research Council

928 507 Security Sector Governance 1.04

Open Society Foundation 4 734 648 Crime & Justice, Corruption & 
Governance

5.32

International Organisation for Migration 2 181 653 Organised crime & money laundering 2.45

Rockefeller Brothers Fund 756 811 Security Sector Governance 0.85

Royal Danish Government 11 056 039 ISS CORE activities, Criminal Justice, 
Direct Conflict Prevention

12.44

Royal Netherlands Government 1 967 111 Arms Management, Training for Peace 2.21

Royal Norwegian Government 21 464 714 ISS CORE activities, Training for Peace 24.14

PRIO 904 100 1.02

University of the United Nations 180 829 Security Sector Governance 0.20

UNESCO 196 562 Southern Afica Human Security 
Programme 

0.22

United Nations 108 744 Corruption & Governance 0.13

Other 3 211 081 ISS CORE Activities 3.61

Total 88 917 511 100

2008 prospect:
Donor Amount Activities financed % of overall budget

Government of Belgium 271 379 Crime and Justice 0.23

Government of Finland 2 112 384 Africa Security Analysis 1.81

Government of Germany 33 679 440 Training for Peace (APSTA), 
Cattle Rustling, Direct Conflict 
 Prevention, International Crime in 
Africa, Environmental crime

28.69

Government of Iceland 700 000 Security Sector Governance, 
Crime & Justice

0.60

Government of Ireland 1 301 320 Crime and Justice 1.11

Government of Sweden 7 309 120 ISS CORE activities 6.26

Government of Switzerland 3 928 008 Africa Security Analysis, 
Direct Conflict Prevention

3.38

Government of the United Kingdom 13 097 543 Security Sector Governance, 
Africa Security Analysis

11.21

Hanns Seidel Foundation 1 122 760 Crime & Justice 0.97

Inter-governmental Authority 
on Development

15 679 793 IGAD Counter Terrorism Programme 13.40
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Donor Amount Activities financed % of overall budget

International Development 
Research Council

928 067 Security Sector Governance 0.80

Open Society Foundation 2 188 912 Crime & Justice, Corruption & Govern-
ance, International Crime in Africa 

1.87

International Organisation for Migration 739 467 Corruption & Governance 0.64

Rockefeller Brothers Fund 345 420 Security Sector Governance 0.30

Royal Danish Government 5 745 618  Criminal Justice, Direct Conflict 
Prevention, Corruption & Governance

4.92

Royal Netherlands Government 3 358 293 Arms Management, Training for Peace, 
International Crime in Africa

2.87

Royal Norwegian Government 23 380 899 ISS CORE activities, Training for Peace, 
International Crime in Africa

20.00

PRIO 100 620 Arms Management 0.09

OSISA 170 406 International Crime in Africa 0.15

University of the United Nations 438 607 Security Sector Governance 0.38

United Nations 363 081 Corruption & Governance 0.32

Total 116 961 137 100

SAIIA

2007 (Financial year 01 July 2006–30 June 2007):
Donor Amount Activities financed % of overall budget

ANGLO AMERICAN 85.837,00 Latin American Research 0,51 

AUSAID 1.931.857,81 Development Through Trade 11,50 

BARRAT ROTARY 14.738,00 Barrat Rotary Fellowship 0,09 

BRADLOW FELLOWSHIP 39.154,75 Bradlow Fellowship 0,23 

BLSA/BUSA 248.620,00 SACU-US FTA 1,48 

Rockefeller Brothers/
Austrian Embassy/OSISA

71.328,00 War and Organised Crime 0,42 

DANIDA 2.231.892,68 Business In Africa/LDP/SADC 
 Parliamentary/Security and Terrorism

13,29 

EMBASSY OF FINLAND 319.904,00 Security and Terrorism 1,90 

DFID 416.616,00 China In Africa/Trade Liberalisation 2,48 

FORD FOUNDATION 667.185,00 Political Parties Research 3,97 

Friedrich Ebert Stiftung 452.733,00 Regional Intergration 2,69 

International Institute for Sustainable 
Development

58.377,00 Trade Knowledge Network 0,35 

Konrad Adenauer Stiftung 439.343,00 EU Africa/KAS Research Interns 2,62 

National Treasury 94.728,00 Aid for Trade 0,56 

NORAD 97.940,00 SADC Barometer 0,58 

Open Society Foundation 239.571,00 Social Economy of Organised Crime 1,43 

CAGE 462.447,95 Social Economy of Organised Crime 2,75 

Royal Netherlands Embassy * 4.329.545,18 African Peer Review Mechanism 25,77 

Sida 2.340.452,00 East Africa Research/SA Foreign 
Policy/SAIIA Core/Security & 
 Terrorism/Sida 2006

13,93 

Taipei Liasion Office 37.161,50 East Asia Project 0,22 
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Donor Amount Activities financed % of overall budget

United Nations INSTRAW 233.440,00 Gender Migration and Remittances 1,39 

Other ** 1.986.360,00  11,82 

Total 14.812.871,87  100,00 

2008 (Financial year 01 July 2007–30 June 2008):
Donor Amount Activities financed % of overall budget

AUSAID 2.739.512,12 Development Through Trade 13,60

DANIDA 1.607.266,65 Business In Africa/Lesotho Democracy 
Programme/Security & Terrorism 

7,98

DFID 1.566.308,89 China In Africa/Trade Liberalisation 7,77

FORD FOUNDATION 125.536,00 Political Parties Research 0,62

Embassy of Finland 276.689,52 Security and Terrorism 1,37

Friedrich Ebert Stiftung 40.925,00 Regional Intergration 0,20

International Institute for 
Sustainable Development

181.227,00 Trade Knowledge Network 0,90

Konrad Adenauer Stiftung 553.023,62 EU Africa/KAS Research Interns 2,74

Royal Netherlands Embassy 5.374.055,71 African Peer Review Mechanism 26,67

Sida 3.048.125,50 Emerging Powers/SA Foreign Policy/
Security & Terrorism/Dev Through 
Trade/China In Africa/Media Outreach

15,13

United Nations INSTRAW 20.860,00 Gender Migration and Remittances 0,10

NORAD 2.858.799,00 Governance of Africa’s Resources 14,19

Other ** 1.753.690,84  8,70

Total 20.146.019,85  100,00

* Includes memberships, income from publications, reports, briefings, conferences, seminars.

** This is a combination of 3 months of NEPAD (R1.4million) and 9 months of the APRM Project.
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